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Licence..........................................................	152Chapter	1:	IntroductionWelcome	to	Grim	Hollow!	Or	welcome	back,	if	you	were	one	of	the	backers	or	players	who	We	thank	the	9,138	backers	who	supported	us	helped	make	our	first	book,	Grim	Hollow:	in	creating	Grim	Hollow:	The	Players	Guide.	Your	The	Campaign	Guide,	a	success.	If	you’ve	read
overwhelming	trust	gave	us	the	means	and	thethe	Campaign	Guide,	you	know	what	Grim	Hollow	is	all	motivation	to	make	this	book	everything	it	could	be.about.	If	you	haven’t,	lock	your	doors	and	draw	your	We	hope	you	find	in	this	book,	whether	you’re	a	playershutters.	Gather	‘round	the	campfire,	but	keep	an	eye	on	or	a	GM,	the	ideas	and	the	rules
to	create	a	campaignthe	underbrush.	It’s	a	full	moon	tonight!	that	captures	deeply	the	feel	of	people	staring	into	the	darkness,	hoping	to	survive	but	dreading	what	might	Dark	fantasy	and	horror	have	long	been	a	favorite	come	out	of	it—or	out	of	themselves.genre	of	storytellers—not	to	mention	story	listeners.From	the	earliest	humans	gathered
around	fires,	making	Playing	a	Darkup	stories	of	the	monsters	that	inhabited	the	dark,	the	Fantasy	Campaignwilderness,	the	seas,	and	the	spaces	between	the	stars,we’ve	never	lost	the	thrill	of	being	thrilled,	the	adrenaline	Classic	tabletop	roleplaying	games	often	see	the	adven-rush	of	being	scared	out	of	our	wits,	while	knowing—or	at	turers	striding
boldly	across	the	countryside,	tracking	evilleast	hoping—that	we’re	safe	from	any	true	danger.	to	its	lair	and	vanquishing	it	in	the	name	of	wealth	and	glory,	protecting	the	world	and	its	people	for	another	day.	Grim	Hollow	and	its	world	of	Etharis	offer	roleplay-ing	game	fans	the	ability	to	partake	in	those	thrills	of	Dark	fantasy	tells	a	different	story,
and	the	world	ofa	dark	fantasy	setting.	Whether	the	terror	comes	in	the	Grim	Hollow	invites	participants	to	imagine	narrativesform	of	nature’s	most	reddened	teeth	and	claws,	or	the	tinged	with	shadow,	fear,	and	the	drama	of	despair.fear	spread	through	mortals’	actions	when	they’re	drivenby	the	lust	for	power,	or	the	horror	of	lifeless	monsters	In
the	world	of	Etharis,	the	roles	are	reversed	fromshambling	through	the	moonless	nights	longing	to	a	typical	high-fantasy	campaign.	It	is	the	good	whoextinguish	the	bright	lights	of	life,	Etharis	teems	with	cower	in	their	fragile	bastions	of	civilization	while	evilthreats	perfect	for	many	different	styles	of	horror-based,	stalks	freely	across	the	land.
Adventurers	skulk	furtivelydark-fantasy	campaigns.	through	the	shadows,	always	aware	of	the	danger	that	follows	closely	behind	them—or	the	danger	lurking	More	importantly,	the	rules	in	this	book	provide	within	their	bodies	and	souls.	Welcome	to	Grim	Hollow!the	means	to	allow	players	to	experiment	with	theircharacters,	who	face	the	most
terrible	fate	of	all:succumbing	to	the	darkness	and	being	changed	by	it.The	existential	terror	of	becoming	a	monster	can	makefighting	monsters	seem	pale	by	comparison.4	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideThe	World	is	Lost	Once	taken,	these	abilities	are	notoriously	difficult	to	handle.	When	dealing	with	other	humanoids,	revealingEtharis	is	a	world	on	the
brink	of	total	destruction.	The	your	true	nature	can	cause	serious	problems.	As	yourgods	are	dead,	coldfire	threatens	to	consume	the	world,	power	grows,	its	nature	becomes	harder	and	harder	tothe	City	Below	stands	poised	to	flood	the	world	with	conceal	and	control,	and	therefore	harder	to	avoid	theunearthly	dangers…	any	one	of	a	hundred	events
could	ramifications	of	your	choice.	It	might	be	worth	investingbe	the	spark	that	sets	the	world	aflame.	in	disguise	kit	proficiency	or	abilities	such	as	disguise	self	in	order	to	better	blend	in	among	normal	people.	In	such	a	world,	how	can	heroes	exist?	What	doesvictory	even	look	like?	Players	in	such	a	setting	should	Alas,	even	that	might	not	be
sufficient	if	circumstancestake	these	factors	into	consideration	when	tackling	force	you	to	use	your	powers	around	others.	Becharacter	creation	and	during	gameplay	itself.	warned.	When	you	become	as	feared	as	the	dark	forces	you	oppose,	natural	agencies,	like	the	business	end	Character	backstories	in	fantasy	rarely	revolve	around	of	a	farmer’s
pitchfork,	can	be	just	as	dangerous	ashappy	and	mundane	events.	In	dark	fantasy,	those	supernatural	ones.backstories	are	generally	even	more	dark	and	dramatic.	The	Gods	are	Dead	What	motivates	and	shapes	dark	fantasy	protagonists?The	loss	of	a	loved	one.	Betrayal	by	those	closest	to	them.	Quite	possibly	the	greatest	cataclysm	to	strike
EtharisDisastrous	events	that	the	character	felt	powerless	to	was	the	disappearance	of	the	gods.	Few	people	know	thestop.	Inscrutable	and	irrepressible	powers	reaching	out	truth	of	their	downfall,	with	the	exception	of	the	humanand	molding	the	lives	and	personalities	of	the	characters	pantheon,	but	all	are	aware	that	praying	to	the	godswith	a	cold
and	malevolent	disregard.	brings	no	aid	and	no	relief.	The	divine	magic	that	always	offered	healing	and	protection	to	those	in	need	vanished,	The	world	of	Etharis	is	defined	by	these	horrible	and	now	few	remain	who	can	remember	that	golden	age.events,	and	it	stands	to	reason	that	the	characterswithin	it	follow	suit.	How	would	these	circumstances
As	a	player,	the	extreme	scarcity	of	divine	magicand	events	lead	to	a	life	as	an	adventurer,	braving	the	offers	certain	challenges	to	those	wishing	to	play	a	clericdangers	that	most	flee	from	in	terror?	Did	your	character	or	paladin.	Your	very	existence	is	a	notable	event,	andbecome	bitter	and	cynical,	only	looking	out	for	their	own	you	should	discuss
with	your	GM	how	you	retain	yourinterests?	Did	they	rally	and	push	back	against	despair,	magic	and	what	effect	that	is	likely	to	have	on	the	worldresolving	to	fight	for	the	last	glimmers	of	light	that	as	a	whole.	The	requirements	for	multiclassing	are	evenremain?	What	is	your	character	fighting	for?	steeper,	and	should	be	worked	into	the	story	as	a
major	plot	point.	These	themes	also	work	their	way	into	the	game	itself.With	the	world	in	ruins,	various	elements	of	normal	The	death	of	the	gods	has	serious	consequences,	evenroleplaying	get	turned	on	their	heads.	Safety	becomes	a	for	those	who	don’t	wish	to	partake	in	a	divine	class.relative	term,	so	spells	such	as	alarm	or	arcane	lock	might
Clerics,	paladins,	and	religious	organizations	in	generalbe	more	useful	than	in	traditional	high	fantasy	settings.	are	often	the	main	source	of	healing	and	curative	magicThe	monsters	that	stalk	the	wilds	have	successfully	taken	in	a	roleplaying	game,	so	their	absence	offers	a	majordown	entire	civilizations,	making	it	important	to	carefully	challenge.
Diseases,	curses,	and	other	conditions	are	farpick	your	battles.	Maybe	not	every	battle	or	encounter	is	more	serious	when	you	can’t	just	stroll	into	the	nearestworth	the	cost	of	risking	the	entire	war	against	darkness.	temple	and	donate	a	hefty	gold	fee	to	cure	them.Darkness	is	a	Choice	Similarly,	resurrection	is	a	near	impossibility.	Players	should	be
aware	that	lives	are	all	the	more	precious	inDemons	walk	the	land	of	Etharis,	twisting	mortal	fates	Etharis.	Even	the	more	mundane	services	offered	byto	their	whim.	Misshapen	abominations	skulk	in	the	clergy,	such	as	giving	blessings	and	selling	holy	water,	areshadows,	waiting	for	their	opportunity	to	strike.	Darkness	rare.	The	helpful	items	for
fighting	the	legions	of	darknessseeps	from	every	corner	and	every	crack	in	the	world’s	are	valued	greatly,	and	their	value	becomes	even	greater,façade,	whispering	promises	of	great	power	to	those	meaning	they	should	be	seen	and	used	sparingly.willing	to	answer…	and	to	sacrifice.	One	enduring	truthdefines	the	tenebrous	forces	at	play	in	Etharis:
there	is	Magic	is	Mistrustedalways	a	price	for	the	aid	of	dark	powers.	With	the	disappearance	of	divine	magic,	arcane	Part	of	making	a	character	in	Grim	Hollow	is	spellcasters	on	Etharis	found	themselves	the	target	ofacknowledging	the	power	of	the	forces	of	darkness.	This	hatred	and	mistrust.	A	magic	inquisition	started	insetting	offers	a	number	of
options	for	incorporating	those	the	Castinellan	Provinces,	bureaucracies	sprang	up	topowers	into	your	character.	Rather	than	merely	picking	regulate	and	control	mages	elsewhere,	and	mobs	huntedup	a	Transformation	Boon	or	the	use	of	sangromancy	down	those	the	common	folk	blamed	for	the	gods’like	you	would	with	an	additional	skill	proficiency,
these	absence.	Where	once	they	delved	into	the	mysteries	ofoptions	work	best	when	tied	to	specific	character	events.	the	universe,	now	wizards	and	their	kin	must	seek	toPerhaps	you	gladly	accept	these	powers	as	a	means	to	ensure	their	very	survival.exact	the	revenge	that	your	character	seeks,	or	maybe	itwas	an	unwilling	accident	on	the	night	of	a
full	moon.	As	a	player	making	an	arcane	spellcaster,	whether	aDoes	your	character	regret	these	events	or	choices?	Or	do	wizard,	sorcerer,	or	warlock,	you	face	a	superstitious	andthey	fully	embrace	the	power	they	have	gained?	Chapter	1:	Introduction	5hostile	populace.	Many	of	the	regions	in	Etharis	have	One	additional	consequence	of	the	state	of
socialinstituted	licensing	schemes	in	order	to	regulate	magic,	isolation	in	Etharis:	information	travels	very	slowly.so	a	valid	license	is	an	important	piece	of	equipment	for	With	no	reliable	messengers	and	limited	magic,those	seeking	to	practice	magic	legitimately.	Wizards	adventurers	are	sometimes	the	main	source	ofare	the	primary	licensed
spellcasters,	while	warlocks	are	communication	between	settlements.	This	can	lead	toalmost	never	part	of	a	magical	organization	or	academy.	problems,	but	can	also	work	to	the	characters’	advantageWith	their	innate	abilities,	sorcerers	fall	between	the	two,	if	they	don’t	want	news	of	their	exploits	spread.with	as	many	fugitives	as	licensed
practitioners.	Humanity	is	Cruel	Decide	which	category	your	character	falls	in,	andwork	with	your	GM	to	determine	any	restrictions	that	When	faced	with	difficult	circumstances,	there	aremay	apply	to	your	spellcasting	license.	Even	licensed	those	who	rise	to	the	occasion	and	act	out	of	charitablespellcasters	are	not	wholly	exempt	from	the
resentment	intentions	and	seek	to	help	those	in	need.	In	a	darkof	the	common	folk,	so	brandishing	a	wand	and	spell-	fantasy	setting,	most	people	fall	on	the	other	side	of	thebook	in	the	middle	of	a	crowded	tavern	may	not	be	the	coin.	Etharis	is	populated	mainly	by	those	who	lookwisest	decision.	out	for	themselves,	often	to	the	detriment	of	others.



Whether	it’s	scheming	nobles	living	in	the	lap	of	luxury	If	you’re	not	playing	a	spellcaster,	you	should	on	the	hard	work	of	others	or	superstitious	townsfolkconsider	how	you	feel	about	magic	as	a	character.	Did	doing	whatever	is	necessary	to	keep	from	drowning	inyou	grow	up	in	the	Castinellan	Provinces,	under	the	the	terrible	ocean	of	poverty,	the
people	of	Etharis	arestern	gaze	of	the	Watchers	of	the	Faithful?	Or	were	you	always	looking	at	what	they	get	out	of	any	agreement.	Infrom	the	Nordlands,	where	magic	is	as	much	a	fabric	this	world,	xenophobia,	paranoia,	and	plain	cruelty	areof	everyday	life	as	the	forests	and	rivers?	Regardless	the	order	of	the	day.of	how	you	feel	about	arcane	magic
at	the	start	of	youradventuring	career,	you	should	also	consider	how	that	Dealing	with	NPCs	is	a	cornerstone	of	roleplaying,opinion	changes	over	time.	Was	your	mistrust	of	arcane	but	the	aforementioned	conditions	make	it	an	especiallymagic	foolish	as	you	now	see	it	wielded	by	good	and	dicey	proposition	in	Etharis.	Help	is	not	something	givennoble
casters?	Or	do	your	personal	interactions	with	freely	by	the	strangers	you	meet	in	the	world.	Even	anarcane	casters	teach	you	that	the	fear	of	the	arcane	that	easy	smile	and	a	honeyed	tongue	have	their	limits,	so	beyou	wrote	off	as	superstition	was	instead	a	wise	and	prepared	to	deal	with	people	on	less	charitable	terms.prudent	choice?	Bribery,
intimidation,	coercion,	and	sometimesTravel	is	Dangerous	outright	blackmail	are	more	common	than	appeals	for	mercy	or	sympathy.	Knowing	what	the	other	personAdventurers	in	roleplaying	games	are	travelers.	It’s	wants	is	a	valuable	piece	of	information	when	tryingan	integral	part	of	the	job	and	of	the	game	as	a	whole.	to	come	to	some	sort	of
arrangement,	so	wisdom	is	justNormally	travel	occurs	along	a	well-maintained	and	as	important	as	charisma.	Spells	such	as	charm	personpatrolled	system	of	roads,	with	occasional	forays	into	may	seem	like	an	easy	answer,	but	the	fear	and	hatredthe	natural	wilderness	in	search	of	some	vile	creature	of	magic	in	Etharis	are	amplified	when	used	to
usurp	aupsetting	the	normal	order	of	the	world.	person’s	will.	And	those	spells	do	wear	off.	In	a	dark	fantasy	setting,	messengers	and	patrols	This	mistrust	and	paranoia	in	Etharis	make	somecannot	be	relied	upon,	and	anyone	who	goes	outside	the	abilities,	afterthoughts	in	other	types	of	campaigns	orsafety	of	the	town	walls	takes	their	life	in	their
hands.	settings,	extremely	valuable.	Boons	provided	by	yourNighttime	is	especially	dangerous,	for	any	light	serves	background	abilities,	for	example,	may	save	your	lifeas	a	beacon	to	the	creatures	waiting	in	the	inky	darkness.	as	much	as	a	quick	weapon	or	a	fireball.	Being	able	toTravel	in	Etharis	is	not	for	the	faint	of	heart,	and	may	rely	on	friends	for
a	meal	and	a	safe	shelter	can	be	someprove	challenges	equal	to	any	story’s	climax.	of	your	most	powerful	tools	when	dealing	with	other	people,	especially	in	a	low-charisma	party.	The	ability	to	As	a	character	braving	the	wilds	of	Etharis,	the	find	at	least	one	friendly	face	in	a	new	town	may	be	thefirst	thing	to	learn	is	that	there	is	no	such	thing	as	a
difference	between	life	and	death.safe	campsite.	When	night	falls,	everything	becomesfair	game,	so	it’s	best	to	be	prepared.	Setting	watches	Legends	are	Not	Bornalone	may	not	be	sufficient,	and	you	should	alwayshave	a	plan	for	awakening	your	allies	to	deal	with	the	Despite	the	many	abilities,	magical	items,	and	otherinevitable	complications.	Spells
can	aid	in	this	regard,	advantages	an	adventurer	has	over	the	common	citizenwhether	it’s	alarm,	magic	mouth,	or	any	of	the	various	of	Etharis,	characters	still	face	an	uphill	battle.	Thesonic	spells	that	can	be	heard	hundreds	of	feet	away.	threats	arrayed	against	them	are	legion,	and	many	areDarkvision	can	be	especially	useful	for	those	standing
strong	enough	to	rip	the	very	fabric	of	reality	asunder.watch,	to	avoid	advertising	your	presence	with	a	torch	As	a	result,	characters	must	be	aware	that	they	are	notor	campfire.	But	even	then,	darkvision	is	not	perfect,	at	the	top	of	the	food	chain.	The	danger	is	very	real,	andand	its	limits	can	give	certain	threats	an	upper	hand.	death	is	a	constant
possibility.	Those	who	rise	to	greatWarding	and	protection	spells,	such	as	tiny	hut	or	heights	do	so	only	after	a	long	and	difficult	struggle—rope	trick,	are	valuable	in	surviving	long	treks	across	and	the	fall	from	those	heights	is	all	the	more	dangerous.dangerous	territory.6	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideWhat	this	means	in	game	terms	is	that	the	player
demon-prince.	Across	Etharis,	small	acts	of	kindness,	ofcharacters	are	relatively	weaker	than	in	traditional	bravery,	of	charity,	all	stand	out	amid	the	dark	backdrop.fantasy	roleplaying	campaigns.	Progression	to	higher	Few	and	far	between,	their	scarcity	only	serves	to	makelevels	often	requires	greater	effort	and	greater	sacrifice	them	more
special.than	some	players	are	used	to.	This	is	an	element	of	darkfantasy	and	reflects	the	theme	of	constant	danger.	When	Characters	in	Grim	Hollow	should	know	that	thesebuilding	a	character,	it’s	wise	not	to	take	progression	events	are	not	the	norm.	An	act	of	selflessness	shouldfor	granted	and	focus	more	on	immediate	viability.	A	be	properly
recognized	as	the	unusual	event	it	is.	Howcharacter	that	will	only	come	into	its	own	after	it	gains	would	your	character	react	to	such	a	display?	Thosefour	levels	to	pick	up	that	one	spell	or	feat	you	need	is	a	of	good	heart	may	be	galvanized	and	reinvigorated	tocharacter	that	will	likely	not	survive	through	four	levels.	continue	doing	what	is	right.	A
cynical	character	might	view	the	event	with	pity	or	contempt.	Regardless,	these	Long-term	planning	is	definitely	an	option,	however.	flickers	of	hope	should	not	go	without	comment.Many	of	the	options	presented	in	this	book	are	designedwith	continual	progression	in	mind.	The	key	is	not	to	Players	should	also	realize	that	the	characters	theyrest	all
your	hopes	on	the	assumption	of	future	levels.	meet	do	not	expect	any	sort	of	charity	or	kindness	byWith	danger	all	around,	the	future	becomes	a	very	their	characters.	Such	acts	are	usually	met	with	suspi-uncertain	prospect,	and	it’s	often	more	helpful	to	focus	cion,	and	the	players	must	be	prepared	to	act	accord-on	surviving	the	present.	ingly.	One
might	challenge	the	NPCs’	expectations,	seeking	to	sway	them	to	your	cause.	Alternatively,	aVictories	are	Earned	player’s	character	might	disguise	their	charity	in	order	to	avoid	any	conflict	that	might	complicate	the	matter,A	knight	stands,	chest	heaving,	amid	the	remains	of	an	such	as	slipping	extra	coin	into	a	delivery	so	that	itundead	legion.
Around	her	are	bodies	not	just	of	the	seems	accidental.creatures	she	fought,	but	also	her	fallen	comrades.	Shestands	perfectly	still,	though	she	feels	the	wound	in	her	Actions	Matterside	beginning	to	fester.	Behind	her	the	villagers	begin	topeek	out	from	their	hovels	to	see	that	disaster	has	been	These	suggestions	are	intended	to	help	guide
playersnarrowly	averted.	through	the	dark	fantasy	world	of	Etharis,	but	they	remain	merely	that:	suggestions.	Your	actions	are	These	are	the	types	of	victories	to	be	found	in	Etharis.	ultimately	yours	to	decide.	As	you	make	these	choicesHard-fought	battles,	won	at	a	steep	price,	but	worth	the	and	face	challenges	throughout	your	journey,	know
thatcost	nonetheless.	Success	is	not	guaranteed.	Victories	have	each	path	you	take	will	have	consequences,	for	good	orvery	real	costs,	and	in	some	cases	those	costs	are	the	very	ill.	How	you	face	the	situations	presented	will	definemorals	and	ideals	of	the	“heroes”	who	pay	them.	your	character	and	the	story	surrounding	them.	People	can	change
based	on	their	experiences,	and	a	player	A	dark	fantasy	setting	is	one	in	which	good	does	not	should	take	into	consideration	everything	their	characteralways	vanquish	evil,	and	the	players	are	not	always	the	has	done	in	deciding	how	they	will	react	to	things	in	theheroes.	There	is	no	great	final	battle	between	the	forces	of	future.	Some	extreme	events
may	shift	alignment,	changelight	and	darkness,	the	victories	that	occur	are	temporary	motivations	and	goals,	or	alter	a	character’s	bonds,	ideals,and	fleeting.	They	are	battles	rather	than	wars.	But	they	and	flaws	in	surprising	ways.	Accepting	the	directionare	still	victories.	your	character	takes,	even	if	it	isn’t	one	that	you	had	planned	on,	often	results
in	a	more	rewarding	experience.	Being	a	player	in	Etharis	is	to	be	a	character	willingto	sacrifice	for	their	goals,	and	who	realizes	that	each	Your	decisions	will	also	shape	your	version	of	Etharis.victory	is	still	cause	for	celebration.	Deciding	your	Characters	you	meet	may	show	up	later	to	influencecharacter’s	motivations	and	goals	in	this	world	often
important	moments	in	the	story.	Word	of	your	deedsmeans	narrowing	your	focus.	There	is	little	glory	to	be	spreads,	albeit	slowly,	between	settlements.	GMs	mayfound,	so	personal	stakes	are	more	appropriate.	Whether	set	the	overarching	plot	for	a	campaign,	but	your	actionsit	be	to	heal	your	sick	sibling	or	to	finish	the	work	of	provide	the	building
blocks	they	use	in	the	future.	In	thisyour	departed	mentor,	Etharis	lends	itself	to	these	short-	way,	the	characters	and	the	world	around	them	reinforceterm,	attainable	goals.	The	grand	adventures	against	one	another	to	form	a	complete,	cohesive	narrative.impossible	odds	to	save	the	world	from	the	evils	that	Etharis	is,	above	all	else,	a	world	of
difficult	choices	andsurround	it…	those	are	stories	for	a	later	time.	serious	consequences.	Choose	wisely.There	is	LightWithin	the	DarknessDespite	the	dire	circumstances	facing	the	world,	hopestill	remains.	It	may	be	scattered,	dimmed,	assaultedon	all	sides,	but	it	has	not	been	extinguished.	A	farmerstands	against	the	oncoming	soldiers,	giving	his
friendsand	family	time	to	flee.	A	merchant,	with	a	kindly	smile,hands	a	loaf	of	bread	to	a	poor	beggar.	A	paladin,	thelast	of	his	order,	continues	his	quest	to	rid	the	world	of	a	Chapter	1:	Introduction	7Chapter	2:	Exotic	Races	of	EtharisMost	of	the	standard	fantasy	races	have	a	road	or	doing	odd	jobs	around	an	isolated	farmhouse,	place	in	the	world	of
Etharis:	humans,	elves,	searching	for	some	scraps	of	acceptance	or	a	small	trinket	dwarves,	and	halflings	do	their	best	to	make	or	two	to	take	with	it	when	it	must	inevitably	move	on.	their	way	amid	the	tumult.	Several	more	exotic	races	called	Etharis	their	home.	Recently,	with	the	advent	of	the	Weeping	Pox,	theThese	people	strive	and	suffer	along
with	the	other	wechselkind	have	started	to	emerge	from	hiding	andmortal	races—but	their	existences	are	touched	with	the	be	recognized	as	a	separate	race	of	creatures.	With	theirsame	wonder,	and	trouble,	that	make	Etharis	unique.	immunity	to	disease,	a	number	of	wechselkind	have	offered	their	services	as	nurses	and	doctor’s	assistants
inWechselkind	plague-stricken	regions,	gaining	recognition	and	praise	from	those	able	to	see	beyond	their	tragic	beginnings.A	mother	hears	a	sound	in	the	night	and	worriedly	These	wechselkind	are	grateful	for	a	sense	of	purpose	andchecks	on	her	sleeping	toddler.	Nothing	appears	amiss,	a	place	to	belong,	but	remain	wary.	Once	their	usefulnessbut
weeks	later	the	glamour	fades	and	the	true	horror	is	is	at	an	end,	they	know	they	may	be	cast	out	once	more.revealed:	the	child	has	been	stolen	by	the	faerie,	and	awechselkind	is	left	in	its	place.	The	faerie	are	callous	and	Wechselkind	Traitsunchanging	beings,	so	nothing	sparks	their	fascination(and	their	envy)	more	than	the	malleable,	bright	spark
of	Constructed	of	sturdy	materials	and	enchanted	witha	young	human	child.	powerful	faerie	magic,	wechselkind	possess	several	traits	that	distinguish	them	from	the	other	races	of	Etharis.	A	wechselkind	is	a	construct	crafted	of	wood,	clay,and	ceramic	in	the	form	of	a	small	child,	animated	by	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Constitution	scorefaerie
magic	and	concealed	in	a	glamour	that	makes	increases	by	2	and	your	Charisma	score	increases	by	1.them	appear	identical	to	a	stolen	mortal	babe.	Once	theglamour	fades	and	the	lie	is	revealed,	the	wechselkind	is	Age.	As	constructs,	the	wechselkind	do	not	age	asoften	cast	out	by	its	foster	family,	if	not	destroyed.	normal	creatures	do.	They	are
forever	trapped	in	the	doll-like	body	of	a	stolen	child.	As	such,	their	maximum	Occasionally,	though,	a	family	takes	pity	on	the	poor	age	is	more	a	function	of	natural	erosion	and	damage	thancreature	and	attempts	to	raise	it	as	they	would	a	child,	of	time,	occasionally	needing	to	replace	or	fix	body	partsonly	to	find	that	while	their	mind	develops
normally,	a	when	needed.	You	are	immune	to	magical	aging	effects.wechselkind	is	forever	bound	in	the	unchanging	form	ofa	childlike	doll.	Alignment.	Faerie	are	as	close	to	the	embodiment	of	chaos	as	most	mortals	are	likely	to	see,	and	their	creations	Whether	nurtured	or	shunned,	the	wechselkind	usually	follow	that	trend.	Although	some	tend
towardseventually	finds	itself	an	outcast	in	the	world	and	must	mischief,	more	wechselkind	lean	towards	good	than	evil.fend	for	itself	as	best	it	can.	With	few	physical	needs,the	wechselkind	often	wanders	from	place	to	place,	Size.	Built	to	resemble	a	child,	wechselkind	arewatching	the	people	it	encounters	with	envious	eyes,	between	2	and	3	feet	tall
and	weigh	between	35	and	55hoping	for	a	place	to	finally	fit	in.	pounds.	Your	size	is	Small.	The	residual	magic	of	its	faerie	glamour	allows	it	to	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	25	feet.conceal	itself	in	the	guise	of	a	human	child,	and	a	lone	Artificial	Form.	As	a	constructed	creature,	yourwechselkind	often	takes	to	begging	by	the	side	of	the	body
functions	differently	than	a	normal	person.	You	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	being	poisoned,	and	you	have	resistance	to	poison	damage.	You	are	immune	to	disease.	You	don’t	need	to	eat,	drink,	sleep,	or	breathe.	You	are	still	considered	humanoid.	Faerie	Glamour.	When	the	faerie	leaves	a	wechselkind	in	place	of	a	mortal	child,	they	cover
it	with	a	glamour	to	make	it	appear	identical	to	the	child	that	was	stolen.	Over	time	this	glamour	fades,	but	a	wechselkind	can	still	call	upon	it	in	times	of	need.	You	may	cast	the	disguise	self	spell	once	with	this	trait,	but	only	to	take	on	the	appearance	of	the	child	you	were	intended	to	replace,	and	you	regain	the	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	long
rest.	Charisma	is	your	spellcasting	ability	for	this	spell.	Childish	Agility.	You	can	move	through	the	space	of	any	creature	that	is	of	a	size	larger	than	yours.	You	gain	proficiency	in	the	Acrobatics	skill.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Sylvan	and	one	other	language	of	your	choice.	Chapter	2:	Exotic	Races	of	Etharis	9Laneshi	The	Brothers	Part
1Deep	beneath	the	waves	lies	the	Llana’Shi	Empire.	An	Smoke	rose	into	the	night	as	two	brothers	fled	theancient	race,	the	laneshi	straddle	the	line	between	life	burning	village	of	Kolyat.	They	ran	as	fast	as	theirand	death,	communing	with	spirits	for	guidance	and	feet	could	carry	them,	stopping	after	hiding	themselvesunafraid	to	meet	death	on	the
battlefield.	Pale	humanoids	in	the	brush.	Only	then	did	they	look	back.with	manes	of	kelp-like	hair,	they	seek	the	underlyingduality	of	everything	they	encounter.	A	laneshi	is	more	The	sparks	from	their	home	lit	up	the	darkness,	alikely	than	not	to	view	matters	in	absolutes	and	react	mockery	of	shooting	stars.	Screams	and	inhuman	growlsaccordingly.
Friend	or	foe.	Day	or	night.	Acceptance	or	drifted	toward	them,	warning	them	that	the	dangerrejection.	All	things	must	have	their	place,	and	to	this	end	hadn’t	passed.they	have	developed	a	rigid	caste	system.	Mischa	touched	his	elder	brother’s	shoulder.	“Laszlo?	The	mystic	caste	comprises	all	those	laneshi	who	are	Are	Papa	and	Mama...?”born	as
twins,	a	very	common	occurrence.	When	thishappens,	the	first-born	of	the	pair	is	inducted	into	the	Laszlo	hid	his	face	in	his	hands.	“I-I’m	sorry,	Mischa,”mystic	caste,	while	the	other	twin	is	consecrated	as	his	or	he	sobbed.	“I’m	sorry.	I	wanted	to	go	b-back,	but	Papaher	sibling’s	spirit	guide.	Using	a	powerful	necromantic	ordered	me	to	keep	you
safe.”ritual,	the	second	twin	is	sacrificed	and	its	soul	boundwithin	the	body	of	the	other.	Each	member	of	the	mystic	Mischa	had	rarely	seen	his	brother	weep.	Laszlo	wascaste	is	therefore	possessed	of	two	souls:	one	living	the	strong	one,	the	one	their	parents	relied	on,	whoand	one	dead.	This	grants	them	vision	into	the	spirit	drove	the	bullies	away.
Yet	now,	he	was	broken.	Theyworld	and	heightens	their	necromantic	abilities.	Mystics	both	were.are	in	charge	of	all	things	that	possess	no	life,	and	aretherefore	in	charge	of	funeral	rites,	crafting,	construction,	Count	Branimir.	The	name	lit	a	dark	flame	in	Mishca’srecordkeeping,	and	food	preparation.	Heavier	duties	are	mind.	Their	father	had
refused	the	Count’s	offer	to	buyusually	performed	with	the	aid	of	undead	labor.	their	land	for	a	tenth	of	its	value.	More,	their	father	convinced	the	entire	village	not	to	sell.	For	their	defiance,	The	second	caste,	the	warrior	caste,	is	in	charge	of	the	Count’s	vampires	extracted	a	terrible	price.all	things	relating	to	the	living.	This	includes	not	only	Mischa
held	his	brother	tightly.	“Branimir	will	pay,”	he	whispered,	tracing	a	symbol	over	his	heart.	“By	Lady	Vengeance’s	name,	I	swear:	we	will	make	him	pay.”	They	gathered	themselves	and	stumbled	toward	the	road.	Raevo	lay	80	miles	away.	To	be	Continued...	warfare,	but	also	ruling,	diplomacy,	farming,	the	raising	and	educating	of	children,	and	so
forth.	The	warrior	caste	is	roughly	double	the	size	of	the	mystic	caste	and	is	structured	as	a	meritocracy,	with	great	deeds	leading	to	greater	status.	The	laneshi	are	constantly	at	war	with	their	deep-dwelling	neighbors,	and	use	their	ability	to	speak	with	the	marine	wildlife	to	find	opportunities	for	heroism	and	advancement.	Despite	this,	the	rulers	of
the	Llana’Shi	Empire	have	recently	turned	their	eyes	toward	the	surface	for	unknown	reasons.	Perhaps	some	new	and	greater	threat	is	stirring	in	the	dark	depths	of	the	sea,	and	the	Laneshi	seek	aid	from	their	air-breathing	cousins.	Or	perhaps	the	rumors	of	mysterious	visitors	to	the	royal	palace	and	blasphemous	compacts	with	ancient	evils	are	true,
and	the	laneshi	king	is	looking	for	new	lands	to	conquer	to	appease	the	hunger	of	his	unnamable	master.	Laneshi	Traits	The	strict	laneshi	caste	system	governed	your	early	training,	and	you	also	inherit	certain	fundamental	traits	due	to	your	parentage.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases	by	1,	and	your	Wisdom	score	increases	by	1.
Age.	Laneshi	mature	quickly,	reaching	adulthood	at	around	14,	and	live	up	to	150	years	old.10	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideAlignment.	Laneshi	have	a	strong	tendency	towards	Ogreshlaw,	as	is	reflected	in	the	regimented	society	and	castesystem.	They	don’t	show	any	particular	leaning	in	The	populous	races	of	Etharis	all	have	stories	aboutregards	to
good	and	evil,	however,	with	both	showing	the	ogresh,	although	few	have	seen	them	in	person.up	among	their	ranks	in	equal	numbers.	Stories	describe	them	as	solitary	wise	men	and	women	who	serve	as	founts	of	information	and	advice	for	the	Size.	Laneshi	are	about	the	same	size	and	build	as	nearby	communities.	Adventure	tales	abound
wherehumans.	Your	size	is	Medium.	the	protagonist	receives	counsel	from	an	ogresh	before	setting	off	on	their	quest,	and	yet	others	describe	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	You	have	royal	advisors	with	a	distinctive	set	of	wide	features.a	base	swimming	speed	of	30	feet.	Regardless	of	the	veracity	of	such	tales,	the	ogresh	still	exist	across
the	continent,	viewed	as	something	of	an	Darkvision.	Born	in	the	depths	of	the	ocean	where	exotic	oddity.little	light	penetrates,	the	laneshi	are	at	home	in	the	dark.You	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	of	you	as	if	it	were	In	truth,	the	scarcity	of	the	ogresh	is	a	result	of	theirbright	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You	particular	biology.
Young	ogresh	mature	slowly,	andcan’t	discern	colour	in	darkness,	only	shades	of	grey.	during	their	extended	youth,	which	may	last	decades,	they	are	driven	by	a	deep-seated	sense	of	wanderlust.	Amphibious.	You	can	breathe	both	air	and	water.	This	feeling	compels	them	to	travel	in	search	of	a	Beast	Whisperers.	You	know	the	speak	with	animals
suitable	area	to	settle,	consisting	of	ample	naturalspell.	You	can	cast	it	once	per	day	with	this	trait,	regaining	resources,	a	local	population	of	sentient	creatures,	andthe	ability	to	do	so	upon	the	completion	of	a	long	rest.	a	lack	of	other	ogresh	nearby.	Once	they	decide	upon	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Laneshiand	one	other	language	of
your	choice.	Subrace.	The	circumstances	of	their	birth	determinewhich	caste	a	particular	laneshi	belongs	to,	and	thereforethe	rituals	and	training	which	govern	their	early	life.The	warrior	caste	involves	rigorous	physical	training,weapon	skills,	and	mounted	combat.	The	mystic	casteare	born	as	twins,	and	contain	the	bound	soul	of	theirdeparted
sibling	bound	within	themselves.Laneshi	WarriorLaneshi	warriors	bear	traits	informed	by	their	heritageand	training.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	scoreincreases	by	an	additional	1	(total	of	2).	Skirmish	Tactics.	When	you	hit	a	hostile	creaturewith	a	weapon	attack,	you	may	take	the	Disengageaction	as	a	bonus	action	until	the	end	of	your	turn.
Laneshi	Weapon	Training.	You	gain	proficiencywith	spears,	tridents,	javelins	and	light	armor.	You	alsogain	proficiency	in	the	Animal	Handling	skill.Laneshi	MysticLaneshi	mystics	are	changed	by	the	circumstances	oftheir	birth.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Wisdom	scoreincreases	by	an	additional	1	(total	of	2).	Duality	of	Spirit.	You	have	undergone	the
Rite	ofTann’lia,	and	the	soul	of	your	dead	twin	is	now	boundto	your	own.	You	have	resistance	to	psychic	damage,and	you	have	advantage	on	Intelligence,	Wisdom,and	Charisma	saves	against	magic.	The	first	time	thistrait	activates	after	a	long	rest,	you	must	make	a	DC12	Wisdom	saving	throw.	If	you	fail,	your	twin’s	spiritattempts	to	wrest	control
away	from	you,	leaving	youstunned	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	Laneshi	Magic.	You	know	one	necromancy	cantripof	your	choice.	At	5th	level,	you	learn	an	additionalnecromancy	cantrip	of	your	choice.	Wisdom	is	yourspellcasting	ability	for	it.	Chapter	2:	Exotic	Races	of	Etharis	11an	area,	an	ogresh	enters	the	second	stage	of	their	life,	The
Downcastwhich	is	marked	by	a	drastically	increased	appetite	anda	mostly	sedentary	lifestyle.	More	than	a	single	ogresh	With	the	end	of	the	God-War,	the	Arch	Seraphs	of	eachcould	easily	deplete	the	surplus	of	a	small	village,	deity	descended	upon	the	world,	each	taking	uponso	the	reason	for	their	wanderlust	is	a	simple	case	of	their	own	shoulders
the	burden	of	imposing	order	onbiological	necessity.	a	world	cast	into	disarray.	These	Arch	Seraphs	were	the	most	powerful	lieutenants	among	the	angelic	hosts,	Given	their	reliance	on	other	species,	it	comes	as	no	strong	enough	to	retain	a	semblance	of	their	powersurprise	that	the	ogresh	are	masters	of	social	interaction.	following	the	tragedy.	The
lesser	angels	were	not	soEach	individual	is	born	with	an	inherent	ability	to	read	lucky.	Many	found	themselves	wholly	bereft	of	theirbody	language	and	vocal	cues	helpful	in	discerning	the	powers,	cast	down	to	Etharis	to	live	out	their	now-attitude	of	others.	Indeed,	the	vast	stores	of	knowledge	mortal	lives	amidst	the	lesser	races.often	attributed	to	the
ogresh	is	a	reflection	of	theiruncanny	ability	to	glean	information	about	an	individual	The	downcast,	as	they	have	come	to	be	called,	arethrough	these	subtle	clues.	Even	a	casual	conversation	far	fewer	in	number	than	when	they	first	arrived,could	end	up	revealing	far	more	than	one	would	intend	with	a	great	number	of	them	succumbing	to	despairto
these	keen	observers,	and	the	ogresh	are	smart	enough	and	sickness	after	their	fall	from	grace.	Of	those	whoto	capitalize	on	such	information.Ogresh	TraitsOgresh	possess	inborn	traits	that	contribute	to	theirreputation	as	master	communicators.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Charisma	scoreincreases	by	2	and	your	Constitution	and	Wisdom
scoresincrease	by	1.	Age.	Ogresh	reach	maturity	around	age	25	and	canlive	as	long	as	300	years.	Alignment.	In	order	to	fit	in	with	the	societies	theyattach	themselves	to,	ogresh	are	usually	flexible	when	itcomes	to	ideas	of	alignment,	meaning	that	most	of	themtend	towards	neutrality.	Size.	While	only	a	little	taller	than	a	human,	around6	to	7	feet	tall,
an	ogresh	has	a	distinctively	wide	buildwhich	makes	them	significantly	heavier	than	humans,even	before	they	enter	the	sedentary	portion	of	their	life.A	young	ogresh	usually	ranges	between	200	and	300pounds,	while	an	older,	settled	ogresh	can	get	upwardsof	700	to	800	pounds.	Your	size	is	Medium.	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	Takes
One	to	Know	One.	You	have	advantage	onsaving	throws	against	being	charmed.	Powerful	Build.	You	count	as	one	size	larger	whendetermining	your	carrying	capacity	and	the	weight	youcan	push,	drag,	or	lift.	Gift	of	Gab.	You	gain	proficiency	with	two	of	thefollowing	skills	of	your	choice:	Persuasion,	Insight,Deception,	and	Performance.	A	Friendly	Ear.
Once	per	short	rest,	you	can	attemptto	charm	a	non-hostile	creature	you	are	conversing	withif	you	converse	with	them	for	at	least	one	minute.	Thecreature	must	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throw,	the	DC	forthis	saving	throw	equals	8	+	your	Charisma	modifier+	your	proficiency	bonus.	On	a	failed	save,	the	targetbecomes	charmed	by	you	for	one	hour,	and
you	learn	onepiece	of	information	that	the	target	knows	that	relates	tothe	topic	of	your	conversation,	at	the	DM’s	discretion.Regardless	of	whether	or	not	the	target	makes	the	save,they	remain	unaware	of	your	attempt.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	threelanguages	of	your	choice.12	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guideremain,	some	still	serve	the
Arch	Seraphs	in	their	twisted	Lingering	Divinity.	You	have	resistance	tocrusades,	hoping	to	reclaim	what	they	have	lost.	Others	necrotic	damage.have	turned	their	backs	on	their	former	comrades	to	seektheir	own	goals,	fully	embracing	mortal	life.	Lastly	are	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Celestialthose	who	feel	embittered	by	their	fall
and	have	been	and	one	other	language	of	your	choice.gleefully	accepted	by	the	Arch	Demons	as	agents	tospread	fear	and	destruction.	Subrace.	Downcast	are	divided	into	four	distinct	varieties	based	on	the	divine	they	served.	These	different	Physically,	the	downcast	still	possess	the	beauty	of	types	of	downcast	still	retain	some	of	the	abilities	andtheir
angelic	forms,	although	they	no	longer	shine	as	traits	granted	to	them	by	their	former	patron	deity.brightly	as	before.	The	mark	of	the	divine	still	remains	asa	visible	glow	within	their	eyes,	and	faint	markings	on	Aureliantheir	skin	mimic	Celestial	runes.	Aurelians	exhibit	traits	linking	them	to	their	former	There	is	also	variation	based	on	the	deity	that
each	master	Aurelia.served	in	the	past.	Those	who	follow	Maligant	arephysically	stronger,	Galt’s	host	are	hardy	and	resilient,	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Charisma	scoreUlmyr’s	are	possessed	of	a	keen	intellect,	and	Aurelia’s	increases	by	1.kin	have	softer	features	and	soothing	voices.	Hand	of	Aurelia.	You	may	cast	the	cure	wounds	Over	time,	the
downcast	have	learned	to	tap	into	the	spell	at	1st	level	once	with	this	trait,	and	regain	thesmall	shreds	of	divine	power	that	lie	sleeping	within	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Wisdom	istheir	blood.	That	power	still	remembers	the	downcast’s	your	spellcasting	ability	for	this	spell.former	purpose	and	can	be	harnessed	in	times	of	greatneed	to
aid	those	who	once	called	upon	the	gods	for	Ulmyritetheir	power.	This	ability	is	as	dangerous	as	it	is	powerful,for	there	are	many	who	would	seek	to	take	it	by	force.	Ulmyrites	exhibit	traits	linking	them	to	their	formerFallen	clergy	who	seek	to	drain	the	downcast	in	order	master	Ulmyr.to	restore	their	own	failing	powers,	vampires	seeking	todrink
from	a	fountain	of	the	tainted	divine,	even	those	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Intelligence	scorewho	treat	with	powerful	entities	alien	to	this	world,	are	increases	by	1.all	potential	predators	to	a	fallen	angel.	Indeed,	there	aresome	who	have	already	discovered	this	secret	and	are	Ulmyr’s	Sight.	You	may	cast	the	detect	magic	spellwilling	to	go	to	any
lengths	in	order	to	obtain	it.	once	with	this	trait,	and	regain	the	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.Downcast	Traits	MaligantiDowncast	still	bear	the	marks	of	immortality	that	havebeen	robbed	from	them.	Maliganti	exhibit	traits	linking	them	to	their	former	master	Maligant.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Wisdom	scoreincreases	by	2.	Ability
Score	Increase.	Your	Strength	score	increases	by	1.	Age.	Stripped	of	their	immortality,	the	downcastnevertheless	possess	incredibly	long	lifespans,	rivalling	Fury	of	Maligant.	You	may	cast	the	branding	smiteeven	those	of	elven	blood.	A	downcast	reaches	maturity	at	spell	as	a	1st	level	spell	once	with	this	trait,	and	regainthe	same	age	as	a	human,	but
can	live	up	to	800	years	old.	the	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Wisdom	is	your	spellcasting	ability	for	this	spell.	Alignment.	Former	servants	of	the	gods,	mostdowncast	retain	their	good	alignment,	and	the	particular	Galtiangod	they	served	dictates	whether	they	are	more	likely	tobe	chaotic	or	lawful.	Galt’s	servants	are	strongly	aligned
Galtians	exhibit	traits	linking	them	to	their	formerwith	law,	while	Ulmyr’s	were	just	as	strongly	aligned	master	Galt.with	chaos.	Aurelia	and	Maligant	did	not	imbue	theirhosts	with	strong	tendencies	in	either	direction,	and	so	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Constitution	scorethey	are	more	often	neutral.	increases	by	1.	Size.	Downcast	are	similar	to
humans	in	size,	most	Galt’s	Bulwark.	You	may	cast	the	shield	of	faith	spellranging	between	5	to	6	feet	tall.	Your	size	is	Medium.	once	with	this	trait,	and	regain	the	ability	to	do	so	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	Divine	Learning.	You	gain	proficiency	in	theReligion	skill	and	you	know	the	thaumaturgy	cantrip.
Divine	Sangromancy.	The	blood	of	angels	flowsin	your	veins,	and	you	can	tap	into	that	blood	toboost	the	power	of	divine	magic.	Whenever	an	alliedcreature	within	30	feet	of	you	regains	hit	points,	youmay	spend	a	hit	die	and	add	the	result	to	the	amountof	hit	points	gained.	Chapter	2:	Exotic	Races	of	Etharis	13Dreamers	passes	differently	in	dreams,
and	the	ancients	sought	to	use	that	fact	to	free	themselves	from	the	flow	of	time.History	repeats	itself.	Even	before	the	humans	had	their	Suspended	between	reality	and	dreams,	sealed	deepEras	of	Expansion	and	Descent,	other	races	had	built	underground,	they	could	live	in	a	state	of	perpetualempires	on	Etharis.	The	elves	and	the	dwarves	both	had
slumber	for	as	long	as	necessary	and	outlast	the	disastertheir	time,	and	other,	older	races	did	as	well.	Where	the	that	would	wipe	out	the	rest	of	their	kind.dwarves	of	Stehlenwald	live	today	was	once	the	seat	ofan	ancient	empire	that	surpassed	any	that	have	come	The	plan	worked,	but	living	for	so	long	within	thesince.	The	name	of	this	empire	has
been	lost,	and	only	dream-world	had	unforeseen	consequences.	Upon	waking,fragmented	remains	of	the	oldest	stories	even	hint	at	the	the	dreamers	found	that	they	could	no	longer	differentiategrand	heights	that	race	once	reached.	between	dreams	and	memories,	with	both	fading	quickly	from	their	minds.	The	result	was	the	emergence	of	a	new
What	can	be	gleaned	from	the	histories	of	the	elves	race	with	no	knowledge	of	their	own	history,	only	half-and	dwarves	is	that	at	one	point	a	horrible	calamity	formed	images	and	dream-like	impressions	of	a	place	andbefell	the	land,	wiping	clean	any	trace	of	this	ancient	time	that	may	or	may	not	have	existed.empire.	The	disaster	came	suddenly	and
withoutwarning,	and	it	was	believed	that	nothing	survived.	Now	the	dreamers	struggle	to	adapt	in	a	world	thatSomething	did.	seems	like	a	waking	nightmare.	Whatever	their	history,	they	have	proven	to	be	quick-witted	and	strong,	able	When	the	humans	rose	to	power	and	began	to	learn	new	tasks	and	execute	them	well.	Their	longthreatening	the
elves	and	dwarves,	the	Stehlenwald	slumber	has	left	them	strangely	energized	and	abledwarves	were	forced	to	dig	deeper	into	their	mountain	to	work	even	beyond	the	legendary	endurance	of	thestrongholds	in	order	to	withstand	the	siege.	Deep	in	the	dwarves.	Even	so,	sleep	is	where	the	dreamers	still	feeldark,	even	below	the	adamantine	that
proved	to	be	their	most	at	home,	and	they	have	a	habit	of	quickly	dozingsalvation,	the	dwarves	found	sealed	chambers	dating	off	whenever	no	immediate	task	presents	itself.back	to	before	the	cataclysm.	With	the	seal	broken,	anancient	spell	was	lifted	and	the	chambers’	inhabitants	Dreamer	Traitsbegan	to	stir	from	their	millennia-long	slumber.
Dreamers’	connections	to	the	dream	world	change	their	In	the	days	before	the	calamity	wiped	out	their	mortal	forms.civilization,	a	group	of	these	“dreamers”	foresaw	thedanger	and	came	up	with	a	plan	to	survive	it.	Time	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Intelligence	score	increases	by	2	and	your	Constitution	score	increases	by	1.	Age.	Dreamers	mature
at	the	age	of	18	and	can	live	up	to	250	years	old.	The	magic	that	kept	them	in	stasis	during	their	long	slumber	has	also	served	to	preserve	their	bodies	from	natural	aging.	Alignment.	Existence	in	the	timeless	sleep	of	the	dream-realm	makes	most	dreamers	feel	detached	from	the	rest	of	the	waking	world,	so	many	tend	towards	neutrality.	Size.	You	are
roughly	the	same	height	and	build	as	a	human.	Your	size	is	Medium.	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	Dreamwalking.	While	asleep,	a	dreamer	can	reach	out	and	touch	the	dreams	of	others	within	1	mile.	Additionally,	after	finishing	a	long	rest,	and	provided	you	slept	during	that	time,	you	may	choose	one	skill	or	tool	proficiency.	Until	your
next	long	rest,	you	may	add	a	bonus	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus	to	any	rolls	you	make	using	the	selected	skill	or	tool.	Even	in	Sleep.	While	asleep,	you	do	not	suffer	penalties	to	Perception	rolls	utilizing	senses	other	than	sight.	Power	Nap.	When	taking	a	short	rest,	you	may	choose	to	sleep	for	1	hour.	If	you	do	so,	you	may	reduce	your	exhaustion
by	one	level	and	regain	one	hit	die	in	addition	to	the	other	benefits	of	a	short	rest.	Darkvision.	Acclimated	to	the	pitch	black	tunnels	beneath	Stehlenwald,	you	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	as	if	it	were	bright	light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	You	can’t	discern	color	in	darkness,	only	shades	of	gray.	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and
write	Dream-	speak,	Dwarven,	and	one	other	language	of	your	choice.14	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideThe	Disembodied	cannot	interact	with	you,	including	spells	and	creatures.	However,	you	can	move	and	hear	as	normal,	and	seeTo	cast	one’s	mind	out	amongst	the	outer	planes	is	the	everything	in	shades	of	grey.dream	of	many	an	arcane	spellcaster.	In
recent	memory,none	have	come	closer	to	that	dubious	honor	than	This	effect	lasts	for	1	minute,	or	until	you	use	a	bonusthe	lost	city	of	Ulmyr’s	Gate.	Founded	by	a	group	of	action	to	end	it.	When	the	effect	ends,	you	reappear	inambitious	wizards	who	chafed	under	the	limitations	the	Material	Plane,	in	the	closest	unoccupied	space	youimposed	upon
them	by	government	bureaucracy,	disappeared	from.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	cannotUlmyr’s	Gate	boasted	free	study	for	all	mages	who	use	it	again	until	you	complete	a	long	rest.sought	sanctuary	within	its	walls.	The	Great	Collegequickly	became	a	lodestone	for	mages	of	every	stripe	Planar	Outcast.	You	may	cast	the	feather	fall	spellfrom
across	the	empire,	and	for	a	brief	moment	there	once	per	day,	targeting	yourself	only.	When	you	reachexisted	a	golden	age	of	magic.	3rd	level,	you	may	cast	the	blur	spell	once	per	day.	When	you	reach	5th	level,	you	may	cast	the	blink	spell	That	dream	came	crashing	down	one	night	when	the	once	per	day.	Intelligence	is	your	spellcasting	ability
forfounding	mages	of	Ulmyr’s	Gate	attempted	a	massive	these	spells.conjuration	ritual	intended	to	part	the	veil	and	create	apermanent	portal	to	the	Ethereal	Plane.	It	didn’t	work.	Arcane	Origins.	You	gain	proficiency	in	theInstead	their	magic	caused	a	massive	rift	in	the	very	Arcana	skill.fabric	of	reality,	and	in	an	instant	the	entire	city	tippedinto	the
void	between	worlds.	The	entire	city	was	Languages.	You	can	speak,	read,	and	write	twopresumed	dead,	the	Arcanist	Inquisition	railed	against	languages	of	your	choice.the	hubris	of	those	tampering	in	things	man	was	notmeant	to	know,	and	life	in	the	Empire	moved	on.	Years	later,	stories	surfaced	of	strange	people	beingsighted	in	the	region	where
Ulmyr’s	Gate	once	stood.These	people	seemed	oddly	blurred	or	indistinct,and	some	reports	said	they	vanished	right	in	front	ofwitnesses’	eyes.	Gradually	it	became	clear	that	thesepoor	souls	were	the	survivors	of	the	Ethereal	Rift,	nowtrapped	between	worlds	and	trying	to	retain	theirtenuous	grasp	on	the	Material	Plane.Disembodied	TraitsYou	possess
certain	traits	as	a	result	of	the	magicalmishap	that	trapped	you	between	worlds.	Thedisembodied	are	a	collection	of	races	that	were	inUlmur’s	Gate	when	the	accident	occured.	Because	ofthis,	you	can	choose	what	race	you	appear	as.	This	alsoaffects	some	features	below,	such	as	your	height.	Unlessspecified,	you	do	not	gain	any	racial	features	from
yourorigin	race.	Ability	Score	Increase.	Your	Intelligence	scoreincreases	by	2	and	your	Dexterity	score	increases	by	1.	Age.	The	disembodied	mature	at	a	much	slowerrate	than	their	humanoid	equivalent,	and	their	lifeexpectancy	is	drastically	higher,	with	not	a	singledisembodied	having	passed	due	to	old	age.	Alignment.	The	disembodied	tend	towards
noparticular	alignments.	Size.	You	still	possess	the	height	of	your	formerhumanoid	self,	but	your	nearly	insubstantial	naturehas	drastically	reduced	your	weight	to	a	quarter	ofyour	original	weight.	Your	size	is	the	same	it	wasbefore	the	accident.	Speed.	Your	base	walking	speed	is	30	feet.	Fade	Away.	On	your	turn,	as	an	action,	you	can	fadefrom	the
Material	Realm	and	disappear	into	the	etherealplane.	While	you	remain	faded	away,	you	cannot	interactwith	the	Material	Plane,	and	effects	on	the	Material	Plane	Chapter	2:	Exotic	Races	of	Etharis	15Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	EtharisT	he	world	of	Etharis,	like	most	worlds,	is	Etharis	has	changed.	It	is	a	land	haunted	by	restless	dead	divided	into
nations.	These	political	entities	and	unspeakable	monstrosities.	Its	people	have	grown	colder,	give	stability	to	the	world,	while	at	the	same	time	posing	threats—sometimes	to	insular,	superstitious,	partial	to	violence	and	murder.	one	another,	and	sometimes	to	their	own	citizens.	I	cannot	say	it	is	a	good	time	for	adventurers,	so	I	share	this	guide	with
you	to	help	you	find	your	bearings	faster	in	A	campaign	set	primarily	in	one	nation	or	another	Etharis	and	increase	your	chance	at	survival.	Know	that	some	will	differ	in	tone	or	content,	while	a	campaign	that	of	the	writers	have	paid	great	personal	costs	to	acquire	their	sees	characters	traveling	between	nations	taps	into	the	knowledge.	I	hope	you
will	put	what	you	find	here	to	good	use.	different	styles	of	play	and	themes.	Perhaps	you	are	destined	for	greatness.	Or	perhaps	you	will	very	quickly	know	the	number	of	your	days.	Etharis	will	test	your	Welcome,	adventurers,	to	Etharis.	mettle.	Regardless,	I	pray	you	will	live	an	interesting	and	worthy	I	would	rather	you	had	arrived	here	at	a	happier
time,	when	life,	that	I	may	one	day	record	your	exploits	in	my	journals.	civilization	was	still	at	its	height,	when	there	were	still	gods	who	watched	over	this	land’s	denizens.	Those	days	are	long	past,	and	May	you	thrive	here,	adventurers.	Till	we	meet	in	brighter	times.	we	all	must	somehow	carry	on.	—	Odis	Tremain,	Historian	of	Sarmar	Academy16
Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideBüTrahech	Empire	There	isn’t	a	desire	or	whim	that	can’t	be	sated	in	the	Languages:	Imperial	Norm,	Valikan,	Raulish,	City	of	Joy.	With	its	trade	routes	and	acres	of	farmland,	Dwarven,	and	all	Imperial	dialects	Abendland	is	one	of	the	richest	provinces	in	Etharis.	Currency:	Bürach	Crown	The	Silverstream	Markets	offer
goods	from	as	far	north	as	Grarjord	to	as	far	south	as	Sante	Viegre.	Those	eager	Occupying	the	central	region	of	Etharis	is	its	largest	to	sample	the	culture	of	the	Bürach	Empire	can	visit	the	and	most	powerful	nation.	The	Bürach	Empire	arose	Bard	Colleges	and	the	famous	Starhold	Theatre.	For	the	when	four	gods	formed	a	pantheon	that	united	the
four	more	religiously	inclined,	they	can	learn	much	from	the	kingdoms	of	Abendland,	Nordenland,	Rauland,	and	priests	of	the	Grand	Temple	of	Aurelia.	Finally,	those	Unterland.	When	the	assasination	of	Emperor	Leopold	I	looking	for	a	good	time	can	hardly	do	better	than	the	drove	these	gods	mad,	they	killed	each	other	in	a	cosmic	many-storied
Caledan	Inn,	open	at	all	hours	and	usually	war	known	as	the	Gods’	End.	booked	full.	Since	then,	a	great	unease	has	festered	in	the	heart	The	Brothers	Part	2	of	the	Bürach	people.	Ostoya	continues	to	threaten	its	eastern	borders,	while	restive	Valikan	Clans	challenge	“Are	you	sure	about	this,	Mischa?”	their	power	from	the	north.	Meanwhile,	an	entity
Now	sixteen	years	old,	Mischa	stood	with	his	brother	known	as	the	Great	Beast	stalks	the	countryside,	killing	on	the	Castalore	pier,	near	the	boat	that	would	bear	indiscriminately	and	creating	aberrations	born	from	Mischa	away	to	an	island	across	the	sea.	There,	in	the	nightmares.	The	Hearthkeeper	Church	is	using	all	its	Ravencourt	Sanctuary,	he
would	train	to	be	a	mage.	powers	to	destroy	the	Great	Beast	while	simultaneously	“Yes,	I’m	sure,”	Mischa	said.	“Remember	our	vow?”	suppressing	all	talk	about	it.	Laszlo	regarded	him	sadly.	His	elder	brother	had	inherited	their	father’s	eyes;	it	was	as	if	Papa	was	“Imagine	four	terrified	halflings	standing	atop	each	other	looking	at	him,	urging	him	on
his	mission.	and	masquerading	as	a	tall	king,	and	you’ll	get	an	idea	of	“I	remember,”	Laszlo	finally	said.	“What	about	you?	Are	you	sure	about	joining	the	Order?”	what	the	Bürach	Empire	is	like.”	Laszlo	nodded.	“They	have	the	strength	of	arms	and	training	I	need	if	I’m	to	help	our	country.”	He	paused.	—	Ingmar	Harkon,	Erlefurt	Grand	Librarian
“Their	fort	is	just	a	few	miles	outside	of	Castalore.	You	could	visit,	if	you	like.”	Still,	the	Bürach	Empire	clings	to	a	vestige	of	power.	Smiling,	Mischa	shook	his	head.	“We	both	know	I	It	still	commands	the	largest	army	in	Etharis,	its	can’t	leave	the	Sanctuary	for	several	years,	brother.	We	spellcasters	remain	the	envy	of	other	nations,	and	its	won’t	see
each	other	for	a	long	time.”	currency,	the	Bürach	crown,	is	recognised	everywhere	in	Laszlo’s	shoulders	dropped,	then	he	looked	up	the	continent	except	Ostoya.	again,	smiling.	“That	won’t	mean	we	won’t	be	together	again.	You’re	my	only	family,	Mischa.	I’ll	The	Bürach	is	divided	into	four	distinct	provinces,	find	you,	no	matter	what.”	each	separated
by	religious	and	political	ties.	Mischa	moved	to	embrace	him.	“I	love	you,	brother.	Till	we	meet	again.”	Abendland	To	be	Continued...	Ruler:	Aratron	I	and	the	Holy	Order	of	the	Hearthkeepers	Nowhere	else	can	one	experience	the	height	of	Bürach	culture—as	well	as	the	depth	of	its	debauchery—than	in	Altenheim,	the	City	of	Joy,	capital	of	Abendland
and	the	Empire	itself.	The	Gods’	End	left	a	terrible	wound	on	the	Bürach	Empire,	and	perhaps	this	is	most	felt	in	Abendland.	The	people	in	the	City	of	Joy	have	thrown	themselves	into	enjoying	every	moment	they	have.	Music	fills	the	city	morning	and	evening,	and	even	at	midnight,	the	city	is	aglow.	While	Abenland	is	the	seat	of	Imperial	rule,	it	is
clear	that	the	Holy	Church	of	the	Hearthkeepers	is	the	power	behind	the	throne.	The	Hearthkeepers	maintain	order	by	preaching	fidelity	to	the	tenets	of	the	late	goddess	Aurelia:	kindness,	humility,	and	temperance.	Newcomers	may	find	this	odd,	considering	the	wild,	drug-fueled	parties	that	occur	every	night	in	the	city.	One	finds	that	the	citizens	of
Altenheim	are	able	to	worship	fervently	each	day	and	still	not	lose	sleep	over	breaking	every	law	of	the	goddess	at	night.	Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	Etharis	17Fashions	of	the	Burach	empire	Newcomers	to	Abendland	and	the	Empire	would	sides	maintaining	troops	at	their	borders.	Travellers,do	well	to	familiarise	themselves	with	the	laws	of	the	and
especially	adventurers,	have	trouble	crossing	theland.	One	recent	law	stands	out:	it	is	a	crime	to	talk	border	between	East	and	West,	as	both	sides	are	quick	toof	the	Great	Beast.	The	Hearthkeepers	deny	any	such	suspect	strangers	of	spying	for	the	other	side.being	exists	and	forbid	any	discussion	of	it.	Gossip	ofthis	threat	is	considered	a	grave	insult
to	the	Church,	Politics	isn’t	the	only	thing	the	Norden	are	clannishdoubtlessly	landing	the	speaker	behind	bars.	Yet	about.	They	are	also	split	in	terms	of	magical	education.simultaneously,	the	Hearthkeepers	made	it	a	serious	Indeed,	arcane	education	is	the	primary	export	of	thecrime	to	withhold	any	information	regarding	the	Beast.	province,	with
both	sides	relentlessly	training	their	ownAll	encounters	with	the	entity	must	be	reported	to	the	brand	of	magic-users.Hearthkeepers,	and	all	its	monstrous	progeny	must	bedestroyed.	Failure	to	do	so	may	arouse	suspicion	that	West	Nordenland	specializes	in	arcane	magic.	The	cityyou	are	in	league	with	the	unmentionable	entity.	of	Erlefurt	began	as	a
mage	college,	training	wizards	for	many	years	before	growing	into	a	city.	A	total	of	eightNordenland	wizard	schools	have	since	arisen	in	Nordenland,	and	while	graduating	from	one	is	considered	a	great	honor,Ruler:	Archduchess	Maelfa,	West	Nordenland	Erlefurt’s	Magister	College	is	considered	the	foremostPatriarch	Alfric,	East	Nordenland
institution	for	arcane	magic,	rivalled	only	by	the	Ravencourt	Sanctuary	in	Ostoya.	Scrolls,	spellbooks,	andLong	been	named	as	the	focal	point	of	magical	studies	various	magic	items	abound	in	the	shops	along	Viternasin	the	Empire,	Nordenland	is	politically	split	down	its	Lane.	Archduchess	Maelfa	and	her	magistrate	focus	oncenter.	West	Nordenland
has	declared	itself	loyal	to	training	more	mages	to	cement	her	importance	to	thethe	Bürach	Empire,	while	East	Nordenland	has	taken	Imperial	family	and	to	hold	the	East	in	check.advantage	of	the	Empire’s	distraction	and	declared	itselfan	independent	state.	Two	capitals	cities	exist:	Erlefurt	in	Meanwhile,	East	Nordenland	draws	magic	entirelythe
West,	and	Ulmirac	in	the	East.	from	the	natural	world.	The	capital	city	of	Ulmirac	houses	the	Order	of	the	Golden	Bough,	the	most	While	an	uneasy	truce	reigns	between	the	two	powerful	druid	sect	in	the	Empire.	Nearly	everythingfactions,	the	schism	remains	as	deep	as	ever,	with	both	worth	learning	about	nature	can	be	found	in	their	Library	of
Trees.	Potions,	ingredients,	and	herbs	of	all	kinds	may	be	found	in	the	Silverine	Market.	Alfric,	Patriarch	of	the	Oaken	Circle,	maintains	order	while	encouraging	his	citizens	to	live	in	harmony	with	the	natural	world.	Thus,	the	Circle	maintains	protective	magical	boundaries	on	the	forests	of	East	Nordenland,	but	even	these	are	failing	due	to	the	power
of	the	Great	Beast.	Indeed,	the	only	thing	keeping	the	Norden	from	all-out	civil	war	is	the	ongoing	threat	of	the	Beast.	The	entity	seems	more	active	in	Nordenland	than	in	any	other	province,	with	large	sections	of	forests	having	been	turned	into	a	twisted	hellscape	populated	by	corrupted	monstrosities.	Unlike	Abendlanders,	the	Norden	recognize	the
threat	of	the	Beast	and	prioritize	its	destruction.	To	this	end,	they	offer	riches	and	magical	secrets	to	any	who	can	help	recover	the	lost	Imperial	artifacts	that	have	birthed	this	monstrosity.18	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideThe	Laws	of	Bürach	Here	is	codified	the	crimes	that	are	punishable	within	Raulandthe	boundaries	of	the	Empire.	As	it	is	written,	let
it	be	so.	Ruler:	Archduke	Crimes	against	the	People	Ulrich	EisenherzFirst	Tier	Third	Tier	As	visitors	enter	Rauland,	they	notice	lumber	yards	stretching	across	denuded	Murder	Assault	hills	and	plains.	Eventually,	they	spy	a	dark	cloud	Arson	Trespassing	hovering	over	the	mountains	of	Hermansdatt,	only	to	Pickpocketing	realize	it	is	a	dense	plume	of
smoke	from	the	city	on	the	Second	Tier	Smuggling	slopes.	This	is	Stehlenwald,	crown	jewel	of	Rauland.	Disorderly	ConductAggravated	Assault	Rauland	is	the	seat	of	the	Empire’s	arms	and	crafts	Sexual	Assault	Littering	industry.	People	from	all	over	the	continent	come	to	Damage	to	Property	Stehlenwald	in	hopes	of	learning	from	its	schools
ofRobbery	and	Theft	architecture,	woodwork,	stonecraft,	and	most	of	all,	Kidnapping	Resisting	Arrest	smithing.	The	fortunate	few	who	show	talent	(and	the	majority	with	good	social	connections)	may	apprenticeCrimes	against	the	Hearthkeeper	Faith	under	a	maestro,	eventually	founding	their	own	shop	in	Rauland	or	elsewhere.	Such	a	craftsperson
would	find	First	Tier	themselves	in	great	demand	all	over	the	continent.	•	Blasphemy	against	the	Four	Divines	The	loss	of	the	god	Galt	has	brought	down	the	quality	•	Practicing	necromancy	of	Raulish	goods	but	has	not	completely	tarnished	their	reputation.	Rauland	still	leads	Etharis	in	terms	of	•	Allying	with	the	Beast	or	its	progeny	craft	skill	and
raw	materials.	At	the	Stehlenwald	Grand	Market,	buyers	have	a	choice	of	fine	steel	weapons,	Second	Tier	armor,	jewelry,	and	sundry	items—all	well	crafted	and	equally	expensive.	•	Theft	of	holy	property•	Assault	or	grave	threats	against	members	of	the	Despite	its	perennial	bustle,	a	pall	hangs	over	Stehlenwald.	Its	once	majestic	buildings	are
covered	Hearthkeeper	Church	in	soot,	and	its	weary-eyed	citizens	stare	blankly	from	their	windows	at	newcomers.	Workers	trudge	joylessly	Third	Tier	from	their	shops	to	their	home.	And	at	nightfall,	the	bells	toll	to	warn	others	not	to	loiter	after	dark.	Despite	these	•	Vandalism	of	temples	and	shrines	warnings,	guards	often	find	yet	another	body	in
the	gutter	with	its	face	and	skin	flayed	off—the	leavings	ofCrimes	against	the	State	the	Beast	and	its	monstrous	spawn.	First	Tier	Unterland•	Sabotage,	Espionage	and	theft	of	state	secrets	Ruler:	Lord	General	Vassily	Roemer	Second	Tier	East	of	the	Empire,	Unterland	guards	the	border	of	the	Grey	Spine	Mountains.	Under	the	guidance	of	the	•
Bearing	false	charges	against	an	official	god	Maligant,	the	Unters	rose	to	become	the	premier	warriors	of	the	Bürach	Empire.	Third	Tier	Unterland	is	a	haven	for	warriors.	In	their	capital	•	Impersonating	government	officials	of	Olstenberg,	the	Unters	train	a	host	of	new	fighters,	•	Forgery	of	official	documents	paladins,	and	rangers.	Students	of	war
find	a	treasure	trove	of	reading	material	in	the	Ironblood	Archives,	while	those	seeking	to	prove	their	skill	and	win	fame	may	participate	in	wargames	held	at	the	Imperial	Arena.	Finally,	those	from	outside	Unterland	who	aim	to	be	warriors	of	great	renown	spend	every	available	coin	to	join	the	famous	Academy	of	Swords.	Attendance	in	the	Academy
is	free	and	mandatory	for	capable	Unter	citizens;	each	person	takes	two	years	of	rigorous	military	training,	an	achievement	they	wear	with	honor.	Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	Etharis	19Ostoya	Soma	Languages:	Ostoyan,	Imperial	Norm	Ruler:	Grand	Duke	Drago	Koshevek	Currency:	Leura	(roughly	1	Bürach	Crown)	and	the	Crimson	Court	East	of	Grey
Spine	Mountains,	surrounded	by	forests	The	southernmost	province	is	entirely	under	the	thumb	of	pine	and	cold,	pale	mists,	Ostoya	stands	in	challenge	of	the	Crimson	Court,	a	cabal	of	vampires	that	have	ruled	against	the	Bürach	Empire.	It’s	a	testament	to	the	the	land	for	centuries.	From	their	capital	of	Nov	Ostoya,	magnitude	of	the	Ostoyan	threat
that	despite	the	the	Court	projects	their	power	across	its	borders,	backed	Empire’s	extensive	military,	they	are	reluctant	to	wage	a	with	undead	soldiers	and	necromancy.	full-scale	invasion	against	their	neighbor.	Nov	Ostoya	sits	at	the	southeastern	end	of	the	Ostoya	is	a	haunted	nation,	steeped	in	necromancy	province.	A	natural	harbor,	it	was	once	a
popular	port	and	secret,	unholy	pacts.	Beneath	the	surface	of	the	land	for	trade	ships.	However,	an	Empire	blockade	currently	lies	a	vast	sunken	metropolis,	the	City	Below,	through	prevents	most	trade	to	and	from	the	city,	so	Nov	which	untold	hordes	of	undead	roam	and	often	reach	Ostoya	must	do	with	what	raw	materials	the	outlying	the	surface.
This	undead	plague	has	created	the	Crimson	towns	can	extract	from	their	mountains	and	forests.	Court,	the	vampire	aristocracy	that	now	rules	the	southern	province	of	Soma,	and	have	thus	far	held	all	Nov	Ostoya	is	a	walled	city,	known	for	its	tall	challengers	to	their	power	at	bay.	spires,	stained	glass	windows,	pointed	arches,	and	stone	gargoyles.
The	tallest	structure,	Blackharbour,	The	northern	border	of	Ostoya	is	similarly	formidable.	is	the	fortress	stronghold	of	Grand	Duke	Drago	Raevo	is	a	secessionist	province	that	has	defied	the	Koshevek.	The	Karstein	Market	serves	a	central	hub	Crimson	Court	with	the	help	of	powerful	allies:	the	for	goods	and	services,	but	one	will	be	hard-pressed
mages	of	the	Ravencourt	Sanctuary	and	the	undead	to	find	weapons	and	armor	of	quality—most	of	these	hunters	of	the	Order	of	Dawn.	have	been	co-opted	by	the	nobles	for	their	own	armies.	Other	places	of	note	are	the	docks,	where	a	local	unit	Despite	their	efforts,	the	wilds	of	Ostoya	still	teem	with	of	the	Ebon	Syndicate	operates,	and	a	small
temple	undead	that	boil	up	from	the	City	Below.	Its	necrotic	pow-	devoted	to	Solyma,	goddess	of	righteous	vengeance.	er	has	covered	the	skies	with	black	clouds	that	block	sun-	light.	And	after	sunset,	Ostoya	is	even	more	dangerous.	Newcomers	are	warned	to	avoid	the	now-desecrated	Vosantra	Cathedral.	Apart	from	being	haunted,	the20	Grim
Hollow	Players	GuideA	warning	to	all	travellers	in	Ostoya:	Bürach	crowns	Raevo	are	not	welcome	in	either	the	province	of	Soma	or	Raevo.	Likewise,	the	Ostoyan	gold	currency,	leura,	is	not	welcome	Ruler:	Mina	Taliesin,	the	Lady	of	Masks	anywhere	in	the	Empire.	One	must	clandestinely	trade	with	underground	dealers	like	the	Ebon	Syndicate	in
order	to	The	northern	province	of	Ostoya	is	steeped	in	magic.	obtain	the	right	currency	before	entering	or	leaving	Ostoya.	Their	wizards	rival	the	abilities	of	the	members	of	the	Erlefurt	Imperial	Colleges	and	the	elves	of	the	CharneaultCathedral	houses	the	Grand	Duke’s	greatest	weapon,	a	Kingdom.	In	the	fortress	city	of	Castalore,	the
mageocracymonstrous	bat	known	as	the	Chiropteran	Behemoth.	The	of	Raevo	stands	in	opposition	to	Soma’s	Crimson	Court.Behemoth’s	presence	has	long	deterred	the	Bürach	navyfrom	attempting	an	assault	by	sea	on	Nov	Ostoya.	Castalore	is	known	for	its	magical	crafts,	among	the	finest	in	Etharis.	The	Raevan	wizards	have	perfected	the	Soma’s
wealth	is	concentrated	in	the	capital;	each	day,	art	of	golems,	such	that	they	have	pioneered	ways	tothe	goods	from	farms,	workshops,	forges,	and	fishing	manufacture	constructs	made	of	diamonds,	orichalcum,boats	wind	up	here,	as	do	taxes	from	all	provincial	and	other	exotic	materials.	The	Shaper	Guild	employstowns.	An	underground	economy
does	exist—the	Ebon	the	foremost	crafters	of	magical	items	in	Raevo,Syndicate	does	brisk	business	here	when	it	comes	to	constructing	staves,	potions,	and	spellbooks	by	thesmuggling	and	human	trafficking,	but	even	they	are	thousands	each	year.obligated	to	pay	a	cut	to	the	nobility.	All	magic	in	Raevo	was	learned	from	one	source—the	The	Court’s
vampiric	nature	is	universally	known	by	the	fabled	wizard	academy	of	the	Ravencourt	Sanctuary,citizenry	but	never	spoken	of,	especially	not	to	outsiders.	In	located	on	an	island	southeast	of	Castalore.	Travellingfact,	despite	the	prodigious	cloud	cover	blanketing	Ostoya,	there	on	your	own	is	impossible—not	only	does	anwhich	allows	vampires	to	walk
about	for	short	periods	enchanted	mist	hide	the	island,	but	the	ocean	surroundingduring	the	day,	neither	the	Grand	Duke	nor	his	Crimson	it	is	also	roiling	with	sea	monsters	eager	to	swallowCourt	is	often	seen	in	public.	Instead,	the	aristocrats	prefer	intruders.	The	only	way	to	get	across	is	by	invitation.to	hold	lavish	masked	balls	every	few	months.	A
boat	arrives	at	the	Castalore	dock	once	every	seven	Any	adventurer	of	high	renown	certainly	receives	years,	bearing	the	names	of	those	deemed	worthy	toan	engraved	invitation	to	one	of	these	gatherings.	The	cross	over.	Of	every	ten	candidates	who	go,	only	ninefestivities	are	a	form	of	test,	a	way	for	the	nobility	to	see	ever	return.	The	last	one,	it
seems,	remains	on	the	isle,what	use	they	can	extract	from	these	heroes.	Doubtless,	and	the	Ravencourt	wizards	never	reveal	why	this	isthe	adventurers	will	be	asked	to	undertake	a	task	in	done	or	the	fate	of	those	left	behind.exchange	for	the	aristocrat’s	favor.	Depending	on	thenoble,	these	tasks	may	carry	a	suitable	reward,	but	the	Raevo	holds
plenty	of	opportunities	for	enterprisingattention	rarely	ends	well	for	adventurers	in	the	long	run.	adventurers.	First	Minister	Mina	Taliesin	continually	seeks	out	talented	operatives	to	spy	on	and	sabotage	the	The	further	one	goes	from	the	capital,	the	more	the	Soman	Aristocracy,	offering	rewards	to	those	who	servewilds	take	over.	The	lush	forest
runs	rampant	along	the	her.	Meanwhile,	General	Artemios	Dulka,	Ostoyanhills	and	even	up	the	mountainsides	of	the	Grey	Spine.	dissident	and	leader	of	the	Order	of	Dawn,	seeks	toOne	finds	fortified	towns	with	farms,	lumber	yards,	and	destroy	the	undead	plague	and	the	vampire	aristocracymines—all	mired	in	grinding	poverty.	through	whatever
means	necessary.	He	seeks	out	those	of	like	mind	and	strong	in	arm.	Doubtless,	adventurers	The	Ostoyans	are	not	ones	to	question	their	lot	in	who	can	stomach	his	rhetoric	find	ample	opportunitieslife.	They	remain	loyal	to	the	nobility	who	protect	them	in	his	employment.and	their	families	and	who	keep	them	safe	from	thedangers	the	Soman	nights
bring.	And	if	anyone	thinks	ofthe	aristocracy	as	oppressive,	they	do	well	to	keep	thatopinion	to	themselves.	Advice	of	Farmer	Laslo	of	CrowsbendIf	you	should	wander	into	one	of	our	towns	or	farmsteads,stop	by.	Have	a	drink	with	us,	and	listen	to	a	tale.	Then	moveon.	Keep	to	the	path	when	in	the	woods.	Do	not	let	nightcatch	you	before	you	make	it	to
the	next	town.	Travel	in	largegroups,	carry	weapons	with	magic	or	forged	with	silver.	Ifyou	must	camp,	circle	your	wagons	and	post	a	watch	at	alltimes.	Never	let	the	fire	go	out.	If	you	should	meet	someone	among	the	trees	after	dark,never	speak	with	them,	not	even	if	they	call	you.	If	you	shouldfind	a	large	hole	that	goes	deep	into	the	earth	and	hear
a	voicefrom	within	pleading	for	mercy,	hurry	onward.	Remember,	you	are	in	Ostoya	now,	and	there	is	no	word	formercy	in	our	language.	Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	Etharis	21VTahleikan	Clans	Thrull	covers	most	of	western	Grarjord,	which	is	Languages:	Imperial	Norm,	Valikan	and	its	dialects	mostly	tundra,	mountains,	and	islands.	With	little	Currency:
Bürach	Crown,	barter	trade	farmland,	its	inhabitants	have	turned	to	raiding	and	pillaging	to	sustain	themselves.	Grarjord,	the	northernmost	province	of	Etharis,	is	a	land	of	pines,	tundras,	glaciers,	and	the	forbidding	cold.	To	These	raids	originate	primarily	from	the	Thrull	capital	survive	the	warring	Valikans	must	fight	not	just	each	of	Tyburn,	a
coastal	town	for	longships	that	prowl	other	but	the	unforgiving	environment,	rampaging	the	coastline.	Tyburn	is	largely	composed	of	wooden	elementals,	and	the	ongoing	threat	of	coldfire.	longhouses	and	huts,	some	with	thatched	roofs.	Where	wood	is	scarce,	many	families	have	to	make	do	with	turf	Since	the	Schism,	the	six	Valikan	Clans	have	been
and	sod	roofs,	and	animals	often	climb	atop	homes	to	divided	into	two	nations:	Thrull	and	Kandar.	Both	of	feed	on	stray	grass.	these	factions	are	in	a	deadlock	for	control	of	Grarjord.	Tyburn’s	economy	runs	on	captured	laborers.	Prison-	Thrull	ers	are	brought	via	longships	to	the	city,	where	most	are	sold	to	work	in	fields	or	in	rich	households.	The
more	Ruler:	The	Prismatic	Circle;	Chief	Nolgr	Magnusson	able-bodied	are	put	to	work	in	mines	or	operating	the	bellows	of	a	forge.	To	this	day,	the	people	of	Grarjord	fear	Gormadraug,	the	legendary	Prismatic	Wyrm	that	sleeps	in	the	northern	The	most	unfortunate	are	handed	over	to	the	druids,	oceans	and	whose	waking	could	bring	about	the	end	of
where	they	are	ritually	sacrificed	to	the	Wyrm,	their	the	world.	An	order	of	druids	known	as	the	Prismatic	bodies	skinned	and	hung	on	the	branches	of	sacred	trees.	Circle	dedicate	themselves	to	stopping	this	from	The	blood	that	seeps	into	the	soil	is	said	to	warm	the	happening.	Through	sacrifices	of	blood	and	war,	they	earth,	deepening
Gormadraug’s	slumber.	believe	they	can	prevent	the	awakening	of	Gormadraug,	and	thus	keep	the	world	safe.	Three	Valikan	tribes—	Tyburn	itself	is	controlled	by	the	largest	tribe:	Clan	Rune,	Syr,	and	Volgr—supported	this	belief,	forming	the	Volgr.	A	tribe	of	devoted	warriors,	the	Volgr	are	the	theocratic	province	of	Thrull.	muscle	of	the	Prismatic
Circle	and	responsible	for	raiding.	The	other	clans	maintain	a	presence	in	the	city	as	well.	Clan	Syr	is	most	adept	at	forging	and	supplying	weapons	to	the	Thrull	army,	while	the	powerful	magics	of	Clan	Rune	keep	their	enemies	at	bay.22	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideBeing	isolationists,	Thrullfolk	see	all	foreigners	as	On	the	Coldfire	Crisismeddlers	with
imperialistic	aims.	Any	who	show	up	ontheir	lands	without	clearance	from	their	clan	leaders	are	At	the	core	of	all	Valikan	legend	is	the	great	Prismaticmet	with	violence	and	likely	enslaved.	Wyrm,	Gormadraug.	A	powerful	elemental	god,	it	was	slain	by	the	hero	Kentigern	and	his	six	companions,	Currently,	Chief	Nolgr	Magnusson	of	the	Volgr	which
led	to	the	rise	of	the	Six	Clans.	Yet	the	fall	of	thisleads	the	three	clans.	His	goal	is	to	project	Thrull	power	primordial	entity	created	a	strange	phenomenon	that	hasacross	all	of	Grarjord,	hence	their	docks	are	full	of	new	plagued	the	Clans	for	centuries:	coldfire.longships	and	his	clans	continue	to	train	more	raiders.	Every	Valikan	fears	coldfire.	Even
places	as	far	south	Thrull	is	also	known	for	their	expertise	in	elemental	as	the	Castinella	Provinces	have	heard	of	it.	And	whilemagic.	Here,	Clan	Syr	are	without	peer.	Their	mages	are	the	Bürach	Empire	downplays	the	risk	of	coldfire	everadept	at	fashioning	runestones	containing	powerful	and	reaching	their	lands,	their	outposts	keep	a	wary	eye
ondestructive	spells.	their	northern	border,	watching	for	hints	of	blue	flame	among	the	forests.	The	rest	of	Grarjord	have	learned	to	fear	theThrull	raids.	First	come	torrents	of	lightning	and	fire,	Coldfire	originates	from	the	far	northern	region	ofdestroying	homes	and	creating	havoc	among	the	town’s	Volgen.	It	burns	bright	blue	while	giving	off	no
heat.	Itdefences.	Then	follows	a	deafening	war	cry	as	the	Volgr	can	“burn”	on	ice	and	snow.	While	it	is	slow	to	spreadberserkers	rush	into	battle,	wielding	Syr-made	magical	on	ice	and	water,	once	it	touches	organic	material,	itaxes	and	shields.	Such	an	assault	has	made	even	the	rapidly	and	voraciously	consumes	plant	and	animalmost	stalwart
defenders	falter.	matter,	turning	them	into	ice.	Coldfire	then	grows	and	spreads	rapidly	in	a	blue	conflagration.	It	has	beenKandar	observed	consuming	flesh,	leather,	grass,	wood,	moss,	and	bones.	There	was	once	a	forest	north	of	Solheim;Ruler:	Queen	Andrea	Helsing	now	it	is	just	a	garden	of	tree-shaped	ice.	Even	mortal	creatures	immune	to	cold
cannot	escape	the	curse	ofWith	the	threat	posed	by	Thrull,	the	remaining	clans	of	coldfire.	Their	flesh	merely	slows	down	the	coldfire,	butMithra,	Limri,	and	Morgong	banded	together	to	defend	they	eventually	also	turn	to	ice.themselves	against	wicked	incursions.	The	nation	ofKandar	opposes	the	barbaric	tenets	of	the	Prismatic	Circle	Once	it	starts
burning,	coldfire	is	very	difficult	toand	embraces	a	progressive	approach	to	other	nations.	stop.	Intense	heat	is	the	only	known	countermeasureUnfortunately,	Kandar	does	not	possess	the	same	fervent	against	it,	such	that	the	scouts	of	Fort	Kentigern	haveunity	of	Thrull;	the	leaders	tend	to	bicker	over	everything,	employed	burning	oil	and	even	fire
spells	in	attemptsincluding	how	to	best	handle	the	matter	of	survival.	to	stop	its	spread.	Kandar’s	capital	of	Hrist	lies	in	the	center	of	Valikan	Standing	against	the	coldfire	threat	are	the	monkslands.	Despite	the	strategic	benefit	this	provides,	of	the	Order	of	St.	Kentigern.	Named	after	the	FirstKandar	fights	battles	on	many	fronts.	In	the	west,	they
Hero	who	defeated	the	Great	Wyrm,	the	Order’s	mainmust	deal	with	incursions	from	Thrull;	to	the	east,	they	function	is	to	guard	against	the	spread	of	coldfire.	Theirmust	contend	with	coldfire	emanating	from	across	the	main	strategy	is	to	confine	it	at	its	source—Volgen,sea.	Now	that	the	Bürach	Empire	is	making	offers	of	the	island	said	to	contain
Gormadraug’s	heart.	To	thatprotection	in	exchange	for	some	Kandar’s	sovereignty,	end,	they	keep	an	eternal	watch	on	the	northern	lands,a	bitter	argument	has	arisen	among	the	clan	leaders—	employing	sled	dogs,	scouts,	and	ice	drakes	to	find	andsurrender	part	of	their	freedom	for	an	alliance,	or	forge	fight	any	instance	of	coldfire	on	land	and
sea.ahead	on	their	own?	The	Order	has	lost	many	members	over	the	years,	The	fortified	city	of	Hrist	features	architecture	that	is	and	it	seeks	more	to	replenish	their	ranks.	Knowing	themore	akin	to	those	of	other	nations	than	its	own	Valikan	danger	involved,	precious	few	have	heeded	their	call.roots.	Thick	stone	walls	and	towers	surround	the
thatchedhouses	and	wooden	buildings	with	steep,	multi-layered	By	Odis	Tremainroofs.	The	seat	of	government,	Hajra,	features	a	circularinner	wall	and	a	keep	made	up	of	several	large	longshipsfitted	one	atop	the	other.	The	sails	have	been	changed	intowindmills	to	power	the	keep’s	granary.	Hrist	thrives	on	trade	with	other	lands.	Locatedat	the	very
end	of	the	Caravan	Way	trade	route	isCaravaner’s	Rest,	a	sea	of	tents	and	kiosks	where	tradersply	their	wares	and	hunt	for	bargains.	Most	anythingcan	be	found	and	bought	here—as	it	turns	out,	foreigntraders	are	willing	to	give	up	good	money	for	drieddream	leaves,	a	powerful	narcotic	found	only	in	themountains	of	Grarjord.	The	overwhelming
demand	forthis	addictive	substance,	and	the	current	flagging	stateof	Kandar’s	economy,	has	left	the	government	with	littlechoice	but	to	control	its	trade	through	heavy	taxation.	Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	Etharis	23CTashetinellan	Provinces	arcane.	Their	actions	have	earned	the	ire	of	many	arcane	Languages:	Imperial	Norm,	Castinellan	factions—
chiefly,	the	powerful	Thaumaturge.	Currency:	Virna	(roughly	one	gold	crown)	A	recent	pushback	by	the	provinces	against	the	The	southernmost	nation	of	Etharis,	the	Castinellan	Inquisition’s	abusive	practices	did	nothing	to	temper	Provinces,	are	found	on	a	peninsula	marked	by	scorching	the	theocracy’s	actions.	Those	possessing	magical	gifts,	winds
and	dry	heat,	reflecting	the	turmoil	of	the	citizens	children	included,	were	burned	alive	by	the	Inquisitors.	that	live	there.	Arcane	spellcasters	passing	through	the	Castinellan	Provinces	are	advised	to	disguise	their	abilities	or	find	a	Castinella	is	composed	of	three	main	provinces:	Tole-	different	route.	As	the	Castinellan	clerics	often	say,	the	tum,	Faro,
and	Therpena.	Originally	ancient	enemies,	the	climate	of	their	land	isn’t	agreeable	to	mages.	warlord	Montego	Valieda	rose	to	power	and	united	the	warring	provinces	under	the	banner	of	the	Arch	Seraph	The	Arcanist	Inquisition	is	currently	headquartered	in	Empyreus.	Valieda	proclaimed	himself	the	Uniter,	and	the	Cathedral	of	Embers,	located	in
the	Shattered	Peaks	those	that	defied	him	faced	torture	and	death.	of	Therpena	province.	Now	a	fully	militaristic	theocracy,	Castinellans	take	Toletum	their	faith	deadly	seriously.	The	seat	of	government	for	the	Castinellan	theocracy,	the	The	Arcanist	Inquisition	province	of	Toletum	is	the	nation’s	military	nervepoint.	Located	southeast	of	the
Charneault	Kingdom,	the	As	Valieda	attempted	to	maintain	unity	among	the	province	serves	as	a	gateway	between	the	Castinellan	three	provinces,	he	found	that	he	needed	something	Provinces	and	the	rest	of	Etharis.	more	powerful	than	the	promise	of	peace	to	keep	the	provinces	under	his	control.	In	time,	he	found	a	Toletum	possesses	a	proud
military	tradition,	one	that	convenient	scapegoat:	those	gifted	with	magic.	He	matches	Bürach’s	own	province	of	Unterland.	Per	the	consequently	formed	the	Arcanist	Inquisition,	which	teachings	of	Empyreus,	the	theocracy	emphasizes	readiness	sowed	a	deep	mistrust	of	magic	among	the	populace	for	war	and	strength	in	battle.	As	such,	even	a	child
as	and	imprisoned	those	who	carried	even	a	spark	of	the	young	as	seven	knows	the	rudiments	of	the	bow	and	spear.	Various	military	schools	have	been	established	outside	of	the	city,	each	one	competing	in	annual	games	to	gain	prestige	and	attract	more	students.	Those	who	choose	to	enroll	receive	membership	to	a	mercenary24	Grim	Hollow	Players
Guidecompany,	as	well	as	gain	access	to	the	best	weapons	The	Boxtraining	outside	of	the	Academy	of	Swords.	“Please,	she’s	only	a	child!”	Supporting	this	militaristic	stance	is	a	highly	developed	Her	mother’s	voice	carried	from	the	front	door	tosmithing	industry.	It	is	said	that	the	fires	of	the	Ember	Aliora’s	room,	where	she	hid	as	soon	as	they’d
seenForge	never	go	out,	not	with	the	continuous	flow	of	coal	the	red	banners	approaching.	Her	father	was	out	in	theand	ore	from	the	nearby	Corova	Mountains	and	the	vineyard—he	couldn’t	help.provinces’	appetite	for	a	righteous	war.	Aliora	huddled	deeper	into	her	closet	and	did	the	only	thing	she	could	when	she	was	scared—she	conjured	the
Toletum	strictly	adheres	to	the	teachings	of	Empyreus	image	of	a	wooden	box	around	her.	It	had	served	heras	codified	in	the	theocracy’s	laws.	The	laws	themselves	well	during	games	of	hide-and-seek.are	absolute,	as	citizens	that	espouse	other	beliefs	are	She	couldn’t	hear	her	mother	anymore.	Heavyaccused	of	heresy.	The	Inquisition’s	influence	is
most	footsteps	thudded	on	the	stairs.	Aliora	covered	herpotent	here.	A	reward	awaits	those	who	inform	on	mouth	with	both	hands,	but	she	feared	they	would	heararcane	spellcasters	foolish	enough	to	enter	the	city.	her	heart	drumming	madly	in	her	ears.	Then	a	calm	voice	on	the	other	side	of	the	closet	doorFaro	chanted	a	prayer.	The	footsteps
approached	her	closet,	and	someone	yanked	the	doors	open.	“Here	she	is,”	theVisitors	entering	the	Castinellan	Provinces	by	sea	most	tall	woman	in	armor	called.likely	enter	through	Faro.	Located	at	the	fork	of	the	Aliora’s	fear	momentarily	gave	way	to	confusion.	NoSalves	River,	the	harbor	city	of	Faro	projects	their	naval	one	had	ever	been	able	to
find	her	in	her	box	before.	Anpower	not	just	in	the	Castinellan	Provinces	but	across	the	arm	reached	through	her	illusion	and	grabbed	her	arm.whole	continent.	“Come	with	me.”	The	armored	woman	dragged	Aliora	down	the	stairs	As	the	economic	powerhouse	of	Castinella,	Faro	pro-	and	out	into	the	bright	sunshine.	Beside	a	mule	cartvides	an
enormous	food	supply	for	the	Provinces,	largely	resting	on	the	dusty	road	stood	two	men	with	swords.sourced	from	a	superbly	fertile	land	called	the	Blessing.	Their	breastplates	gleamed	with	the	symbol	of	the	ArchWith	the	fine	produce	from	the	Blessing’s	farms,	the	Seraph:	two	fists	breaking	chains.	At	their	feet	lay	thebountiful	fish	from	the	Salves,
and	the	presence	of	wild	body	of	her	mother.	It	didn’t	move.game	from	the	surrounding	forests,	Faro	has	more	than	A	sob	constricted	Aliora’s	throat,	letting	a	whimperenough	to	feed	its	citizens	and	trade	with	other	nations.	escape.	“None	of	that,”	said	the	woman,	dragging	her	to	the	cage	resting	on	the	cart.	Aliora	was	shoved	behind	The	Farosi	are
great	sailors,	having	traveled	and	the	cold	iron	bars,	she	could	only	stare	at	her	captors	astraded	throughout	the	continent.	Those	fortunate	enough	they	moved	to	close	the	door.to	be	allowed	into	the	Great	Arsenal	can	witness	how	Then	they	stopped.	The	curtains	flapping	in	the	openthis	massive	shipyard	constructs	the	ships	that	make	up	windows	of
the	house	froze	on	the	paused	breeze.	A	birdthe	Mighty	Farosi	Fleet.	Those	seeking	work	as	sailors	in	midflight	hung	suspended	in	mid-air.won’t	find	a	better	place	to	gain	experience	than	serving	Aliora	blinked.	A	robed	man	appeared	before	her	asin	Faro’s	navy.	if	he’d	stepped	out	the	breeze.	He	wore	a	fiend’s	mask:	a	white	face,	red	horns,	and
black	tear	stains	streakedTherpena	down	porcelain	cheeks.	The	cage	door	swung	open	at	his	slight	gesture.The	third	Castinellan	Province,	located	at	the	southernmost	“The	life	you	know	is	gone,”	he	whispered.	Thetip	of	Etharis,	is	known	for	three	things:	expensive	fine	mask	didn’t	muffle	his	voice;	it	came	from	deep	withinwines,	elite	cavalry,	and
the	Arcanist	Inquisition.	her	head.	“There	is	nothing	you	can	do	about	it.	You	may	run,	and	if	you	do,	you’ll	run	all	your	life.	The	Therpena’s	vineyards,	located	in	Sante	Viegre,	dot	the	Inquisition	never	stops	pursuing.”temperate	mountain	slopes.	Sante	Viegre	wines	are	prized	“Or,	you	may	come	with	me.	I	have	need	for	peopleeverywhere,	but	the
Castinellan	theocracy	has	a	monopoly	like	you—gifted	with	magic.	If	you	wish	to	find	a	newon	its	industry.	A	black	market	for	Sante	Viegre	wines	way	of	life,	follow	me.”bustles	away	from	the	Inquisition’s	watchful	glare.	He	reached	his	hand	to	her.	Aliora	looked	at	it,	then	at	the	bleak	sky,	at	the	red-clad	Inquisitors	frozen	in	time.	Therpana	is	also
home	to	the	High	Cavalry	School,	She	looked	at	the	body	in	the	dust—her	mother,	whomaking	Therpenan	riders	renowned	for	their	racing	and	taught	her	to	pray	to	Empyreus,	to	follow	the	tenets	of	themounted	combat.	Under	the	tutelage	of	the	Red	Horse,	Arch	Seraph.	To	believe	in	a	world	that	believed	in	justice.Aban	Dahlrum,	the	High	Cavalry
School	produces	Slowly,	she	reached	out	to	take	the	masked	man’s	hand.unparalleled	light	cavalry	and	heavily	armored	coursers.	Lastly,	the	province	of	Therpena	holds	the	EmberCairn,	the	ancestral	home	of	the	dragonborn	and	head-quarters	of	the	Arcanist	Inquisition.	The	Age	of	Expansionsaw	human	armies	raze	the	Ember	Cairn,	driving
thedragonborn	from	the	Shattered	Peaks.	Years	later,	Valiedathe	Unifier	returned	their	homeland,	allowing	dragon-born	to	rebuild	the	Ember	Cairn.	In	turn,	dragonbornabandoned	their	gods	in	favor	of	Empyreus’s	teachings.Therpenan	dragonborn	are	the	most	zealous	inquisitors,functioning	as	the	Cathedral	of	Embers’	protectors.	Chapter	6:
Transformations	25CThhaerneault	Kingdom	Temple	of	Mists,	where	she	would	learn	the	ways	of	the	shamans	and	help	keep	the	balance	with	nature.	The	Languages:	All	Elvish	dialects,	Imperial	Norm	humans	would	maintain	order	across	the	land	through	Currency:	Armile	(roughly	1	gold	crown)	the	establishment	of	Knight	Chapters,	organizations



founded	on	honor,	virtue,	and	a	vow	to	vanquish	evil.	To	the	uninitiated,	the	nation	beyond	the	enchanted	With	this	agreement	in	place,	both	sides	lived	in	peace	forest	called	the	Grove	Maze	seems	like	a	promised	land	and	prosperity.	of	magic,	fairy	tales,	and	unbounded	natural	beauty.	Here,	the	Spirits	of	Nature	can	still	walk	in	physical	That	is,	until
the	dark	elves’	curse.	form	and	communicate	with	mortals.	Yet	darkness	and	corruption	now	grows	in	the	Charneault	Kingdom,	The	Mists	driven	by	the	lingering	enmity	between	elves	and	men.	It	starts	as	a	thick	mist,	moving	unnaturally	fast	across	The	Charneault	Kingdom	covers	a	vast	expanse	of	the	ground	or	water,	enveloping	everything	it
touches.	land	in	the	southwestern	portion	of	Etharis.	Its	name	No	matter	the	time	of	day,	the	mists	are	always	the	color	comes	from	the	elvish	Caer	Neiada,	which	means	“land	of	charcoal,	almost	like	smoke.	Where	it	goes,	sunlight	of	a	thousand	rivers.”	The	Kingdom	stretches	from	the	fades,	warmth	dissipates,	and	nightmares	abound.	All	Grove
Maze	in	the	northeast	to	the	Thousand	Rivers	are	warned—at	first	sight	of	the	Dark	Mists,	flee.	to	the	south.	The	Rock-Teeth	Mountains	form	a	barrier	against	the	Bürach	Empire	in	the	north.	The	Dark	Mists	originate	from	the	Temple	of	Mists,	located	to	the	south	of	the	Kingdom.	From	ancient	times,	The	Charneault	Kingdom	began	with	much
promise.	this	temple	was	a	sacred	site	where	powerful	elven	King	Aymeric	Noblecouer	ended	a	generation-spanning	druids,	the	Bondmakers,	would	come	to	enact	secret	war	between	humans	and	elves	and	brought	peace	across	rituals	and	commune	with	the	land’s	nature	spirits.	Thus	the	Thousand	Rivers.	Aymeric	forged	the	Pact	of	the	the
Bondmakers	maintained	peace	between	mortals	and	Sacred	Lands,	which	hinged	on	two	special	tasks.	The	spirits.	So	important	was	this	bond	that,	without	fail,	elven	king	would	bring	his	first	daughter	to	the	enchanted	each	of	the	Charneault	kings	would	send	their	firstborn	daughter	to	the	Temple	to	join	the	Bondmakers,	ensuring	the	continuity	of
the	rituals.26	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideAll	this	changed	with	the	coming	of	the	dark	elves.	armor	and	go	on	a	quest.	They	carry	a	blank	shield	untilStoking	the	vindictiveness	of	elves	who	felt	humans	they	have	performed	an	act	of	bravery.	Only	then	mayhad	taken	their	territory,	the	dark	elves	evoked	evil	they	wear	a	coat	of	arms	signifying	their
deed.	And	ifmagic	to	bring	about	another	war	between	the	two	a	knight	should	prove	their	prowess	and	bravery	wellraces.	To	this	end,	they	kidnapped	the	daughter	of	enough,	they	may	be	invited	to	join	the	Royal	CouncilKing	Thibault,	Princess	Tiphane,	and	brought	her	to	the	and	directly	serve	the	king.Temple	of	Mists	to	be	used	as	the	focus	of	an
unholyritual.	But	their	plans	were	thwarted	when	her	beloved	As	of	now,	King	Thibault	is	preoccupied	withknight,	Ser	Guilhem,	came	to	her	rescue.	He	managed	searching	for	heroes	powerful	and	knowledgeableto	disrupt	the	ritual,	but	half	a	ritual	is	worse	than	a	enough	to	rescue	his	daughter	Tiphane	and	Ser	Guilhelmfull	one.	A	dark	curse	was
released,	affecting	the	mists	from	the	Dark	Mists.surrounding	the	temple.	Tol	Leyemil,	City	of	Elves	Thus	the	Dark	Mists	were	created,	and	where	it	goes,it	creates	abominations:	monsters,	unholy	knights,	and	Ruler:	Achen	Elavaindark	elvish	sorcerers	that	plague	the	settlements	of	theThousand	Rivers.	As	for	Ser	Guilhem,	Princess	Tiphaine,	Nestled
among	the	southern	foothills	of	the	Rock-Teethand	the	sorcerer	Diyanthar,	their	spirits	are	trapped	in	Mountains,	the	most	ancient	elven	city	of	Etharis	standsthe	endless	mists,	waiting	for	their	chance	at	freedom.	as	a	monument	to	a	proud	race.	Here,	one	can	see	elven	architecture	that	predates	even	the	Bürach	Empire.	It’sCharneault	Kingdom
impossible	to	tell	precisely	how	long	the	city	has	been	standing,	as	the	archives	of	Tol	Leyemil	are	closed	toRuler:	King	Thibault	de	Sauveterre	non-elves.	However,	elves	of	all	origins	and	subraces	are	welcomed	and	accepted	here,	like	wandering	childrenThe	Charneault	Kingdom	came	into	prominence	with	returning	to	their	ancestral	home.	Thus,	Tol
Leyemil	hasthe	founding	of	the	Pact	of	the	Sacred	Land.	The	peace	been	called	the	Last	Free	Elven	City,	the	final	strongholdit	forged	between	humans	and	elves	opened	the	doors	of	the	Fair	Folk.to	prosperity.	Tall	castles	appeared	among	the	manybranching	rivers	of	the	land,	the	greatest	of	which	Tol	Leyemil	employs	an	unusual	system	ofis	Castle
Lamesdhonneur,	seat	of	government	and	government.	The	city	is	ruled	by	an	elven	assemblyresidence	of	the	current	king,	Thibault	de	Sauveterre.	known	as	the	Achen	Elavain,	which	is	composed	of	members	drawn	from	the	city’s	populace.	While	they	The	Kingdom’s	economy	thrives	on	fishing	and	agri-	are	not	part	of	the	council,	the	Bondmaker
shamansculture.	Being	a	floodplain,	crops	thrive	on	the	rich	soil	also	have	a	say	in	the	government’s	decisions,	as	theyof	Charneault.	While	fish	is	plentiful,	hunting	is	limited	represent	the	will	of	nature	itself.to	appease	the	spirits	of	nature.	The	kingdom	also	tradeswith	the	elves	for	ore	from	the	Rock-Teeth	Mountains.	Tol	Leyemil	maintains	an
alliance	with	the	Charneault	Kingdom,	but	relations	have	since	soured	with	the	dark	Charneault	is	known	as	the	Kingdom	of	Knights.	elf	curse.	Racial	enmity	has	flourished	once	again	onSeveral	famous	Knight	Chapters	have	arisen	in	this	both	sides,	affecting	bilateral	agreements.	Some	of	thekingdom,	and	they	hold	great	power,	as	kings	are	chosen
more	radical	human	knights	have	accused	the	elvesfrom	the	masters	of	these	organizations.	of	tightening	their	supply	of	ore,	which	in	turn	has	impacted	Charneault’s	supply	of	weapons.	Meanwhile,	One	of	the	most	influential	Chapters	currently	is	the	a	growing	sector	of	elves	are	demanding	that	humansKnights	of	the	Severe	Templar.	A	highly
militarized	return	lands	they	claim	have	been	stolen	from	theirorganization	that	promotes	law	and	order,	they	grew	nation.	No	violence	has	occured	yet	between	these	twoin	power	when	the	dark	elves	corrupted	the	Dark	Mist	sides,	but	with	these	escalating	provocations	that	mayand	brought	misery	to	the	land.	They	have	since	openly	not	hold	true
for	long.condemned	the	elven	nation,	abhorred	mystic	oathsand	bonds	with	nature,	and	pushed	for	a	return	towar	with	the	elves.	Rumor	abound	that	their	Chaptermaster,	Hermand	le	Severe,	plots	to	take	over	rulershipof	the	land.	On	the	opposite	end	of	the	spectrum	lie	the	VermielGuards,	whose	members	swore	a	sacred	duty	to	theelven	shamans
and	help	them	maintain	peace	with	thenature	spirits.	Those	who	join	must	whole-heartedlybelieve	in	the	union	between	elves,	humans,	and	nature,and	be	true	to	the	Sacred	Pact.	As	such,	only	the	mostvirtuous	and	devoted	of	knights	are	allowed	into	theChapter.	In	return,	these	knights	gain	extraordinarypowers	from	their	shaman	counterparts.	All
the	Chapters	welcome	new	applications	into	theirorganization,	but	becoming	a	knight	of	Charneault	isno	easy	feat.	As	a	squire,	one	must	don	weapons	and	Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	Etharis	27Tol	Kerdwyl	Kolyhs	“The	Blazing	Brain”,	Privileged	Speech	to	the	Morencian	Supreme	CouncilTo	the	southeast	of	the	Charneault	Kingdom	is	a	cursedplace	that
no	one	approaches:	Tol	Kerdwyl,	the	Dead	“My	friends,	let	me	pose	a	question	to	you:	What	is	theCity.	Here,	skeletal	trees	feed	off	of	poisoned	waters,corrupted	nature	spirits	are	at	their	strongest,	and	the	source	of	Morencia’s	great	wealth?”Dark	Mist	prevails	over	all.	Tol	Kerdwyl	is	the	bastion	of	“Trade,	some	of	you	may	say.	But	Morencia
producesThaelkinei,	the	Lich	Princess.	little	of	value	in	and	of	itself.	We	are	fifth	in	Etharis	in	Centuries	ago,	Thalkinei	was	a	sorceress	whose	fishing,	fourth	in	craft	goods,	and	second	in	ship	pro-beauty	and	power	had	no	rival.	She	was	not	content	with	duction.	We	have	no	mines	or	farmland	to	speak	of.	Anythis,	so	she	sought	terrible	magic	that
would	provide	her	weapons	we	have	must	come	from	trade.”with	greater	power.	The	ritual	she	enacted	gave	her	theability	to	command	reality	itself.	“Loans,	some	of	you	may	say.	But	from	whence	came	these	enormous	reserves	of	gold	in	our	banks?”	It	took	the	combined	might	of	all	the	elven	sorcerersto	stop	the	Lich	Princess,	and	even	then	all	they
could	“Is	it	shrewd	investments?	Keen	business	acumen?do	was	make	her	fall	into	an	endless	slumber.	While	the	The	backing	of	a	merchant	guilds?	No.	Business	canworld	is	safe	from	her,	Tol	Kerdwyl	remains	corrupted	only	be	done	if	you	have	something	to	sell.”with	evil	magic.	Only	monsters	and	dark	elves	haunt	itstwisted	forests	and	black
springs.	“But	we	do	have	something	to	sell,	my	fellows,	something	the	other	nations	would	take	from	us	if	theyMorencia	could.	We	have	the	illusion	of	security.”Ruler:	Doge	Lorenzo	Flabenici	“Over	centuries,	we	have	convinced	all	of	Etharisand	the	Morencian	Supreme	Council	that	this	tiny	plot	of	land	in	the	middle	of	a	lagoon	isLanguages:	Imperial
Norm,	Morencian	the	safest	place	for	them	to	keep	their	gold.	We	haveCurrency:	Dima	(roughly	1	gold	piece)	counted	kings,	clergy,	men	and	women	of	great	power	among	our	clients.	And	they	trust	us	because	theyThe	city-state	of	Morencia	is	located	on	a	small	island	believe	in	an	invincible	Morencia.	A	city	that	will	neverin	the	Gulf	of	Lions,	west	of
the	Castinellan	Provinces	fall,	whose	coffers	will	never	be	plundered	by	invaders.”and	south	of	the	Charneault	Kingdom.	Morencia	hasmaintained	its	independence	for	centuries,	resisting	“Our	recent	victory	against	the	most	powerful	navythe	might	of	the	Bürach	Empire	and,	more	recently,	the	in	Etharis	has	cemented	this	aura	of	invincibility.
AndCastinellan	Provinces.	we	cannot	stop	there!	We	must	capture	every	foreign	spy,	execute	every	traitor,	repel	every	despoiler.	I	tell	The	most	important	topographical	feature	that	enabled	you,	the	instant	that	we	lose	this	facade,	our	city	isthis	defense	are	the	Misty	Reefs.	Enchanted	long	ago	by	finished.	We	must	do	all	within	our	power	to
maintainthe	city’s	founders,	the	reefs	create	a	maze-like	water	haz-	the	illusion,	or	we	have	nothing.”ard	that	only	the	city’s	guild	navigators	can	traverse.	Thisbarrier	has	prevented	nearly	every	naval	attack	on	Mor-	“Help	me	try.”encia,	giving	the	City	Council	complete	control	over	thosewho	go	in	and	out	of	their	territory.	Thus,	merchants	enter	Keep
in	mind:	Morencia	is	not	without	its	dangers.through	guild	guidance,	stay	for	a	limited	time	and	in	a	Rumors	swirl	that	a	monstrous	cult	has	gained	a	footholdspecific	district,	and	leave	the	same	way	they	came.	in	the	city.	Many	a	moonless	night	has	seen	a	dead	body	floating	in	the	canals,	ritually	killed.	The	murders	have	be-	With	their	skill	in
navigation	and	their	powerful	come	so	infamous	that	they	have	been	dubbed	the	Dreadship-building	capability,	Morencia	was	able	to	establish	of	Moonless	Night,	and	the	City	Council	has	offered	up	aa	trading	hub	whose	reach	spanned	the	continent.	The	bounty	to	those	who	can	put	an	end	to	it.fortune	allowed	them	to	put	up	the	Bankers	Guild,which
includes	clients	from	among	the	most	powerful	Liesechnobles	and	government	officials	in	Etharis.	Eventually,the	Augustine	Trading	Company	established	its	Ruler:	Countess	Analita	von	Raizaheadquarters	in	Morencia,	gaining	a	controlling	interest	Language:	Imperial	Normin	both	the	Bankers	Guild	and	the	Supreme	Council.	Currency:	Bürach	Crown
Those	seeking	to	enter	Morencia	must	do	so	with	the	Liesech	is	a	city	in	crisis.	Once	a	thriving,	wealthyguidance	of	a	Morencian	Guild	Navigator.	Otherwise,	trading	hub	that	ruled	over	Bite	Bay,	it’s	being	eatenthey	lose	themselves	in	the	endless	fog	and	quite	alive	by	a	mysterious	and	deadly	disease	known	as	thepossibly	run	aground	on	a	sandbank
or	shatter	their	boat	Weeping	Pox.	Despite	both	the	Bürach	Empire	and	theagainst	a	treacherous	reef.	Those	who	manage	to	enter	Charneault	Kingdom’s	efforts	to	contain	the	maladythe	city-state	marvel	at	its	plethora	of	canals,	bridges,	within	the	city,	the	Pox	has	spread	to	their	lands.ships,	historical	buildings,	and	of	course,	its	marketsbrimming
with	goods	from	all	over	Etharis.	Strange	Tides	The	rise	and	fall	of	Liesech	began	with	its	founders,	the	Bouwengracht	family.	When	Liesech	was	nothing	more	than	a	sleepy	fishing	town,	the	patriarch,	Otto28	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideBouwengracht,	encountered	a	strange	entity	known	as	Languages	in	Etharisthe	Filth	Gazer.	The	creature	offered
Otto	a	bargain:she	would	give	him	the	means	to	turn	Liesech	into	an	Languages	in	Etharis	divided	the	world	as	much	asimmeasurably	wealthy	city,	and	in	return,	she	would	political	borders	do.	The	common	citizenry	of	Etharisbe	allowed	to	feed	from	its	refuse,	including	its	dead	speak	the	tongue	of	their	nations,	and	rarely	anythingbodies.	Otto
agreed,	and	with	their	contract,	Liesech	else.	Only	those	who	travel	extensively	have	the	need	orbegan	to	thrive.	At	the	same	time,	Otto	began	a	cult	to	the	means	to	speak	a	language	other	than	that	of	theirworship	and	feed	the	creature’s	bottomless	hunger.	village	and	their	neighbors.	Leveraging	its	sea	access	and	location	between	Bürach	The	races
have	their	own	language	as	well,	but	evenand	Charneault,	Liesech	grew	on	trade	and	cultural	influ-	then	they’re	only	learned	and	spoken	if	they’re	theence.	As	the	years	passed,	its	territory	expanded	as	it	con-	predominant	language	in	an	area.	Established	dwarvenstructed	a	system	of	channels	and	ditches	that	controlled	families	in	one	of	the	nations
like	Ostoya,	for	example,flooding	and	aided	its	merchant	fleet.	Soon,	Liesech	ships	may	never	speak	Dwarven,	favoring	Ostoy	instead.dominated	the	entire	western	Etharis.	Racial	hubs	within	a	nation,	however,	would	definitely	speak	both	the	racial	tongue	and	the	racial	language.	So	great	was	the	wealth	that	flowed	into	Liesech	thatit	attracted	the
attention	of	the	Bürach	Empire,	which	Since	there	is	no	Common	tongue	that	unites	thedesired	to	add	this	jewel	to	its	collection.	To	this	end,	civilized	world,	translators	are	highly	valued	andthey	conscripted	a	captive	vampire,	Countess	Analita	von	respected.	Adventurers,	as	well	as	those	who	make	aRaiza,	to	enter	Liesech	and	use	her	powers	to
bend	the	living	by	moving	from	place	to	place,	often	take	the	timeBouwengracht	family	under	her	will.	With	their	influence,	to	learn	as	many	languages	as	they	can.the	city	would	let	itself	be	annexed	by	the	Empire.	The	following	languages	are	most	used	in	Etharis:	But	the	Empire	had	underestimated	the	Countess’s	Charneault:	The	dominant
language	of	thepower	and	desire	for	vengeance.	On	the	day	of	theannual	celebration	of	the	Nurturing	Sea,	she	slaughtered	Charneault	Kingdom.the	entire	Bouwengracht	family,	a	heinous	crime	that	Castinellan:	The	dominant	language	of	thebecame	known	as	the	Red	Morning.	With	that,	Analitausurped	control	of	the	city.	Castinellan	Provinces.	This
language	is	also	used	for	most	of	Etharis’s	religious	texts.	It	was	until	recentlyThe	Battle	of	Bite	Bay	considered	a	crime	to	translate	the	teachings	of	the	Seraphs	into	a	language	other	than	Castinellan.The	Filth	Gazer	was	not	done	with	Liesech,	however.	Castinellan	is	also	predominantly	spoken	in	Morencia,Rather	than	have	the	city	fall	to	the
vampire,	the	creature	making	it	the	most	common	language	used	in	trade.infected	the	corpses	of	the	Bouwengracht	with	a	new	andfatal	disease:	the	Weeping	Pox.	Within	days,	the	Pox	had	Valiki:	The	dominant	language	of	the	Valikan	Clans.infected	the	populace	by	the	thousands.	Each	of	the	clans	speaks	a	slightly	different	dialect	of	Valiki,	but	each
dialect	is	similar	enough	to	make	Realizing	that	only	one	of	them	could	control	the	themselves	understood.city,	Analita	rowed	to	the	middle	of	the	gulf	in	orderto	deal	with	the	creature	once	and	for	all.	In	the	Ostoy:	The	dominant	language	of	Ostoya.terrible	battle	that	ensued,	a	strong	gale	hit	the	city,	Lower	Bürach:	The	commoner’s	dialect	in
thefollowed	by	enormous	waves	that	laid	waste	to	the	Bürach	Empire.	It	is	more	heavily	accented	than	Higherport.	After	a	day	passed,	Analita	returned,	alive	but	Bürach,	making	the	general	population	of	the	nationgrievously	wounded.	harder	for	foreigners	to	understand.	Higher	Bürach:	The	highborn	dialect	in	the	Bürach	None	can	say	who	won	the
duel	or	if	the	Filth	Gazer	Empire.	Most	formal	writings	are	in	this	dialect	as	well,still	exists.	As	for	the	Countess,	she	has	barricaded	such	as	religious	texts,	laws,	royal	decrees,	plays	andherself	the	High	Belfry	at	the	center	of	the	city	and	has	poems,	etc.	If	a	foreigner	learns	Bürach,	this	is	the	dialectnot	been	seen	since.	Her	Cult	of	the	Black	Lady
tends	to	they	learn.her	and	handles	her	affairs	in	the	city.	In	the	meantime,	the	uncontrolled	Weeping	Poxravaged	Liesech.	Despite	being	a	new	territory,	Bürachcould	do	nothing	for	the	citizens	and	instead	blocked	allpaths	to	Liesech.	Unfortunately,	it	was	a	few	days	too	late:the	Pox	was	spreading	through	the	Empire	as	well.	Liesech	is	now	dying.
Not	only	is	it	still	reelingfrom	the	Pox,	but	the	quarantine	imposed	by	Bürachhas	decimated	its	economy.	Currently,	the	only	factioncapable	of	treating	the	Pox	is	the	Morbus	Doctore.However,	this	cult-like	organization	is	more	keen	ontorturous	experiments	and	will	surely	extract	a	highprice	for	a	cure.	The	Liesech	City	Council	continues	toseek	help
from	any	good-hearted	souls	willing	to	savetheir	city.	Chapter	3:	The	Lands	of	Etharis	29Chapter	4:	Magic	of	EtharisIn	Etharis,	“magic”	is	a	catch-all	term	for	a	power	number	of	books	written	on	the	subject,	the	source	of	this	outside	of	mortal	ability,	a	means	of	altering	reality	power	is	not	very	well	understood.	altogether.	In	truth,	there	are	three
separate	forms	of	magic,	each	with	their	own	mystical	sources:	By	far,	the	greatest	authority	on	the	nature	of	arcanearcane,	divine,	and	nature.	magic	was	a	man	named	Raakan	el-Adakar.	An	archmage	who	lived	during	the	early	Age	of	Expansion,	RaakanArcane	Magic	built	an	impressive	library	on	the	nature	and	origins	of	magic.On	Magical	Theory
He	was	the	first	to	determine	that	arcane	magicThe	mage	in	his	school,	the	travelling	wizard	on	his	emanated	from	a	dimension	parallel	to	the	Material	Plane,quest,	the	archmage	in	his	sanctum—all	three	personas	a	place	suffused	with	latent	energy	that	could	alter	reality.rely	on	a	latent	force	that	exists	everywhere	in	Etharis,	He	named	this	plane
Numena	and	the	energy	itselfa	power	they	call	magic.	Yet	despite	the	uncountable	“numen.”	Magic,	according	to	Raakan,	is	merely	using	numen	to	give	the	magician’s	will	physical	shape	and	form.	According	to	his	research,	when	mages	cast	spells,	they	slightly	weaken	the	border	separating	Numena	from	the	Material	Plane	in	order	to	draw	numen.
Like30	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guidea	magnifying	glass	focusing	a	ray	of	sunlight,	they	turn	Ravencourt	Sanctuarynumen	into	the	magical	effect	of	their	choice.	East	of	Raevo’s	shores,	hidden	among	the	mists	of	its	Several	theories	have	been	put	forth	on	what	Numena	enchanted	isle,	the	Ravencourt	Sanctuary	trains	itsactually	is.	One	theory	states	that
it’s	the	original	abode	mages	in	its	own	academy.of	the	gods	and	formed	the	source	of	their	power.Another	one	says	that	Numena	is	itself	a	living	entity	Unlike	its	rival,	the	Magister	College,	the	Sanctuaryattempting	to	shape	our	dimension	to	match	its	own.	believes	that	magic	may	only	grow	through	freedom.	Thus	the	Ravencourt	Sanctuary	has	few
laws	to	guide	Sadly,	Raakan	did	not	live	to	enjoy	the	fruits	of	his	the	actions	of	its	mages.	Their	primary	rule	is	that	thelabor.	For	his	final	magical	experiment,	he	opened	a	portal	mages	must	keep	all	the	secrets	of	the	Sanctuary	safe.to	allow	himself	to	physically	enter	the	realm	of	Numena.	Apart	from	that,	a	wizard	who	successfully	graduatesHe
returned	through	that	portal	five	years	later,	driven	from	the	Sanctuary	is	free	to	do	what	they	will	and	teachcompletely	mad	and	speaking	an	unknown	language.	He	whom	they	want.spent	his	last	days	confined	in	Coldiron	Keep.	Despite	their	seeming	lack	of	laws,	the	punishment	forColleges	of	Magic	breaking	the	primary	rule	is	both	harsh	and
unequivocal.	Before	they	leave	the	Sanctuary,	a	Ravencourt	wizardAn	ability	as	potentially	dangerous	as	magic	is	kept	swears	a	vow	to	protect	their	academy’s	secrets.	Theyunder	control	by	certain	authorities,	and	magic	users	write	their	name	on	a	page	of	an	enchanted	book	andwho	attend	a	college	have	long	been	taught	to	respect	leave	a	drop	of
their	blood	on	it.	This	creates	a	highlythis	hierarchy.	potent	curse:	if	they	should	break	the	vow,	the	page	tears	itself	from	the	book	and	burns.	The	wizard	consequentlyErlefurt	Colleges	dies	an	unspeakable	death.Western	Nordenland	is	the	center	for	arcane	learning	in	Due	to	the	politics	of	the	times,	the	mages	of	Erlefurtthe	Bürach	Empire,	and
certainly,	they	wish	to	keep	it	so.	and	Ravencourt	Sanctuary	are	technically	at	war.	MagesThe	capital	of	Erlefurt	has	the	highest	number	of	magical	from	either	side	have	standing	orders	to	annihilate	eachcolleges	anywhere	in	the	continent,	with	the	Magister	other	on	sight,	though	this	is	rarely	practiced.College	being	the	oldest	and	most	venerable	of
all.	Sarmar	Academy	It’s	difficult	for	an	aspiring	mage	to	enter	an	ErlefurtCollege,	but	the	Magister	College	proves	itself	to	be	Having	lived	for	thousands	of	years	as	a	people,	theexceptionally	stringent.	The	Magister	chooses	only	the	elves	are	no	beginners	when	it	comes	to	magic.	In	theirbest	among	its	applicants—not	merely	those	with	high	capital
of	Tol	Leyemil,	they	have	established	their	ownmagical	aptitude,	but	also	those	most	likely	to	bring	college	for	wizards:	Sarmar	Academy,	famous	for	itsgreater	honour	to	the	school.	abjurers,	mystics,	and	war	magi.	The	Erlefurt	Colleges	see	magic	as	a	force	that	must	be	The	Sarmar	mages	believe	that	magic	is	learned	andharnessed	with	wisdom,	the
kind	that	only	those	trained	controlled	through	careful	observation.	By	watchingin	the	way	of	the	Erlefurt	mages	possess.	As	such,	all	and	listening	to	the	natural	world,	the	elves	first	learnedstudents	must	swear	to	follow	a	set	of	rigid	laws,	listed	to	summon	and	shape	numen.	Thus	they	teach	theirin	a	tome	called	the	Magician’s	Codex.	students	to
pay	close	attention	to	detail	and	focus	on	what	they	can	sense.	The	emphasis	on	patience	makes	teaching	The	primary	laws	in	the	Codex	include	the	following:	slow.	Often,	education	at	Sarmar	can	last	decades.	For	Only	wizards	that	pass	their	final	tests	of	the	Erlefurt	elves,	of	course,	that’s	a	short	period	of	time.Colleges	may	carry	the	title	of
Erlefurt	mage.	An	Erlefurt	mage	shall	defend	their	College	against	all	Being	an	entirely	elven	city,	only	elves	may	enroll	inwho	would	despoil	them	or	steal	their	secrets.	Sarmar	Academy	proper.	The	exception	is	Aemanyir	Only	the	Erlefurt	Colleges	may	train	a	student.	All	stu-	House,	a	branch	of	the	Academy	located	outside	thedents	must	be
registered	and	approved	by	the	Colleges.	city	limits.	This	program	was	begun	decades	ago	by	an	All	magical	experiments	must	be	registered	and	elven	mage	named	Alren	Corynthios	as	an	experimentapproved	by	the	Colleges.	Any	Erlefurt	wizard	who	breaks	this	code	oflaws	is	hunted	down	by	the	Enforcers,	a	group	eliteabjurers	highly	adept	at
subduing	one	of	their	own.Once	captured,	they	are	taken	to	the	magician’scourt	and	judged	by	the	Grand	Mage.	If	foundguilty,	transgressors	may	be	magically	imprisoned	oreven	executed.	As	for	other	arcane	institutions	whodon’t	subscribe	to	these	tenets,	they	are	treated	withcontempt	and	even	outright	hostility.	As	there	are	no	established	magical
colleges	in	theGrarjord,	the	Valikan	Clans	send	promising	students	toErlefurt	for	tutelage.	Chapter	4:	Magic	of	Etharis	31in	teaching	the	elven	way	of	magic	to	non-elves.	Most	of	Templars,	outright	hostility.	They	hold	elven	magicthe	Sarmar	academicians	consider	this	a	waste	of	time,	accountable	for	the	suffering	endured	by	the	populacebut	Alren’s
persistence	and	connections	with	the	elven	and	forego	all	arcane	abilities	in	favor	of	strength	in	armsnobility	have	kept	the	school	going	for	many	years,	if	and	divine	fervor.just	barely.	It	is	worth	noting	the	Castinellan	Provinces	in	particu-Renegade	Colleges	lar	when	it	comes	to	magic	for	the	specific	chance	they’ve	chosen:	deplorably,	the	theocracy
is	hostile	to	all	forms	ofThere	are	several	unrecognised	colleges	in	Etharis	arcane	magic.	It	is	the	will	of	Empyreus,	they	claim,	thatthat	purport	to	teach	magic.	As	they	tend	to	produce	their	people	wage	a	righteous	war	against	all	magic-us-subpar	mages,	they’re	looked	upon	with	scorn	by	ers	and	those	who	harbor	them.	To	undertake	this	task,the
established	colleges.	At	worst,	they’re	viewed	as	the	Arcanist	Inquisition	has	assembled	a	host	of	knightspotential	sources	of	magical	mishaps,	as	without	proper	and	common	soldiers	under	the	command	of	clerics	andguidance,	these	mages	may	cause	irreparable	harm	to	paladins.	Backed	by	the	power	of	belief,	they	call	onthe	reputation	of	all	mages
—or	worse,	bring	about	a	divine	magic	to	locate	arcane	mages	and	neutralise	them.magical	catastrophe.	As	such,	magic-users	must	all	be	careful	when	The	Erlefurt	wizards	have	made	it	their	protocol	to	cap-	entering	the	Castinellan	Provinces,	lest	they	be	arrested,ture	any	“renegade”	wizards	and	bring	them	to	Erlefurt	imprisoned,	and	very	likely
put	to	death	by	the	Arcanistfor	processing	and	possible	reeducation.	Those	who	refuse	Inquisition.	Mages	cannot	even	expect	sympathy	from	thethis	polite	entreaty	are	viewed	as	enemy	combatants.	common	folk;	most	peasants	hold	all	magic	as	witchcraft	and	devilry,	the	power	of	demons	brought	to	Etharis.Societal	Mistrust	The	Castinellans	have	yet
to	move	against	nationsSociety	is	divided	in	its	view	of	arcane	magic.	In	the	that	employ	magic,	such	as	the	Bürach	and	theBürach	Empire,	for	instance,	it	was	considered	a	means	Charneault	Kingdom.	But	should	the	theocracy	growto	maintain	order,	project	power,	instill	obedience,	more	powerful,	a	“righteous	war”	would	certainly	be	ingather
information,	and	maintain	the	status	quo.	the	cards.	However,	with	the	coming	of	the	Great	Beast,	magic	is	The	Brothers	Part	3now	treated	with	greater	suspicion,	as	some	have	cometo	suspect	that	the	entity	was	the	result	of	an	arcane	“It	can’t	be.”experiment	gone	horribly	wrong.	The	Hearthkeepers	Mischa	gazed	at	the	staff	in	his	hand	as	he	stood
withhave	not	denied	this	notion,	as	it	deflects	their	ownculpability	on	the	matter.	the	rest	of	the	Sanctuary’s	mages.	Today	was	their	final	day,	their	graduation.	Their	crystal	staff	would	glow	The	Ostoyan	view	of	magic	is	more	varied.	In	the	when	it	was	time	for	their	departure.province	of	Soma,	the	lower	classes	fear	magic	assomething	they’re
incapable	of	understanding.	They	Only	his	did	not	light	up.also	stay	clear	of	it	to	avoid	inciting	the	jealousy	and	ire	“You’ve	been	chosen	to	remain,”	the	Keeperof	the	nobility.	The	Crimson	Court	believes	that	the	use	whispered	in	his	mind.	“One	life	for	the	knowledgeof	magic	is	theirs	by	right;	anyone	else	who	uses	it	must	you’ve	all	attained.”either
become	their	servant	or	be	destroyed	as	a	potential	“No,”	Mischa	said.	But	his	classmates	were	alreadythreat.	Thus	one	often	finds	mages	under	their	employ	in	teleporting	away,	nodding	to	him	in	commiseration.their	war	against	Raevo	and	the	Bürach	Empire.	They	left	him	alone	all	the	same.	“I	refuse!”	Mischa	shouted.	“It	can’t	be	me!	It	can’t!”	In
the	province	of	Raevo,	magic	is	by	and	large	His	brother’s	face	drifted	through	his	mind.	He	droppedan	accepted	part	of	daily	life.	The	workshops	and	his	staff,	ready	to	fight	or	flee.markets	of	Castalore	are	teeming	with	wizards	and	The	Keeper	appeared	before	him,	wrapped	in	robesmagical	constructs,	all	under	the	watchful	eye	of	the	and	silence.
He	raised	a	skeletal	hand.	“What	binds	youRavencroft	Sanctuary.	to	the	outside	world?”	Mischa	gasped	as	memories	invaded	his	mind.	The	In	the	Charneault	Kingdom,	the	elves	treat	magic	as	death	of	his	parents.	The	burning	of	Kolyat.	The	screams.an	integral	part	of	their	lives.	They	hold	skilled	mages	It	was	all	too	much—he	fell	to	his	knees	in
horror.in	high	esteem,	even	as	they	warn	of	the	costs	of	seeking	The	Keeper	lowered	his	hand.	“I	have	chosengreater	magical	power.	well.”	After	a	pause,	the	Keeper	continued.	“I	have	an	offer.	Stay	five	more	years,	and	you	will	have	all	the	The	dark	elves	have	no	such	restraint;	they	plumb	the	knowledge	and	power	you	desire.	What	do	you
say?”deepest	secrets	of	magecraft	with	hardly	a	thought	to	the	Mischa	gazed	into	the	dark	void	of	the	Keeper’sdangers	involved.	While	they	have	attained	great	power,	hood.	“Why	help	me?”the	price	is	often	paid	by	the	entirety	of	the	kingdom,	as	The	Keeper	said	nothing,	but	Mischa	believed	heis	the	case	with	the	Dark	Mist.	was	smiling.	In	the
human-controlled	lands	of	the	Charneault,	To	be	Continued...attitudes	vary	greatly.	Mages	are	treated	with	respect	inmore	learned	circles,	but	among	Knight	Chapters	theyare	treated	with	suspicion,	and	in	the	case	of	the	Severe32	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideThe	Divine	in	Etharis	The	gods	feared	that	one	day	all	they	had	built	would	be	stripped	away.
They	need	to	strike	now,	while	theyThe	Aetheric	War	still	had	the	faith	of	their	followers	and	stood	at	theand	the	Gods’	End	height	of	their	powers.At	the	start	of	the	Age	of	Antiquity,	the	gods	came	into	Thus,	all	the	gods,	good	and	evil	alike,	bandedbeing.	They	opened	their	eyes	to	behold	a	universe	of	together	as	a	host	and	launched	an	assault	on
thewonder	and	chaos,	and	they	were	enamored	by	it.	They	Kindred.	This	became	known	as	the	Aetheric	War.wanted	to	shape	it	into	something	that	resembled	them.But	to	do	that,	they	needed	to	impose	order.	None	can	say	precisely	what	happened	to	the	gods	who	participated	in	the	war.	Some	historians	say	it	was	The	gods,	good	and	evil	alike,
banded	together	to	form	a	slaughter.	Others	believe	the	gods	were	consumed	bya	pantheon.	They	shaped	the	firmament	and	the	seas,	then	the	eldritch	horrors	they	tried	to	defeat.	Others	state	thatthe	land	and	all	the	creatures	that	followed.	They	named	some	gods	retreated	from	this	plane	to	someplace	thethe	land	Etharis	and	created	the	races	to
populate	it.	Kindred	could	not	reach	them.	While	nothing	is	certain	about	what	happened	to	the	gods	thereafter,	it	is	quite	As	these	newborn	mortals	turned	their	minds	to	their	certain	they	were	utterly	defeated.creators,	the	gods	found	an	endless	font	of	believers.Their	worship	lifted	the	gods	to	greater	heights,	securing	Of	the	great	pantheon,	only
the	four	youngesttheir	ability	to	turn	the	wheel	of	the	universe.	survived:	Galt	the	Builder,	Maligant	Warclad,	Ulmyr	the	Wise,	and	Aurelia	of	the	Hearth.	Perhaps	out	of	caution	But	the	gods	were	not	alone.	At	the	fringes	of	their	or	fear,	they	held	back	from	the	Aetheric	War.	Thus,	theyordered	realm	lurked	the	Aether	Kindred—incompre-	were	the
only	ones	left	to	pick	up	the	pieces,	becominghensible	beings	of	pure	chaos	who	predated	the	gods	responsible	for	the	fostering	of	Etharis’s	future.themselves.	The	Kindred	were	mostly	content	to	remainuninvolved,	thought	occasionally	the	gods	would	find	a	If	there	was	any	silver	lining	to	the	Aetheric	War,	it	waspiece	of	reality	in	disarray—a	star
gone	missing,	an	ocean	that	the	Kindred	never	showed	themselves	afterward.dried	up,	an	entire	city	disappearing	into	the	void.	It’s	believed	these	horrors	slept	deeply	after	destroying	so	many	of	the	gods,	perhaps	requiring	rest	to	heal	from	When	the	entire	race	of	the	Sommerkin	vanished	their	wounds.	But	once	they	have	regenerated,	they	willone
day,	the	gods	decided	they’d	had	enough.	The	likely	take	revenge	on	the	rest	of	the	gods’	creations.Aether	Kindred	were	an	active	threat	to	their	power.	Whatever	the	reason,	this	left	the	Four	Divines	to	their	own	devices.	As	the	surviving	gods	left	to	guide	the	mortals	of	Etharis,	they	decided	to	band	together.	Chapter	4:	Magic	of	Etharis	33Their	idea
was	to	create	an	ideal	empire,	the	“one	above	Aphaelonall”	to	act	as	a	shining	beacon	for	all	mortals	to	emulate.This	idea	became	the	Bürach	Empire.	Its	first	emperor,	The	Arch	Seraph	of	TemperanceIndorius	I,	would	be	the	lightbringer	for	all	the	nations	holds	sway	over	the	domains	ofof	Etharis.	To	this	end,	the	Four	Divines	gifted	him	with	peace
and	spirituality.	A	patron	offour	holy	artifacts	that	would	enable	him	to	rule	wisely	monks,	clerics,	and	peacemakers,and	protect	his	empire.	Aphaelon	is	honored	by	those	who	seek	enlightenment.	Once	a	servant	of	Myria,	goddess	For	a	time,	all	was	good.	Unfortunately,	this	method	of	joy,	he	has	since	decided	there	is	little	joy	to	be	foundof	salvation
carried	the	seeds	of	its	own	destruction.	in	Etharis,	and	he	has	therefore	taken	to	becoming	theThe	Bürach	Empire	so	loved	their	emperor	that	they	saint	of	those	who	seek	spiritual	balance.	Those	whodecided	to	keep	his	bloodline	eternally	pure.	The	Church	follow	his	ways	find	freedom	from	addictions	andof	the	Hearthkeepers	imposed	the	Edict	of
Eternal	worldly	desires.	He	is	opposed	by	the	Arch	Daemon	ofBlood,	mandating	that	only	those	of	the	line	of	Indorius	Hedonism,	Sitri.I	may	ascend	to	the	throne.	With	that,	they	forced	hisdescendants	to	intermarry,	weakening	their	blood.	The	Solymawretched	outcome	of	this	practice	finally	manifested	inthe	Mad	Emperor,	Leopold.	The	Arch	Seraph
of	Justice,	she	has	remained	faithful	to	the	ways	of	her	When	Leopold	touched	the	divine	artifacts,	his	former	master	and	seeks	to	destroymind	and	soul	were	instantly	connected	with	the	the	Aether	Kindred	who	killed	him.Four	Divines—and	it	drove	them	all	to	madness.	She	is	the	patron	of	good	judges,Galt,	Malignant,	Ulmyr,	and	Aurelia	warred
among	vigilantes,	and	hunters	of	eldritchthemselves,	each	vying	to	reign	as	the	One	True	God	of	abominations.	She	often	foils	thethe	universe.	This	culminated	in	the	Gods’	End,	when	schemes	of	Gorodyn,	the	Daemon	of	Avarice.these	last	remaining	deities	destroyed	one	another.	While	she	is	known	as	the	Great	Judge,	Solyma	has	gained	another
epitaph	from	her	worshippers	in	Ostoya:	Etharis	carries	on	as	a	godless	world.	While	divine	pow-	Lady	Vengeance.	The	bloodiest	family	vendettas	haveer	remains,	it	constitutes	but	a	shadow	of	its	former	glory.	thus	been	waged	in	her	name.Arch	Seraphs	and	Arch	Daemons	MoraelIn	the	absence	of	the	gods,	Arch	Seraphs	and	Arch	The	Arch	Seraph	of
Sacrifice	holdsDaemons	took	up	their	mantle.	While	these	beings	are	power	over	the	domains	of	Heroismlesser	divinities,	they	inherited	part	of	their	deity’s	power,	and	Compassion.	Unlike	the	othermaking	them	the	source	of	divine	magic	in	Etharis.	archangels,	he	is	actually	an	aspect	of	his	former	mistress	Vetara,	the	goddess	The	Arch	Seraphs	each
correspond	to	a	virtue.	of	love.	He	is	the	patron	of	martyrs	and	those	who	aspire	to	be	great	heroes.	Empyreus	He	represents	hope	for	a	better	tomorrow	that	comes	by	making	sacrifices,	both	great	and	small.	He	offers	The	Arch	Seraph	of	Valor	is	the	for-	strength	to	those	who	must	surrender	themselves	for	a	mer	servant	of	the	war	god	Maligant.
great	cause.	He	is	opposed	by	Malikir	the	Proud.	A	favorite	of	holy	warriors,	he	is	the	patron	of	courage	and	strength,	as	Miklaswell	as	all	who	seek	to	wage	a	righteous	war.	Due	to	hisuncompromising	nature,	his	followers	tend	to	become	The	Arch	Seraph	of	Mercy,	her	domainzealots	in	the	pursuit	of	righteousness.	Empyreus	is	tra-	is	healing	and
freedom	from	suffering.ditionally	opposed	by	the	Lord	of	Fear,	Beleth.	Although	She	does	not	have	the	power	ofof	late,	Beleth	seems	to	have	gotten	the	better	of	him,	as	Aurelia,	goddess	of	protection;	she	cansome	of	Empyreus’s	followers	have	tended	to	use	terror	to	only	offer	aid	to	those	already	sick,enforce	their	beliefs.	wounded,	or	in	distress.	It	is
said	that	this	new	dark	age	offers	no	rest	for	Miklas	the	Merciful.	Zabriel	She	is	opposed	by	Tormach,	the	new	Lord	of	War.	The	Arch	Daemons	each	correspond	to	the	cardinal	sins.	The	Arch	Seraph	of	Truth	was	None	have	remained	faithful	to	their	erstwhile	masters.	once	the	librarian	of	the	goddess	Typharia.	Zabriel	abandoned	his	mistress’s	neutral
stance	andinstead	sought	to	bring	an	end	to	the	lies	that	supporttyrants	and	oppressors.	He	is	loved	by	scholars	andtruth	seekers,	and	he	is	opposed	directly	by	Venin,	theGreat	Deceiver.34	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideBeleth	Malikir	The	Arch	Daemon	of	Fear	goes	The	Arch	Daemon	of	Pride	prefers	by	other	names:	the	Trickster,	the	the	title	“God”.	As
the	most	powerful	Laughing	Man,	and	Blackjester.	of	the	Arch	Daemons,	her	domain	is	Beleth’s	goal	is	to	spread	fear	tyranny	and	the	abuse	of	authority.	throughout	the	world,	and	in	She	is	known	to	corrupt	heroes	who	this	regard	he	has	far	surpassed	start	out	as	goodhearted	but	eventually	give	in	to	pride.	his	former	master.	Beleth	derives
Inevitably,	her	followers	meet	a	terrible	fall.pleasure	from	torturing	mortals	with	their	worst	fears.	Malikir	considers	her	counterpart,	Morael,	as	aHe’s	the	patron	of	tyrants	and	oppressors	everywhere,	weakling	and	not	even	worth	mentioning.but	Beleth’s	cruel	practical	joke	is	that	every	one	of	thesepeople	end	up	fearing	the	very	people	they
oppress.	To	Tormachhim,	it’s	eternally	funny.	Beleth	has	no	fear	of	Empyreus,	and	any	who	The	Arch	Daemon	of	Wrath	goesmentions	the	Arch	Seraphs	causes	Blackjester	to	smirk,	by	names	such	as	Manslayer	andas	if	from	a	private	joke.	Marauder,	as	he	has	taken	over	the	domain	of	the	war	god	Maligant.	Venin	He	is	a	patron	and	source	of	strength
for	evil-aligned	warriors.	The	Arch	Daemon	of	Deceit	is	known	Unfortunately,	he	cannot	offer	strategy	or	wisdom,	only	as	the	Great	Deceiver,	Dusktongue,	and	mindless	butchery	and	violence.	For	Tormach,	winning	Hooded.	She	is	the	master	of	illusion,	comes	second	to	dealing	as	much	suffering	and	death	lies,	and	insanity.	Venin	is	capable	as
possible.	Privately,	even	the	other	Arch	Daemons	of	giving	her	followers	power	over	consider	him	the	weakest	of	their	number.illusions	and	deceit,	but	eventually	even	they	lose	track	of	Though	he	has	tried	time	and	again,	Tormachwhat	is	truth	and	fiction.	Venin	hates	Zabriel	and	rewards	has	failed	to	defeat	Miklas	the	Redeemer,	a	fact	thatthose	who
assassinate	the	Arch	Seraph’s	followers.	infuriates	him	to	no	end.	Sitri	Playing	as	a	Cleric	or	Paladin	The	Arch	Daemon	of	Hedonism,	who	is	The	gods’	presence	has	waned.	Divine	power	is	rare	in	also	called	Bloodrose	and	the	Tempter,	Etharis.	As	a	cleric	or	a	paladin,	you	are	a	rarity,	and	lures	mortals	to	give	in	to	gluttony,	your	patron	calls	upon	you
to	project	their	power	into	lust,	and	the	basest	worldly	desires.	this	world.	Those	who	follow	Sitri	eventually	lose	themselves	to	their	addictions.	Sitri’s	Remember	that	Etharis	has	entered	into	a	Dark	Age,	most	prized	possessions	are	the	souls	of	the	likes	of	which	has	never	been	experienced.	Its	peopleAphaelon’s	followers	who	backslide	into	their
desires.	are	starved	for	guidance	and	want	to	believe	in	a	powerSitri	enjoys	taunting	the	Arch	Seraph	with	these	mortals	greater	than	themselves.	As	a	wielder	of	divine	magic,the	most.	you	may	use	that	hunger	to	bring	hope	and	light	to	the	world,	or	you	could	twist	it	to	your	advantage.	Rarity	is	Gorodyn	a	form	of	power,	after	all.	The	Arch	Daemon	of
Avarice	is	often	called	the	King	of	Red	Coins.	He’s	a	corrupted	follower	of	Jezra,	god	of	commerce.	In	his	boundless	treasury,	he	counts	the	souls	of	those	who	have	given	themselves	to	hoarding	wealthby	whatever	means	necessary,	leaving	hunger	andpoverty	for	the	rest	of	the	world.	Gorodyn	fears	Solyma,	as	he	owns	so	much	thereis	very	little	he
can	do	to	defend	it	all.	He	has	taken	tobribing	mortals	and	other	beings	to	fight	her	in	his	stead.	Chapter	4:	Magic	of	Etharis	35Nature	Magic	in	Etharis	sleep.	Alondo	taught	them	enchantments	that	would	keep	them	alive,	and	he	also	told	them	where	to	strikeGormadraug,	Gormadraug’s	heart.the	Prismatic	Wyrm	Thus,	Kentigern	and	his	companions
were	able	toIn	the	beginning,	when	the	gods	created	the	world,	they	slay	Gormadraug.	His	body	was	destroyed,	save	forhad	no	idea	of	the	power	they	would	imbue	into	it:	it	his	indestructible	heart,	which	was	thrown	into	thewas,	after	all,	their	first	attempt	at	creation.	Thus	they	northern	sea	and	formed	an	island.	Subsequently,	theimparted	too	much
of	their	power	into	the	substances	four	Primordials	divided	Etharis	among	themselvesthey	made	and	accidentally	breathed	life	into.	This	act	is	and	formed	their	own	realms.	Citrolach	and	Morrakeshhow	the	Primordials	came	to	be.	settled	along	the	equator,	while	Alondo	and	Ilhara	resided	closer	to	the	poles.	Chief	of	the	Primordials	is	a	being	known
asGormadraug,	a	tiny	being	that	carried	a	spark	of	the	gods’	Yet	all	four	Primordials	know	that	their	sire	haddivinity.	Gormadrag	amused	the	gods	so	they	kept	it	as	not	truly	perished,	but	merely	slumbered	in	a	state	ofa	pet.	Over	time,	their	treatment	became	abusive,	using	hibernation.	Even	now,	mortals	obtain	command	overGormadraug	for
hunting	sport,	slaying	and	resurrecting	the	elements	from	the	Prismatic	Wyrm.	The	day	mayhim	over	and	over.	Finally,	when	they	tired	of	him,	they	come	when	Gormadraug	would	awaken	and	wreak	hisabandoned	him	on	the	newly	formed	Etharis.	vengeance	across	Etharis.	They	continually	seek	ways	to	prevent	this	from	happening.	Yet	with	the
appearance	For	millennia,	Gormadraug	devoured	everything	he	of	coldfire,	it	seems	the	Prismatic	Wyrm’s	resurrection	iscould	see:	rocks,	ice,	lava,	and	air.	With	every	century,	coming	ever	closer.he	grew	larger,	until	finally,	he	emerged	as	a	colossalWyrm	with	power	over	all	the	elements.	So	powerful	The	Primordialswas	he	that	could	spawn	his	own
children,	themselvespowerful	Primordials.	Lady	Morrakesh	However,	he	never	forgot	his	treatment	at	the	hands	The	Burning	Lady,	Red	Queen,	and	Emberheart	areof	the	gods.	He	nursed	his	hatred	for	a	millennia.	among	her	many	names.	The	Primordial	of	fire	holdsThe	final	straw	was	when	the	gods	declared	that	court	in	her	dimension	of
Flamebourne.	She	commandsthe	new	race	of	mortals	would	inherit	all	of	Etharis.	azers,	efreeti,	and	fire	giants	in	her	army.Gormadraug	sought	his	revenge	by	sending	hisPrimordials	to	war	against	the	gods.	Morrakesh	suffered	the	worst	under	Gormadraug,	as	the	Wyrm	saw	her	as	his	most	destructive	weapon.	As	Despite	his	numerous	spawn,	they
were	not	powerful	such	she	is	highly	capricious	and	easy	to	anger;	she	mayor	plentiful	enough	to	achieve	his	goal.	The	gods	handily	reward	you	with	great	riches	as	easily	as	she	can	turn	youdefeated	the	Primordials.	Gormadraug	survived,	into	a	cinder.	Great	care	must	be	taken	in	petitioning	her.however,	and	went	into	hiding.	Those	who	would
summon	Morrakesh	for	favors	This	setback	did	have	one	upside	for	the	Great	Wyrm:	must	first	burn	a	sentient	being	alive	as	a	sacrifice.it	emboldened	the	gods	to	believe	they	could	fight	theAether	Kindred	as	well.	The	debacle	that	followed	left	AlondoEtharis	with	only	four	remaining	gods.	Lord	of	the	Deep	and	ruler	of	the	Endless	Sea,	Gormadraug
wasted	no	time:	he	created	four	new	Alondo	controls	the	denizens	of	lakes	and	seas.	Hespawn	that	he	would	use	to	fight	a	new	war	on	the	is	worshipped	by	merfolk,	water	elementals,	and	thegods	and	their	mortal	children.	These	Primordials	were	mighty	leviathans.Alondo	of	the	Deep,	Morrakesh	the	Burning	Lady,Citrolach	the	Living	Mountain,	and
Ilhara	the	Queen	of	Aside	from	Kentigern,	Alondo	has	no	love	forAir	and	Shadow.	mortals	and	wishes	to	be	left	alone.	That	said,	he	is	the	most	conscientious	of	his	ilk,	working	diligently	This	time,	Gormadraug	aimed	to	win.	He	became	to	prevent	the	return	of	Gormadraug.	Still,	rumoursas	cruel	to	his	children	as	the	gods	were	to	him.	To	persist	that
he	has	something	to	do	with	the	outbreakstrengthen	them,	he	forced	them	to	compete	with	each	of	coldfire	plaguing	Etharis.other	endlessly,	killing	each	other	in	an	arena	of	deathand	resurrection.	Those	who	would	invoke	Alondo	must	first	slay	one	of	his	hated	enemies	and	hurl	its	heart	into	the	sea.	The	four	Primordials	endured	centuries	of
thistreatment,	each	one	aching	to	be	free	of	their	sire.	They	Citrolachfound	their	opportunity	from	an	unexpected	source:	aman	named	Kentigern	and	his	six	companions,	seeking	The	Living	Mountain	masters	over	all	those	who	pledgeto	tame	the	northern	wilderness	for	habitation.	themselves	to	earth	and	stone:	earth	elementals,	deep	dwarves,	and
gnomes,	as	well	as	all	who	dwell	in	his	Alondo	convinced	his	siblings	to	betray	their	sire	underground	realm	of	Stonereach.	His	power	extendsand	take	the	adventurers	under	their	wing.	Morrakesh	to	plants	and	the	denizens	of	the	forests.and	Citrolach	formed	powerful	magic	weapons	thatcould	pierce	Gormadraug’s	flesh.	Ilhara	composedfor	them	a
magic	song	that	would	put	the	Wyrm	to36	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideTo	summon	Citrolach,	one	must	surrender	a	fortune	Clans.	The	Primordials	also	warn	that	drawing	powerin	gems	and	gold,	all	of	which	is	returned	by	the	from	Gormadraug	may	even	awaken	him,	and	readilyPrimordial	to	the	ground	from	where	it	was	taken.	Take	smites	any	druids
or	rangers	who	try.care,	however.	Notoriously	stubborn,	Citrolach	holds	toa	particular	stand	for	centuries.	The	saying	goes	that	it	Playing	a	Druidis	easier	to	move	a	mountain	than	convince	Citrolach	to	or	Ranger	in	Etharischange	his	mind.	There	are	three	important	centers	in	Etharis	for	learningIlhara	nature	magic:	the	druid	circles	of	the	Valikan
Clans,	the	Order	of	the	Golden	Bough	in	Eastern	Nordenland,	andThe	Queen	of	Air	and	Shadow	is	the	most	ambitious	the	elves	of	Tol	Leyemil.	These	are	not	the	only	places	forPrimordial	of	all.	She	sends	her	army	of	djinn,	sylphs,	learning,	but	druids	and	rangers	that	emerge	from	hereand	air	elementals	abroad	to	find	secrets	from	among	are
considered	to	be	among	the	elite.mortals	and	spirits	alike.	Her	ultimate	aim	is	to	bepowerful	enough	to	fill	the	void	left	by	the	dead	gods.	As	a	druid	or	ranger,	you	must	keep	in	mind	that	your	power	is	derived	from	the	Primordials—including	Ilhara	requires	that	a	dark	secret	be	whispered	into	Gormadraug.	These	beings	have	taken	over	the	realm
ofthe	air	before	she	can	be	summoned.	gods	in	terms	of	nature	magic.	They	each	serve	their	own	interests	and	are	not	bound	by	mortal	notions	of	goodGormadraug	and	evil.	They	are,	however,	hostile	to	all	that	threatens	that	power.	This	includes	the	possible	awakeningThe	Great	Prismatic	Wyrm	is	also	a	powerful	source	of	of	Gormadraug,	the
corruption	of	nature	caused	bynature	magic,	though	he	doesn’t	know	this	in	his	current	the	Dark	Mist,	and	the	arrival	of	the	Great	Beast.	Thestate.	There	is	no	known	way	to	invoke	him.	Moreover,	Primordials	require	druids	and	rangers	alike	to	fightworship	of	the	Wyrm	is	illegal	throughout	the	Valikan	these	forces	wherever	they	encounter
them.Chapter	5:	New	SubclassesAdventurers	specialize	in	their	abilities	and	out-	looks	based	on	the	culture	in	which	they	train	and	the	psyches	of	the	adventurers	can	be	varied;	however,	advance.	Characters	in	the	world	of	Etharis	are	one	cannot	deny	that	delving	into	the	darkness	to	find	influenced	by	dark	and	sometimes	malevo-	strength	often
comes	at	a	steep	and	sometimes	fatal	cost.lent	powers,	delving	into	areas	others	might	avoid.	As	you	play	with	these	subclasses,	reflect	on	how	The	subclasses	here	reflect	back	onto	the	heroes	the	the	common	folk	that	the	characters	interact	withworld	in	which	they	live	and	fight.	Some	absorb	into	accept	and	react	to	them.	Are	these	powers	visible
tothemselves	the	dangerous	but	powerful	forces	they	bystanders	when	they	are	used?	If	so,	do	they	mimic	orfight.	What	that	acceptance	of	terrible	power	means	on	even	outright	exemplify	the	types	of	powers	used	by	the	monsters	that	the	commoners	fear?Barbarian	Primal	Path	Brains	and	BrawnPath	of	the	Fractured	At	6th	level,	while	you	are	not
raging,	you	have	resistance	to	psychic	damage.	While	you	are	raging,	you	Barbarians	are	defined	by	their	rage,	channeling	emotion	have	resistance	to	all	damage	except	psychic	damage.	to	unleash	brief	but	potent	destruction	on	their	enemies.	A	rare	few	study	esoteric	psychological	techniques	that	Cunning	and	Brutal	split	their	rage	off	from	the	rest
of	their	psyche,	dividing	their	identity	into	two	parts:	ego	and	id.	When	their	At	10th	level,	while	you	are	not	raging,	you	can	take	a	ego	is	in	control,	the	Fractured—as	these	barbarians	bonus	action	on	each	of	your	turns	to	take	the	Disengage	are	known—are	capable	of	a	degree	of	self-control	and	or	Help	action.	While	you	are	raging,	your	unarmed
cunning	few	other	barbarians	are.	When	they	allow	their	strikes	score	a	critical	hit	on	a	roll	of	19	or	20.	id	to	take	control,	their	countenance	turns	monstrous	and	their	bodies	swell	with	the	power	of	rage	made	Better	Half	physically	manifest.	At	14th	level,	when	you	take	damage	that	would	reduce	Face	of	Rage	you	to	0	hit	points,	you	can	use	your
reaction	to	drop	to	1	hit	point	instead	and	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	Starting	at	3rd	level,	when	you	enter	your	rage,	your	to	half	your	maximum	hit	points.	In	addition,	if	you	features	distort	and	your	body	swells	such	that	your	were	raging	your	rage	ends,	and	if	you	weren’t	raging,	appearance	completely	changes.	Creatures	who	don’t	you	enter
a	rage	(even	if	you	have	no	remaining	uses	of	witness	your	transformation	and	have	not	witnessed	it	in	your	rage).	You	lose	all	remaining	temporary	hit	points	the	past	do	not	recognize	you.	In	addition,	while	raging,	after	1	minute.	you	gain	the	following	benefits	if	you	aren’t	wearing	heavy	armor:	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until
you	finish	a	long	rest.	•	Y	ou	can	roll	a	1d8	in	place	of	the	normal	damage	of	your	unarmed	strike,	and	your	unarmed	strikes	count	as	magical	for	the	purpose	of	overcoming	resistance	and	immunity	to	nonmagical	attacks	and	damage.	•	W	hen	you	use	the	attack	action	with	an	unarmed	strike	and	are	not	wielding	a	shield,	you	can	make	one	unarmed
strike	as	a	bonus	action.	•	Y	ou	count	as	one	size	larger	when	determining	who	you	can	target	and	who	can	target	you	with	grappling,	and	your	reach	with	unarmed	attacks	increases	to	10	feet.	Mask	of	Civility	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	proficiency	with	one	of	the	following	skills	of	your	choice:	Arcana,	History,	Investigation,	Medicine,	Nature,
Persuasion,	or	Religion.	In	addition,	you	gain	proficiency	with	one	artisan’s	tool	kit	of	your	choice	or	learn	to	read,	speak,	and	write	one	language	of	your	choice.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	39Barbarian	Primal	Path	Primal	CompanionPath	of	the	At	3rd	level,	you	gain	a	primal	companion,Primal	Spirit	a	spirit	that	accompanies	you	on	your	adventures
and	instinctively	fights	Many	barbarians	are	in	tune	with	the	natural	world,	but	alongside	you.	Select	either	the	Guardian	few	are	as	mystically	intertwined	with	it	as	those	who	or	Striker,	and	one	of	land,	sea,	or	sky.	Its	walk	the	Path	of	the	Primal	Spirit.	These	barbarians	forge	in	game	statistics	can	be	found	on	one	of	the	powerful	connections	with
the	beasts	and	natural	spirits	following	cards,	which	uses	your	proficiency	of	the	world,	inspiring	such	ethereal	beings	to	manifest	bonus	(PB)	in	several	places.	and	journey	with	them	on	far-flung	adventures.	You	determine	your	companion’s	appearance;	however,	this	does	not	affect	its	game	statistics.	Despite	Barbarians	who	follow	this	path	have	a
deep	taking	on	a	physical	form,	your	primal	companion	reverence	for	the	ecological	cycle	of	the	natural	world.	does	not	need	to	breathe,	eat,	or	sleep.	You	and	your	Such	barbarians	are	as	likely	to	accept	quests	and	pleas	primal	companion	can	communicate	with	one	another	for	aid	from	local	wildlife	as	they	are	other	humanoids.	telepathically	while
you	are	both	on	the	same	plane.	This	respect	for	animals	doesn’t	cross	into	naivety—no	As	an	action,	you	can	temporarily	dismiss	your	barbarian	better	understands	the	circle	of	life	and	the	primal	companion	or	summon	it	within	30	feet	of	you.	delicate	balance	between	the	needs	of	predator	and	prey	In	combat,	your	primal	companion	shares	your
initiative	better	than	those	who	walk	the	Path	of	the	Primal	Spirit.	count,	but	it	takes	its	turn	immediately	after	yours.	It	can	move	and	use	its	reaction	on	its	own,	but	the	only	action	it	takes	on	its	turn	is	the	Dodge	action,	unless	you	use	a	bonus	action	on	your	turn	to	command	it	to	take	another	action.	That	action	can	be	one	in	its	stat	block	or	some
other	action.	If	you	are	incapacitated,	your	companion	can	take	any	action	of	its	choice.	You	can	spend	one	minute	caring	for	your	primal	companion.	When	you	do,	the	spirit	regains	2d6	hit	points.	Your	primal	companion	regains	all	lost	hit	points	at	the	end	of	a	long	rest.	If	your	primal	companion	dies,	the	spirit	manifests	in	a	form	of	your	choice	the
next	time	you	finish	a	long	rest.40	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideShared	Rage	statistics	and	abilities	instead	of	your	own,	and	keep	your	mental	attributes.	This	possession	ends	if	youAlso	at	3rd	level,	while	you	are	raging,	your	primal	choose	to	exit	the	trance	(no	action	required	by	you),	thecompanion	has	resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	beast
you’re	possessing	is	reduced	to	0	hit	points,	or	youslashing	damage.	and	the	beast	are	on	different	planes	of	existence.Kin	to	Beasts	While	in	this	trance,	you	are	blinded	and	deafened	in	regard	to	your	own	senses	and	cannot	move	or	take	ac-At	6th	level,	you	can	cast	the	animal	friendship	and	speak	tions.	You	can	remain	in	the	trance	for	a	number	of
hourswith	animals	spells	using	Constitution	as	your	spellcast-	up	to	half	your	level	in	this	class	+	your	Constitution	mod-ing	ability.	Once	you	cast	a	spell	using	this	feature,	you	ifier.	Once	you	use	this	feature	to	enter	the	trance,	youcan’t	cast	either	spell	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	cannot	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.Skinrider’s
Trance	Shape	of	the	WildAt	10th	level,	you	can	use	an	action	and	choose	your	At	14th	level,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	on	your	turn	toprimal	companion	or	one	beast	currently	under	the	effect	choose	a	new	form	for	your	primal	companion,	causingof	your	animal	friendship	spell	to	enter	a	trance.	For	the	it	to	transform	instantaneously.	When	you
cause	yourduration	of	this	trance,	you	possess	the	chosen	creature.	primal	companion	to	transform	in	this	way,	its	current	hit	points	change	to	its	new	maximum	hit	points.	While	possessing	a	creature,	you	sense	the	worldthrough	the	target’s	senses,	you	have	total	control	over	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	untilits	movement	and
actions,	you	use	the	beast’s	physical	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.Primal	Guardian	Primal	StrikerMedium	(Large	if	Land	or	Sea)	beast,	neutral	Medium	Beast,	neutralArmor	Class	12	plus	PB	(natural	armor)	Armor	Class	12	plus	PB	(natural	armor)Hit	Points	5	+	six	times	your	barbarian	level	Hit	Points	5	+	four	times	your	barbarian	levelSpeed	30	ft.;
fly	45	ft.	(Sky	only);	swim	45	ft.	(Sea	only)	Speed	40	ft.;	fly	60	ft.	(Sky	only);	swim	60	ft.	(Sea	only)	STR	DEX	CON	INT	WIS	CHA	STR	DEX	CON	INT	WIS	CHA	15	(+2)	12	(+1)	16	(+3)	4	(-3)	12	(+1)	6	(-2)	15	(+2)	15	(+2)	14	(+2)	4	(-3)	12	(+1)	7	(-2)Saving	Throws	Str	+2	plus	PB,	Con	+3	plus	PB	Saving	Throws	Dex	+2	plus	PB,	Wis	+1	plus	PBSkills
Athletics	+2	plus	PB,	Intimidation	-2	plus	PB	x	2,	Skills	Perception	+1	plus	PB,	Stealth	+2	plus	PBPerception	+1	plus	PB	Senses	Darkvision	60	ft.,	passive	Perception	11	plus	PBSenses	Darkvision	60	ft.,	passive	Perception	11	plus	PB	Languages	Understands	your	languages	but	cannot	speak.Languages	Understands	your	languages	but	cannot	speak.
Challenge	equal	to	your	PBChallenge	equal	to	your	PB	Flyby	(Sky	Only).	The	striker	doesn’t	provoke	oppor-Protective	Instinct.	When	the	guardian’s	hit	points	fall	tunity	attacks	when	it	flies	out	of	an	enemy’s	reach.below	half	its	maximum,	it’s	enraged	for	10	minutes,	gain-ing	temp	hit	points	equal	to	half	of	its	maximum.	While	Aquatic	Assault	(Sea
Only).	While	the	striker	isenraged,	hostile	creatures	within	5	feet	have	disadvantage	submerged	in	water	it	has	advantage	on	natural	weaponon	attack	rolls	against	creatures	other	than	the	guardian.	attacks	made	against	other	creatures	without	a	swimVigilant.	The	guardian	can’t	be	surprised.	speed	submerged	in	water.Actions	Enraged	Strikes.
While	you	are	raging,	the	striker’s	natural	weapon	attacks	gain	a	damage	bonus	equal	toNatural	Weapon.	Melee	Weapon	Attack:	+2	plus	PB,	your	Rage	Damage.reach	5	ft.,	one	target.	Hit:	1d4	+	2	bludgeoning,	piercing,or	slashing	damage	(based	on	form	chosen).	ActionsReaction	Natural	Weapon.	Melee	Weapon	Attack:	+2	plus	PB,	reach	5	ft.,	one
target.	Hit:	1d8	+	PB	bludgeoning,	piercing,Body	Block.	When	an	ally	within	5	feet	of	it	is	hit	by	an	or	slashing	damage	(based	on	form	chosen).attack,	the	guardian	takes	the	damage	instead.	Reaction*Proficiency	Bonus	(PB)	Harry	(Land	Only).	When	a	creature	within	5	feet	of	the	striker	is	attacked,	the	striker	gives	that	attack	roll	advantage.
*Proficiency	Bonus	(PB)	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	41Bard	College	Talented	AdventurerCollege	of	Adventurers	Starting	when	you	choose	this	bardic	college	at	3rd	level,	gain	an	adventurer’s	talent	of	your	choice.	Your	adven-	Bards	from	the	College	of	Adventurers	learn	from	turer’s	talent	options	are	detailed	at	the	end	of	this	bardic	heroes	of	old
and	stories	of	legend.	Bards	are	jacks	college	description.	You	gain	an	additional	adventurer’s	of	all	trades,	and	for	the	College	of	Adventurers	this	talent	of	your	choice	at	6th	level	and	again	at	14th	level.	statement	rings	ever	true.	They	combine	all	the	useful	skills	of	their	companions	into	one,	allowing	them	to	Party	Planner	be	versatile	and
supportive.	While	not	having	a	direct	goal,	many	adventurer-studying	bards	live	to	tell	tales	of	Also	at	3rd	level,	while	a	creature	has	one	of	your	Bardic	other	heroes	or	seek	to	create	their	own.	Stories	of	heroic	Inspiration	dice,	it	can	use	a	bonus	action	on	each	of	its	deeds,	tales	of	cunning,	magical	anomalies,	or	godly	turns	to	take	the	Help	action.
might	fuel	the	life-blood	of	these	bards.	Well-Rounded	At	6th	level,	choose	one	skill,	tool,	and	language.	You	gain	proficiency	in	the	chosen	skill	and	with	the	chosen	tool,	and	you	can	speak,	read,	and	write	the	chosen	language.	Improvisational	Talent	Starting	at	14th	level,	when	you	finish	a	long	rest,	you	can	choose	one	adventurer’s	talent	you	know
and	replace	it	with	one	you	don’t.42	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideAdventurer’s	Talents	action	on	each	of	your	turns	in	combat	to	take	the	Dash,	Disengage,	or	Hide	action.The	following	adventurer’s	talents	are	listed	inalphabetical	order.	Sorcerer.	You	have	2	sorcery	points	and	learn	one	of	the	following	Metamagic	options	available	to	the	Barbarian.
You’ve	learned	to	fight	with	primal	sorcerer	class:	Careful	Spell,	Distant	Spell,	Empoweredferocity.	On	your	turn,	you	can	enter	a	rampage	as	a	Spell,	Extended	Spell,	Quickened	Spell,	or	Subtle	Spell.bonus	action.	While	rampaging	and	not	wearing	heavy	In	addition,	you	can	use	an	action	and	expend	a	spellarmor,	you	have	resistance	to	bludgeoning,
piercing,	slot	to	gain	sorcery	points	equal	to	the	level	of	the	spelland	slashing	damage.	You	can’t	concentrate	on	spells	slot	expended.	When	you	finish	a	long	rest,	you	resetwhile	rampaging.	Your	rampage	lasts	for	1	minute	but	to	2	sorcery	points.	When	you	gain	a	level	in	this	class,ends	early	if	you	are	knocked	unconscious.	Once	you	you	can	replace
the	Metamagic	option	you	know	andhave	rampaged,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	replace	it	with	another	Metamagic	option	from	the	list.long	rest.	Warlock.	You	learn	one	eldritch	invocation	of	Cleric.	You’ve	gained	the	ability	to	channel	divine	your	choice.	If	an	eldritch	invocation	has	a	levelenergy	directly	from	the	gods,	emboldening	your
allies	requirement,	you	use	half	your	level	in	this	class	toand	sanctifying	their	attacks.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	determine	your	eligibility.	When	you	gain	a	level	inchoose	a	creature	within	30	feet.	The	chosen	creature	this	class,	you	can	choose	one	of	the	invocations	yougains	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	Charisma	know	and	replace	it	with	another
invocation	that	youmodifier	+	half	your	level	in	this	class	for	10	minutes.	could	learn	at	that	level.While	a	creature	has	temporary	hit	points	granted	bythis	spell,	they	can	choose	to	lose	these	temporary	hit	Wizard.	You	learn	any	two	spells	from	the	wizardpoints	when	they	hit	a	creature	with	an	attack,	dealing	spell	list	that	are	of	a	level	you	can	cast.
These	countadditional	radiant	damage	equal	to	the	temporary	hit	as	bard	spells	for	you	but	do	not	count	against	yourpoints	they	lost.	Once	you	use	this	talent,	you	must	finish	number	of	bard	spells	known.	When	you	gain	a	level	ina	short	or	long	rest	before	you	can	use	it	again.	this	class,	you	can	choose	one	of	the	wizard	spells	you	know	and	replace	it
with	another	spell	from	the	wizard	Druid.	You	can	cast	the	polymorph	spell	without	spell	list	of	a	level	you	can	cast.expending	a	spell	slot.	If	you	cast	the	polymorph	spellwith	this	trait,	you	can	only	transform	yourself	into	a	The	Brothers	Part	4beast	with	a	CR	less	than	half	your	level	in	this	class.Once	you	cast	the	spell	with	this	trait,	you	must	finish	a
“You	can’t	win.”long	rest	before	you	can	do	so	again.	Surprised,	Laszlo	nearly	didn’t	catch	the	next	sword	blow	with	his	shield.	“Yes	I	can!”	he	shouted,	raising	Fighter.	You	gain	proficiency	with	martial	weapons	his	sword.and	shields.	You	also	choose	and	learn	one	of	the	His	sparring	partner,	Major	Wingard,	deflected	hisFighting	Styles	available	to
the	Fighter	class.	strike.	“You	can’t	win	unless	you’re	giving	your	all,	which	you	aren’t.”	Monk.	While	you	are	wearing	no	armor	and	not	Laszlo	fought	harder.	Yet	with	every	blow	from	hiswielding	a	shield,	your	AC	equals	10	+	your	Dexterity	master,	he	was	forced	to	give	ground.modifier	+	your	Charisma	modifier.	In	addition,	you	“You	have	yet	to
surrender	your	might	and	will	to	acan	use	Dexterity	instead	of	Strength	for	the	attack	and	cause,”	Wingard	continued.	“And	without	a	great	cause,damage	rolls	of	your	unarmed	strikes	and	you	can	roll	you’re	no	match	for	a	powerful	enemy.”a	d6	in	place	of	the	normal	damage	of	your	unarmed	Roaring,	Laszlo	slammed	his	shield	against	herstrike.
When	you	use	the	Attack	action	and	only	make	breastplate.	Wingard	fell	to	the	floor,	and	Laszlo’sattacks	with	unarmed	strikes	on	your	turn,	you	can	make	sword	found	her	throat.	“Yield,”	he	growled.one	unarmed	strike	as	a	bonus	action.	The	Major	lashed	out	with	her	foot.	There	was	a	crunch	as	Lazlo’s	ankle	buckled.	Agony	shot	up	his	leg,	Paladin.
When	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	melee	weapon	and	he	hit	the	ground	with	a	cry.attack,	you	can	expend	one	spell	slot	to	deal	radiant	“I’m	neither	stronger	nor	faster	than	you,”	Wingarddamage	to	the	target,	in	addition	to	the	weapon’s	damage.	said,	picking	herself	up.	“What	I	have	is	a	great	cause.	MyThe	extra	damage	is	1d6	for	a	1st-level	spell	slot,
plus	1d6	mind	and	body	are	one.	I	acknowledge	no	defeat.	I	feel	nofor	each	spell	level	higher	than	1st,	to	a	maximum	of	5d6.	fear.Tell	me	now,	if	you	have	a	great	cause	of	your	own.”The	damage	increases	by	1d6	if	the	target	is	an	undead	or	Gritting	teeth,	Laszlo	cried,	“I	will	purge	Ostoya	ofa	fiend,	to	a	maximum	of	6d6.	You	can	do	this	a	number	of
all	undead!”times	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus,	and	you	regain	all	Magic	coursed	through	his	body,	and	the	painuses	of	this	feature	at	the	end	of	a	long	rest.	vanished	as	his	bones	knit	back	together.	“Arise,	knight,”	said	Wingard.	“Welcome	to	the	Order	Ranger.	You’ve	learned	the	hunter’s	mark	spell,	of	Dawn.”which	counts	as	a	bard	spell	for	you
but	does	notcount	against	your	bard	spells	known.	You	can	cast	To	be	Continued...this	spell	without	expending	a	spell	slot	as	if	you	hadexpended	your	highest	spell	slot.	Once	you	cast	thespell	using	this	talent,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	youfinish	a	long	rest.	Rogue.	You’ve	adopted	the	quick	thinking	of	cleverheroes	that	outsmart	their	foes.	You	can
take	a	bonus	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	43CollegeBard	College	of	Requiems	Pluck	the	Heartstrings	Performing	a	macabre	melody	filled	with	grief-stricken	Beginning	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	the	ability	to	use	your	chords	with	a	mournful	refrain,	the	funerary	songs	of	the	Bardic	Inspiration	to	pluck	at	the	tethers	of	life	within	a	College	of	Requiems	stir
the	very	bones	of	the	dead.	The	creature.	A	creature	with	one	of	your	Bardic	Inspiration	Requiem	bard	weaves	necromantic	magic	into	their	reper-	dice	can	expend	it	when	dealing	damage	with	a	weapon	toire	to	control	and	empower	a	host	of	undead	minions.	attack,	dealing	additional	necrotic	damage	equal	to	the	die	result.	Chilling	Melody
Additionally,	when	a	living	creature	that	has	your	At	3rd	level,	you	learn	two	necromancy	cantrips	of	your	Bardic	Inspiration	die	is	reduced	to	0	hit	points,	it	can	choice	from	any	class	spell	list.	These	count	as	bard	expend	that	die	as	a	reaction	to	be	reduced	to	1	hit	spells	for	you,	but	don’t	count	against	the	number	of	point	instead.	cantrips	you	know.
Stir	the	Bones	At	6th	level,	you	learn	the	animate	dead	spell.	It	counts	as	a	bard	spell	for	you,	and	it	doesn’t	count	against	the	number	of	Bard	spells	you	know.	When	you	give	a	creature	one	of	your	Bardic	Inspiration	dice,	choose	a	number	of	undead	creatures	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus	under	your	control	and	within	60	feet	of	you.	Chosen
creatures	each	gain	a	Dirge	die,	which	they	lose	if	they	do	not	spend	within	the	next	10	minutes.	Dirge	dice	can	be	spent	the	same	way	and	under	the	same	circumstances	your	Bardic	Inspiration	dice	are.	You	can	also	issue	mental	commands	to	undead	creatures	under	your	control	as	part	of	the	same	bonus	action.	When	an	undead	creature	you
control	expends	a	Bardic	Inspiration	die	on	an	attack	roll	that	hits,	it	can	also	apply	the	result	to	the	damage	roll.	Dance	of	the	Dead	Starting	at	14th	level,	when	you	cast	a	necromancy	spell	that	targets	only	one	creature,	you	can	have	it	target	a	second	creature	within	range.	This	does	not	consume	additional	components.	Once	you	use	this	feature,
you	must	finish	a	short	or	long	rest	before	you	can	use	it	again.44	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideCleric	Divine	DomainEldritch	DomainEven	the	most	benevolent	divine	beings	operate	Eldritch	Effectsoutside	the	bounds	of	mortal	comprehension.	Theseeldritch	forces	sing	a	siren	song	that	calls	out	for	mortal	d8	Effectworshippers	through	lucid	dreams	and
the	whispers	ofdead	gods.	The	Eldritch	domain	empowers	the	devoted	1	The	creature	cannot	speak	or	cast	spells	that	have	verbal	components.followers	of	unknown	and	distant	forces	of	chaos,	2	The	creature	takes	1d8	psychic	damage	at	the	start	of	each	of	its	turns.divine	entities	of	eldritch	oblivion,	and	dead	gods.	3	The	creature	is	disoriented.	It
immediately	falls	prone	and	fallsEldritch	Domain	Spells	prone	again	at	the	end	of	each	turn	it	moves	5	feet	or	more.	4	The	creature	is	distracted	by	visions	and	voices	and	has	disadvan-Cleric	Level	Spells	1st	tage	on	attack	rolls	and	Wisdom	(Perception)	ability	checks.	3rd	hideous	laughter,	sleep	5th	detect	thoughts,	see	invisibility	5	The	creature	is
unsure	of	itself.	It	can	move	or	take	an	action	on	7th	fear,	tongues	its	turn	but	not	both	and	it	cannot	use	reactions.	9th	confusion,	phantasmal	killer	contact	other	plane,	dream	6	The	creature	is	reckless.	It	has	advantage	on	attack	rolls	and	attack	rolls	against	it	have	advantage.	7	The	creature	is	deafened	and	cannot	see	objects	or	creatures	further
than	30	feet	away.	8	The	creature	is	frightened	of	you.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	45Unpredictable	Inspiration	Otherworldly	CalmAt	1st	level,	choose	any	cantrip.	The	chosen	cantrip	Starting	at	6th	level,	you	gain	resistance	to	psychiccounts	as	a	cleric	spell	for	you	but	does	not	count	against	damage	and	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	beingthe
number	of	cleric	cantrips	you	know.	Each	time	you	charmed	and	frightened.finish	a	long	rest	you	can	replace	the	chosen	cantrip	withany	other	cantrip	of	your	choice.	Additionally,	any	creature	that	attempts	to	read	your	thoughts	find	them	incomprehensible.	The	attempt	In	addition,	you	gain	proficiency	in	a	skill	of	your	automatically	fails	and	they
must	succeed	on	a	Wisdomchoice.	Each	time	you	finish	a	long	rest	you	can	replace	saving	throw	against	your	cleric	spell	save	DC	or	takethe	chosen	skill	with	another	skill	of	your	choice.	psychic	damage	equal	to	your	cleric	level.Eldritch	Contagion	Potent	SpellcastingStarting	at	1st	level,	you’ve	been	gifted	with	the	ability	Starting	at	8th	level,	you	add
your	Wisdom	modifier	toto	impart	a	fleeting	taste	of	the	unknowable	on	others.	the	damage	you	deal	with	any	cleric	cantrip.When	you	cast	a	spell	with	a	spell	slot	of	1st	level	orhigher	that	targets	one	or	more	creatures,	you	can	use	a	Sing	the	Songbonus	action	on	the	same	turn	to	force	one	of	the	spell’s	that	Ends	the	Worldtargets	to	make	a	Wisdom
saving	throw.	On	a	failure,roll	on	the	Eldritch	Effects	table	and	the	creature	suffers	Starting	at	17th	level,	creatures	who	fail	a	saving	throwthat	effect	for	1	minute.	At	the	end	of	each	of	its	turns,	against	your	Prophecy	of	Doom	feature	take	10d10the	creature	can	make	another	Wisdom	saving	throw,	psychic	damage.	Once	a	creature	has	taken
damage	inending	the	effect	on	a	success.	This	effect	ends	early	if	this	way,	it	can’t	take	damage	from	this	feature	againyou	use	this	feature	again.	for	10	minutes.Channel	Divinity:	The	Brothers	Part	5Prophecy	of	Doom	Is	there	no	other	way?”Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinity	Mischa	stood	before	the	Black	Tome,	a	book	of
ritualsto	speak	a	prophecy,	inducing	visions	and	hallucinations	for	the	darkest	forms	of	magic.	Across	the	table,	thein	nearby	creatures.	Keeper	shifted	in	his	voluminous	robes.	“There	are	many	ways,”	the	mage	intoned.	“All	of	As	an	action,	choose	a	point	within	120	feet	of	you	them	doomed	to	failure.	You	seek	revenge	against	athat	you	can	see	and
roll	on	the	Eldritch	Effects	table.	vampire	lord,	do	you	not?Each	creature	in	a	15-foot-radius	sphere	centered	on	the	“Yes	but—”chosen	point	must	succeed	on	a	Wisdom	saving	throw	“An	immensely	powerful	creature	who	commands	aor	suffer	the	temporary	effect	for	1	minute.	At	the	horde	of	undead.	Do	you	think	you	can	defeat	him	asend	of	each	of
its	turns,	an	affected	creature	can	make	you	are?	What	other	being	can	challenge	him—exceptanother	Wisdom	saving	throw,	ending	the	temporary	a	lich?”effect	on	a	success.	Mischa	could	not	reply.	“The	path	to	lichdom	is	exceedingly	harsh.	You	must	tear	your	soul	from	your	body	and	place	it	in	a	phylactery.	And	the	only	way	to	do	so...”	The	Keeper
stood	and	drifted	closer.	“But	if	you	prefer	your	moral	code,	if	you’d	rather	retreat	to	your	seasonless	world	with	your	quest	unfulfilled,	then	leave	the	book.	Abandon	your	vow.”	A	skeletal	hand	reached	out	for	the	tome,	but	Mischa	snatched	it	away.	“I	am	an	Ostoyan.	My	vengeance	is	forever.”	“Then	you	know	the	price.”	The	voice	was	filled	with
satisfaction.	“Raise	an	army	worthy	of	the	dark.	And	kill	that	which	is	dearest	to	your	heart.”	To	be	Continued...46	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideInquisitionCleric	Divine	Domain	Domain	The	Inquisition	domain	reflects	the	order	of	the	multiverse	and	the	rejection	of	tainted	magic—at	least	so	far	as	certain	celestial	powers	see	it.	Only	the	divine	casters
are	pure	and	fit	for	use.	Since	arcane	magic	is	strong	enough	to	challenge	the	gods,	divine	beings	of	this	domain,	such	as	the	Arch	Seraph	Empyreus,	demand	magic-using	mortals	are	kept	in	check.	Most	zealots	root	out	all	arcanists,	while	some	strike	fragile	truces	when	complete	removal	isn’t	feasible.	Inquisition	Domain	SpellsCleric	Level	Spells
detect	magic,	identify	1st	see	invisibility,	silence	3rd	dispel	magic,	remove	curse	5th	arcane	eye,	locate	creature	7th	creation,	hallow	9thBonus	Proficiencies	Rebuke	InvokerAt	1st	level,	you	gain	proficiency	with	martial	weapons	Starting	at	6th	level,	as	a	reaction	when	a	creature	youand	heavy	armor.	can	see	within	60	feet	casts	a	spell,	you	can	force
the	creature	to	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	aWitch	Hunter’s	Strike	failure,	the	creature	takes	force	damage	equal	to	1d8	per	level	of	spell	slot	expended	casting	the	spell	+	yourAt	1st	level,	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	Wisdom	modifier.	Cantrips	are	considered	first-levelattack,	you	can	deal	an	additional	1d8	force	damage.	spells
for	this	ability.	On	a	successful	save	the	creatureIf	the	creature	is	concentrating	on	a	spell,	you	deal	an	takes	half	as	much	damage	instead.additional	2d8	force	damage	instead.	If	a	creature	failsits	saving	throw	to	maintain	concentration	as	a	result	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	toof	taking	damage	from	this	feature,	you	gain	a
number	your	Wisdom	modifier	(a	minimum	of	once),	regainingof	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	the	extra	force	damage	all	uses	upon	completion	of	a	long	rest.dealt	by	this	attack.	You	can	use	this	feature	a	numberof	times	equal	to	your	Wisdom	modifier	(a	minimum	of	Divine	Strikeonce),	regaining	all	uses	upon	completion	of	a	long	rest.	At	8th	level,
you	gain	the	ability	to	infuse	your	weapon	At	14th	level,	this	damage	increases	to	2d8,	and	3d8	if	strikes	with	the	power	of	celestial	order.	Once	on	eachthe	creature	is	concentrating	on	a	spell.	of	your	turns	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack,	you	can	cause	the	attack	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	forceChannel	Divinity:	Spell	Shield	damage	to	the
target.	When	you	reach	14th	level,	the	extra	damage	increases	to	2d8.Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	your	Channel	Divinityto	bestow	a	temporary	resilience	to	arcane	harm.	Supernal	Safeguard	As	a	bonus	action,	you	present	your	holy	symbol	Starting	at	17th	level,	when	you	use	your	Spell	Shieldand	choose	a	creature	you	can	see	(including
yourself)	feature,	you	can	choose	a	number	of	creatures	upwithin	30	feet.	The	chosen	creature	gains	temporary	hit	to	your	Wisdom	modifier	(minimum	2)	instead	ofpoints	equal	to	1d10	+	your	cleric	level.	While	a	creature	choosing	only	one.has	temporary	hit	points	granted	by	your	spell	shield,it	has	resistance	to	damage	from	spells	and	advantageon
saving	throws	against	spells.	The	creature	loses	anyremaining	temporary	hit	points	after	1	hour.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	47Druid	Level	Spells	3rd	5th	hold	person,	sense	lifeblood	7th	blood	bound,	sanguine	poppet	9th	circle	of	scarlet,	dark	sacrament	dominate	person,	mortality	Blood	Boon	When	you	choose	this	circle	at	2nd	level,	when	a	creature
you	can	see	within	60	feet	of	you	dies,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	claim	the	last	vestiges	of	its	vitality.	You	regain	one	previously	spent	Hit	Dice.	When	you	do,	you	can	grant	a	creature	you	can	see	within	60	feet	of	you	a	num-	ber	of	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	druid	level.	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Wisdom



modifier,	regaining	all	expended	uses	at	the	end	of	a	long	rest.	Rite	of	the	Blood	Moon	At	6th	level,	you	learn	a	rite	that	invokes	the	power	within	a	creature’s	blood.	As	an	action,	you	can	expend	one	use	of	your	Wild	Shape	class	feature	to	drive	yourself	or	a	willing	creature	within	5	feet	of	you	into	a	blood	frenzy	which	lasts	for	1	minute.	The	affected
creature	gains	the	following	benefits:	•	It	gains	resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	slashing	damage	against	weapons	which	are	not	magical.	•	It	gains	darkvision	to	a	range	of	60	feet	and	advantage	on	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks.	•	I	t	can	roll	a	d8	in	place	of	the	normal	damage	of	its	unarmed	strike.	When	it	takes	the	Attack	action	on	its	turn,	it
can	make	one	attack	with	its	unarmed	strike	as	a	bonus	action.	•	Its	speed	increases	by	10	feet.	•	It	can’t	speak	or	cast	spells.	Only	one	creature	at	a	time	can	be	affected	by	your	Blood	Rite.	If	you	use	the	Rite	of	the	Blood	Moon	on	another	creature,	the	effects	of	the	Rite	end	for	any	other	creature.Circle	ofDruid	Circle	Blood	Blood	Lust	The	Circle	of
Blood	is	a	keeper	of	old	ways.	They	remember	how	ancient	druids	performed	sacrificial	Starting	at	10th	level,	those	under	the	effect	of	your	Blood	rituals	under	a	blood-red	moon	to	appease	the	uncaring	Rite	can	sacrifice	a	piece	of	their	own	vitality	to	enhance	forces	of	nature.	The	Circle	of	Blood	druid	trades	blood	their	capacity	for	destruction.	Once
on	each	of	its	turns	for	life	in	a	delicate	balance	to	bolster	their	allies	and	when	a	creature	under	the	effects	of	your	Rite	of	the	destroy	their	enemies.	Blood	Moon	feature	makes	a	damage	roll,	it	can	expend	a	hit	die	and	add	the	result	to	the	damage	roll.	Circle	Spells	Create	Blood	Elemental	At	3rd,	5th,	7th,	and	9th	level	you	gain	access	to	the	spells
listed	for	that	level	in	the	Circle	of	Blood	Spells	table.	Starting	at	14th	level,	when	a	creature	you	can	see	within	60	feet	of	you	dies,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	fully	Once	you	gain	access	to	one	of	these	spells,	you	exsanguinate	its	corpse,	conjuring	a	water	elemental	always	have	it	prepared,	and	it	doesn’t	count	against	the	composed	of	its	blood	and
bound	to	your	service.	number	of	spells	you	can	prepare	each	day.	If	you	gain	access	to	a	spell	that	doesn’t	appear	on	the	druid	spell	Roll	initiative	for	the	elemental,	which	has	its	own	list,	the	spell	is	nonetheless	a	druid	spell	for	you.	turns.	It	obeys	your	verbal	commands.	The	elemental	remains	in	your	service	for	1	hour	or	until	it	is	reduced	to	0	hit
points,	at	which	point	it	collapses	into	a	pool	of	blood.	Once	you	conjure	an	elemental	with	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	the	feature	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.48	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guide	Page	2	Circle	ofDruid	Circle	Mutation	Chosen	mutations	last	for	the	duration	of	your	Wild	Shape.	Druids	of	the	Circle	of	Mutation	believe	that	nature	Creature
of	the	Sea.	For	1	mutation	point,	you	can	should	be	improved	in	order	to	compete	with	the	breathe	air	and	water	and	gain	a	swim	speed	of	30	feet.	unnatural	world.	Their	order	hides	in	the	darkest	corners	of	swamps	and	forests,	conducting	experiments	to	warp	For	an	additional	1	mutation	point,	your	swim	speed	the	structure	of	their	domain.	They
go	unheard	from	for	months	on	end,	emerging	from	the	wild	with	twisted	increases	to	60	feet.	vines	and	mutated	creatures	at	their	side.	These	druids	have	earned	the	scorn	of	other	circles,	discredited	as	Creature	of	the	Sky.	For	3	mutation	points,	you	those	who	have	lost	their	way.	In	the	eyes	of	a	mutation	gain	a	fly	speed	of	30	feet.	For	an
additional	2	mutation	druid,	those	who	wish	to	preserve	nature	as	it	is	simply	fear	what	change	brings.	points,	your	fly	speed	increases	to	60	feet.	Mutate	Shape	Darkvision.	For	1	mutation	point,	you	gain	darkvision	out	to	a	distance	of	60	feet.	Starting	when	you	choose	this	circle	at	2nd	level,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	use	your	Wild	Shape.
Echolocation.	For	4	mutation	points,	you	have	blindsight	out	to	a	distance	of	30	feet	while	you	are	In	addition,	while	you	are	transformed	by	Wild	Shape,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	expend	a	spell	not	deafened.	slot	and	gain	a	number	of	mutation	points	equal	to	the	level	of	the	spell	slot	expended.	These	mutation	Enchanted	Attacks.	For	1	mutation
point,	points	last	until	they	are	spent	or	your	use	of	Wild	your	attacks	count	as	magical	for	the	purpose	of	Shape	ends.	While	you	are	in	your	beast	shape	you	can	expend	one	or	more	mutation	points	(no	action	overcoming	resistance	and	immunity	to	nonmagical	required	by	you)	to	select	a	mutation	from	the	list	below.	When	you	do,	your	physical	body
contorts	and	attacks	and	damage.	changes	in	a	gruesome	display.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	49Enlarge.	For	1	mutation	point,	your	size	increases	by	Apex	Predator	Auraone	step	(from	Medium	to	Large,	for	example).	You	canspend	an	additional	2	mutation	points	to	increase	your	size	Starting	at	14th	level,	beasts	that	begin	their	turn	withinby	two
steps	instead	(from	Medium	to	Huge,	for	example).	30	feet	of	you	must	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throw	with	a	DC	equal	to	your	druid	spell	save.	On	a	failure,	the	Multiattack.	For	a	number	of	mutation	points	equal	creature	is	frightened	for	10	minutes.	On	a	success,to	2	+	2	x	your	beast	form’s	CR,	whenever	you	use	your	the	creature	is	immune	to	this
effect	for	the	next	24action	to	make	a	natural	weapon	attack	you	can	make	hours.	An	affected	creature	can	use	its	action	on	eachtwo	natural	weapon	attacks	instead.	subsequent	turn	to	steel	themselves	and	repeat	the	saving	throw,	ending	and	becoming	immune	to	this	fear	Natural	Armor.	For	1,	2,	or	3	mutation	points	you	effect	for	the	next	24	hours
on	a	success.increase	your	AC	by	an	equal	amount.	You	can	use	an	action	to	cause	this	aura	to	affect	chosen	Reduce.	For	1	mutation	point,	your	size	decreases	by	creatures	within	30	feet,	instead	of	only	beasts,	until	theone	step	(from	Medium	to	Small,	for	example).	You	can	start	of	your	next	turn.	Once	you	use	this	special	action,spend	an	additional
2	mutation	points	to	decrease	your	size	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.by	two	steps	instead	(from	Medium	to	Tiny,	for	example).	The	Brothers	Part	6	Unnatural	Voice.	For	1	mutation	point,	you	canspeak	as	normal,	even	if	your	beast	shape	lacks	the	“There’s	nothing	to	be	done,”	said	Lt.	Galvek.anatomy	for	such	vocalizations.	This
does	not	allow	for	Laszlo	stared	out	over	the	wooden	walls	at	the	motherspellcasting	while	in	Wild	Shape	form.	and	child	running	for	the	safety	of	the	fort.	Close	at	Venomous	Attacks.	For	2	mutation	points,	attacks	their	heels	was	the	encroaching	zombie	horde,	handsyou	make	with	your	natural	weapons	deal	an	additional	and	teeth	ready	to	rend	their
flesh.1d4	poison	damage.	“We	can’t	operate	the	gate	fast	enough,”	GalvekCircle	Forms	reiterated.	“If	we	try,	the	zombies	will	come	swarming	in	and	kill	the	townsfolk	in	the	fort.	We	can’t	saveAlso	at	2nd	level,	your	ability	to	transform	into	everyone.	There	is	no	way.”dangerous	beasts	is	enhanced.	Starting	when	you	gainthis	feature,	you	can	use	your
Wild	Shape	to	transform	Laszlo	gave	him	a	hard	stare.	“There’s	always	a	way.”into	a	beast	with	a	challenge	rating	1	or	lower.	You	He	drew	his	sword	and	shouted,	“Open	the	gates!ignore	the	Max	CR	column	of	the	Beast	Shapes	table,	but	Warriors	of	the	Order,	follow	me!”	With	that,	he	leapedmust	abide	by	the	other	limitations	there.	down	from	the
palisades	to	come	between	the	woman	and	the	zombies.	His	squad	followed.	Starting	at	6th	level,	you	can	transform	into	a	beastwith	a	challenge	rating	equal	to	or	less	than	your	druid	Together,	with	swords	and	arrows	and	divine	power,level	divided	by	3,	rounded	down.	they	held	off	the	horde	long	enough	for	the	heavy	gates	to	open,	offering	them
all	a	retreat.Unnatural	and	Unnerving	The	mother	and	child	were	saved.	But	when	LaszloStarting	at	6th	level,	you	gain	proficiency	with	the	turned	to	the	eight	knights	who	followed	him,	he	sawIntimidation	skill	if	you	don’t	already	have	it.	If	you	are	only	three	had	returned	alive.already	proficient	in	Intimidation,	you	gain	proficiencyin	one	skill	of	your
choice	from	the	following:	Athletics,	When	Major	Wingard	led	the	Order	to	rescue	theAcrobatics,	Perception,	Stealth,	or	Survival.	people	in	the	fort,	she	found	Laszlo	with	his	head	in	his	hands,	in	tears.	In	addition,	you	have	advantage	on	Charisma(Intimidation)	ability	checks	you	make	while	you	are	in	To	be	Continued...your	beast	shape	and	have	at
least	one	mutation.Endless	EvolutionAt	10th	level,	when	you	enter	your	Wild	Shape	you	gaina	number	of	mutation	points	equal	to	your	Wisdommodifier	(minimum	1).	Unspent	mutation	points	are	lostwhen	you	leave	your	beast	shape.	In	addition,	you	can	use	an	action	to	touch	a	beast	andexpend	a	spell	slot,	causing	it	to	mutate	to	your	liking.You	gain
a	number	of	mutation	points	equal	to	thelevel	of	the	spell	slot	or	the	CR	of	the	beast,	whicheveris	lower.	As	part	of	the	same	action,	you	must	spendall	mutation	points	on	mutations	which	manifest	inthe	beast.	Unspent	mutation	points	are	lost.	Mutationsremain	indefinitely	until	the	same	beast	is	targeted	bya	different	use	of	this	feature	or	the	dispel
magic	spell,remove	curse	spell,	or	similar	magic.50	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideThe	BulwarkFighter	Martial	Archetype	Aggressive	DefenceWarrior	At	10th	level,	you	learn	to	wait	for	the	perfect	moment	Those	who	learn	the	fighting	prowess	of	the	to	strike.	Once	per	turn	when	you	have	temporary	Bulwark	Warrior	protect	their	allies	from	certain	hit
points	and	hit	a	creature	with	a	melee	weapon	death.	Bulwark	Warriors	maintain	control	on	their	attack,	you	can	expend	up	to	half	your	fighter	level	enemies	to	keep	them	focused	on	themselves.	in	temporary	hit	points	to	deal	that	much	additional	Endurance	and	strength	are	primary	skills	of	these	damage	to	your	target.	warriors,	they	are	prepared
to	take	lethal	strikes	for	their	compatriots.	Improved	Second	Wind	Protective	Taunt	Starting	at	15th	level,	your	endurance	is	unrivaled	in	battles.	When	you	gain	health	from	your	Second	Wind	Starting	at	3rd	level,	once	per	turn	whenever	you	make	feature,	you	can	also	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	a	melee	weapon	attack	against	a	creature,	you
can	taunt	the	amount	healed.	them	into	attacking	you.	When	a	creature	you’ve	hit	since	the	start	of	your	last	turn	attacks	someone	other	than	you,	Halt	the	Assault	use	your	reaction	to	force	them	to	attack	you	instead.	This	effect	ends	early	if	they	more	more	than	5	feet	out	of	your	Starting	at	18th	level,	when	a	creature	within	5	feet	of	reach,	you
become	incapacitated,	or	you	die.	you	takes	damage,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	use	your	temporary	hit	points	to	reduce	the	damage	taken	by	the	Weather	the	Storm	target	by	the	amount	of	temporary	hit	points	forfeited.	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	have	grown	accustomed	to	being	battered	and	bruised.	As	a	bonus	action,	for	the	next	minute	at	the	end	of
each	of	your	turns,	you	can	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	fighter	level.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	Living	Shield	When	you	reach	7th	level,	you	can	quickly	protect	allies	from	attacks.	As	an	action,	all	creatures	of	your	choice	within	30	feet	that	can	hear	you	must	make	a	Wisdom	saving
throw	with	a	DC	equal	to	8	+	your	Constitution	modifier	+	your	proficiency	bonus.	Each	creature	that	fails	the	save	has	disadvantage	on	all	attack	rolls	that	do	not	target	you	until	the	beginning	of	your	next	turn.	Additionally,	you	can	gain	a	number	of	hit	points	equal	to	your	Constitution	modifier	for	each	failed	saving	throw.	You	can	use	this	feature
twice,	regaining	all	spent	uses	at	the	end	of	a	long	rest.	You	gain	an	additional	use	of	this	ability	at	15th	level.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	51Living	CrucibleFighter	Martial	Archetype	Compound	Creator	Fighters	who	become	Living	Crucibles	have	discovered	When	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	an	external	means	of	power.	While
most	other	fighters	to	create	alchemical	compounds	toxic	to	others	but	train	in	martial	traditions	or	study	the	art	of	war,	Living	empowering	to	you.	Crucibles	hone	their	craft	of	alchemy	and	prepare	their	body	to	endure	compounds	poisonous	to	others.	Creating	Compounds.	You	learn	three	compounds	In	exchange	for	this	rigorous	physical	and
mental	of	your	choice,	which	are	detailed	under	“Compounds”	preparation,	these	fighters	are	able	to	temporarily	push	below.	You	can	create	any	number	of	these	compounds	their	bodies	past	their	natural	limits.	Under	the	influence	you	know	by	using	alchemist’s	supplies	and	spending	10	of	their	alchemical	compounds	these	fighters	can	see	minutes
to	create	them.	These	compounds	remain	potent	in	darkness,	enhance	their	speed,	inure	themselves	to	until	the	end	of	your	next	long	rest,	after	which	time	they	magical	attacks,	and	more.	become	inert	and	have	no	effect.	You	learn	two	additional	compounds	of	your	choice	at	7th,	10th,	and	15th	level.	Each	time	you	learn	new	compounds,	you	can
also	replace	one	compound	you	know	with	another	one.	Consuming	Compounds.	As	a	bonus	action	you	can	consume	a	single	compound	using	this	feature.	You	can	safely	consume	a	number	of	compounds	up	to52	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guide1	+	your	Constitution	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	Each	Draught	of	Bear’s	Endurance.	For	the	next	10compound
you	consume	after	that	causes	you	to	gain	minutes,	you	have	advantage	on	Constitution	abilitya	level	of	exhaustion.	When	you	finish	a	long	rest,	youregain	the	ability	to	safely	consume	compounds.	You	can	checks	and	saving	throws.benefit	from	multiple	compounds	at	the	same	time,	buttaking	the	same	compound	more	than	once	provides	no	Draught
of	Fox’s	Cunning.	For	the	next	10additional	effects.	minutes,	you	have	advantage	on	Intelligence	ability	The	benefits	associated	with	each	compound	apply	checks	and	saving	throws.only	to	you.	Any	other	creature	that	consumes	oneof	your	compounds	must	succeed	on	a	Constitution	Draught	of	Owl’s	Wisdom.	For	the	next	10saving	throw	(DC	=	8	+
your	proficiency	bonus	+	your	minutes,	you	have	advantage	on	Wisdom	ability	checksIntelligence	modifier)	or	become	poisoned	for	1	minute.	and	saving	throws.Student	of	Alchemy	Draught	of	Eagle’s	Splendor.	For	the	next	10Also	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	proficiency	with	alchemist’s	minutes,	you	have	advantage	on	Charisma	ability	checkssupplies.	Your
proficiency	bonus	is	doubled	for	anyability	check	that	uses	this	proficiency.	and	saving	throws.Quick	Creation	Elfsight	Oil.	For	the	next	8	hours,	you	have	darkvision	out	to	a	range	of	120	feet.At	7th	level,	once	per	long	rest	you	can	use	a	bonusaction	to	quickly	create	and	consume	one	compound	that	Fleshknit	Phosphate.	For	the	next	minute,	if	youyou
already	know	how	to	make.	have	at	least	1	hit	point,	you	heal	a	number	of	hit	pointsLiving	Cauldron	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus	at	the	start	of	each	ofAt	10th	level,	the	number	of	compounds	you	can	safely	your	turns.consume	increases	to	3	+	your	Constitution	modifier(minimum	1).	Ironmind	Injection.	For	the	next	hour,	you	have	advantage	on
saving	throws	made	against	being	At	18th	level,	the	number	of	compounds	you	cansafely	consume	increases	to	5	+	your	Constitution	charmed	or	frightened.modifier	(minimum	1).	Liquid	Courage.	You	gain	temporary	hit	pointsToxin	Transmutation	equal	to	your	Constitution	ability	score	plus	twice	yourAt	15th	level,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	end
one	effect	level	in	this	class.	You	lose	any	remaining	temporary	hitcausing	you	to	be	poisoned.	When	you	do,	you	gaintemporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	level	in	this	class.	points	from	this	compound	after	1	minute.Living	Catalyst	Liquid	Rage.	For	the	next	minute,	your	weapon	attacks	deal	an	extra	1d4	damage.At	18th	level,	when	you	finish	a	long	rest
you	can	chooseto	replace	one	compound	you	know	with	another	one.	Presto	Powder.	For	the	next	10	minutes,	you	have	advantage	on	ability	checks	made	to	determine	initiativeCompounds	and	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	on	each	of	your	turns	toCompounds	are	presented	in	alphabetical	order.	Adrenal	Injection.	For	the	next	minute,	your	take	the	Dash
or	Disengage	action.movement	speed	is	increased	by	10	feet	and	your	Spellshine	Ointment.	For	the	next	minute,	youjumping	distances	are	tripled.	have	resistance	to	damage	from	spells.	Allsense	Injection.	For	the	next	minute,	you	have	Steelskin	Ointment.	For	the	next	minute,	you	haveblindsight	out	to	a	distance	of	30	feet.	resistance	to	bludgeoning,
piercing,	and	slashing	damage.	Arcane	Eye	Oil.	For	the	next	hour,	you	can	sense	mag-	Tenmen	Tincture.	For	the	next	hour,ic	as	if	you	were	under	the	effects	of	the	detect	magic	spell.	you	count	as	one	size	larger	when	Draught	of	Bull’s	Strength.	For	the	next	10	determining	your	carrying	capacity,minutes,	you	have	advantage	on	Strength	ability
checksand	saving	throws.	and	you	ignore	the	heavy	Draught	of	Cat’s	Grace.	For	the	next	10	minutes,	property	of	weapons.you	have	advantage	on	Dexterity	ability	checks	andsaving	throws.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	53Way	of	the	Monastic	Tradition	Subtle	HandLeaden	Crown	Starting	at	3rd	level,	your	martial	arts	are	enhanced	by	a	In	contrast	to
the	esoteric	ideals	of	other	monastic	tradi-	capacity	for	telekinetic	strikes.	On	your	turn	your	reach	tions,	monks	of	the	Way	of	the	Leaden	Crown	have	practi-	is	10	feet	when	you	make	unarmed	attacks.	In	addition,	cal	aims:	the	self-governance	of	humanoid	peoples.	These	when	you	make	an	unarmed	strike	this	way,	it	deals	monks	see	the	history	of
the	world	as	a	series	of	clashes	force	damage	instead.	between	groups	of	powerful	beings,	where	humanoids	were	at	best	collateral	damage	and	at	worst	disposable	Psionic	Prowess	pawns.	To	break	this	cycle	of	dependence	and	destruction,	monks	of	the	Way	of	the	Leaden	Crown	master	mental	Also	at	3rd	level,	your	psychic	powers	have	manifested
powers	to	fight	back	against	the	otherworldly	powers	of	in	the	ability	to	cast	certain	spells.	You	gain	the	mage	hand	cantrip	if	you	don’t	already	know	it.	When	you	cast	the	the	multiverse	and	protect	humanoid	sovereignty.	spell,	the	spectral	hand	is	invisible.	One	component	of	this	plan	involves	training	to	do	In	addition,	you	can	cast	certain	spells	by
expending	battle	with	powerful	outsiders.	The	other	equally	impor-	ki.	You	can	use	an	action	and	spend	1	ki	point	to	cast	tant	component	is	ensuring	that	humanoid	societies	are	detect	evil	and	good	or	protection	from	evil	and	good.	You	prepared	to	overthrow	those	powerful	outsiders	already	can	also	use	an	action	and	spend	2	kit	points	to	cast	hold
dominating	them.	To	that	end,	these	monks	seek	politi-	person,	levitate,	or	shatter.	Wisdom	is	your	spellcasting	cal	positions	that	place	them	in	or	near	decision-making	ability	for	these	spells	and	you	do	not	need	to	provide	roles	where	they	can	influence	humanoids	to	fight	back	material	components	when	casting	them	in	this	way.	against	arch
seraphs,	arch	daemons,	and	primordials.	Unsubtle	Strike	At	6th	level,	when	you	hit	a	creature	with	an	unarmed	strike	or	monk	weapon,	you	can	force	it	to	make	a	Strength	saving	throw	against	your	ki	save	DC.	On	a	failure,	you	can	choose	to	push	or	pull	the	creature	10	feet.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	the	start	of	your	next
turn.	Psychic	Crush	Starting	at	11th	level,	each	time	you	hit	a	creature	with	an	unarmed	strike	it	gains	a	pressure	point.	A	creature	loses	all	pressure	points	if	you	give	a	different	creature	a	pressure	point	or	1	minute	after	the	last	time	it	gained	a	pressure	point.	As	a	bonus	action	on	your	turn,	you	can	spend	1	ki	points	to	telekinetically	crush	a
creature	with	1	or	more	of	your	pressure	points.	When	you	do,	the	creature	must	make	a	Strength	saving	throw	against	your	ki	save	DC.	On	a	failure,	the	creature	takes	1d8	force	damage	per	pressure	point	they	have	and	they	are	restrained	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	On	a	success,	they	take	half	as	much	damage	and	aren’t	restrained.	Either	way,
the	creature	then	loses	all	pressure	points.	Psionic	Mastery	At	17th	level,	you	have	mastered	the	psionic	disciplines	necessary	to	defend	mortals	from	outsiders.	As	an	action,	you	can	spend	5	ki	points	to	cast	dispel	evil	and	good,	hold	monster,	telekinesis,	or	wall	of	force.	Wisdom	is	your	spellcasting	ability	for	these	spells	and	you	do	not	need	to
provide	material	components	when	casting	them	in	this	way.54	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideWay	of	PrideMonastic	Tradition	Ever	Prideful	Monks	of	the	Way	of	Pride	value	themselves	above	all	At	11th	level,	your	muscle	memory	takes	over.	When	others.	These	monks	focus	on	mastering	their	form,	your	hit	points	are	reduced	to	0	you	are	not	knocked
ego,	and	destructive	power.	They	use	their	monastic	unconscious,	but	you	must	still	make	death	saving	traditions	publicly,	with	the	intention	of	gaining	the	throws	and	suffer	all	the	normal	effects	of	taking	damage	respect	and	admiration	of	“lesser	beings.”	while	at	0	hit	points.	At	the	beginning	of	each	of	your	turns	whilst	in	this	state	you	can	spend	1
ki	point	to	The	prideful	traditions	of	this	order	include	remain	in	this	state.	If	you	do	not	spend	a	ki	point	at	the	adorning	oneself	with	jewelry,	hiding	their	scars	from	start	of	your	turn	whilst	at	0	hit	points	you	suffer	all	the	prying	eyes,	and	commanding	respect	from	those	that	normal	effects	of	being	reduced	to	0	hit	points.	would	oppose	them.	The
following	also	apply:	Tall	Tales	•	You	cannot	speak.	At	3rd	level,	you	have	gained	a	knack	for	telling	•	You	cannot	cast	or	concentrate	on	spells.	embellished	tales	of	your	past	achievements.	You	gain	•	C	ritical	hits	against	you	in	this	state	count	as	one	failed	proficiency	in	your	choice	of	one	of	the	following	skills:	Deception,	Intimidation,	Performance,
and	Persuasion.	death	saving	throw	instead	of	2.	Bruised	Ego	Egotistical	At	3rd	level,	your	ego	bolsters	your	vitality,	strength-	Beginning	at	17th	level,	you	gain	the	benefits	of	this	ening	as	you	fight	to	prove	your	vigor.	Whenever	you	class’	features	that	state	‘while	your	current	hit	points	expend	a	ki	point,	you	can	also	choose	to	gain	temporary	are
equal	to	or	less	than	half	your	maximum	hit	points’	hit	points	equal	to	your	Proficiency	Bonus.	While	your	whenever	you	are	below	your	hit	point	maximum	current	hit	points	are	equal	to	or	less	than	half	your	max-	instead,	provided	you	have	been	damaged	by	a	hostile	imum	hit	points,	you	can	also	add	your	Wisdom	modifi-	creature	within	the	past
minute.	er	to	the	amount	of	temporary	hit	points	gained.	Assertive	Attacker	At	3rd	level,	while	your	current	hit	points	are	equal	to	or	less	than	half	your	maximum	hit	points,	your	Martial	Arts	die	counts	as	being	one	higher	than	normal.	For	example,	if	you	are	a	6th-level	monk,	your	Martial	Arts	die	goes	from	a	d6	to	a	d8.	At	17th	level	and	higher	you
Martial	Arts	die	goes	from	a	d10	to	a	d12.	Irrational	Retaliation	Beginning	at	6th	level,	damage	dealt	to	you	is	damage	dealt	to	your	pride,	and	that	is	something	you	simply	cannot	allow.	Whenever	a	creature	deals	damage	to	you,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	expend	2	ki	points	to	target	that	creature.	Until	the	end	of	your	next	turn,	all	attacks	you
make	against	the	target	creature	have	advantage.	Redoubled	Efforts	Additionally	at	6th	level,	while	your	current	hit	points	are	equal	to	or	less	than	half	your	maximum	hit	points,	you	can	roll	one	additional	Martial	Arts	die	when	determining	the	extra	damage	dealt	by	a	critical	hit.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	55Paladin	Sacred	Oath	Might	Makes
Right.	The	laws	of	mortals	mean	nothing	to	poxes	and	plagues,	they	go	where	they	wishOath	of	Pestilence	and	take	what	they	want.	So	should	you.	Clad	in	grime-soaked	armor	and	wielding	rusting	Oath	Spells	weapons,	the	Oath	of	Pestilence	paladin	spreads	corruption,	disease,	and	filth.	Bound	by	an	oath	which	You	gain	oath	spells	at	the	paladin
levels	listed	in	the	infests	their	bodies	with	all	manner	of	plagues,	these	Oath	of	Pestilence	Spells	table.	See	the	Sacred	Oath	heralds	of	decay	lumber	forward	with	unholy	toughness	class	feature	for	how	oath	spells	work.	and	grim	resolve.	Paladin	Level	Spells	Tenets	of	Pestilence	3rd	5th	bane,	inflict	wounds	The	tenets	of	the	Oath	of	Pestilence
emphasize	the	role	of	acid	arrow,	ray	of	enfeeblement	disease	as	a	purifying	element	in	the	cycle	of	life.	9th	13th	flash	fever,	stinking	cloud	Strength	in	Resilience.	Surviving	hardship	and	17th	blight,	confusion	plague	make	you	stronger.	Spreading	these	things	causes	contagion,	insect	plague	strength	to	flourish.	All	Things	Must	Pass.	Death	is	the
natural	conclusion	of	life.	There	is	nothing	unnatural	or	amoral	about	the	ending	of	life.56	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideChannel	DivinityWhen	you	take	this	oath	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	thefollowing	Channel	Divinity	options:	Debilitating	Fever.	Your	touch	inflicts	disease.Make	a	melee	spell	attack	against	a	creature	withinyour	reach	that	isn’t	a	construct
or	undead.	On	a	hit,the	creature	becomes	diseased	and	is	incapacitated	for1	minute.	At	the	end	of	each	of	the	diseased	target’sturns,	the	target	can	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.On	a	success,	the	target	is	no	longer	diseased,	and	theeffect	ends.	Since	this	ability	induces	a	natural	disease	in	itstarget,	any	effect	that	removes	a	disease	or
otherwiseameliorates	a	disease’s	effects	apply	to	it.	Entropic	Infection.	You	can	use	your	ChannelDivinity	to	weaken	a	creature	against	entropic	energies.As	an	action,	you	can	force	a	creature	of	your	choice	thatyou	can	see	within	30	feet	of	you	to	make	a	Constitutionsaving	throw.	On	a	failed	save,	for	the	next	minute	thecreature	takes	an	additional
2d6	damage	the	first	time	ittakes	necrotic	damage	each	turn.	During	this	time,	thecreature	loses	resistance	to	necrotic	damage	if	it	has	it.Aura	of	Rampant	SicknessStarting	at	7th	level,	you	emit	an	aura	of	contagion	andvirulence	to	a	range	of	10	feet.	When	a	creature	withinyour	aura	makes	an	ability	check,	attack	roll,	or	savingthrow	you	can	give
that	roll	disadvantage	as	a	reaction.Once	you	do,	you	can’t	give	another	roll	disadvantageusing	this	feature	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	At	18th	level,	the	range	of	this	aura	increases	to	30	feet.Disgusting	ResilienceAt	15th	level,	when	you	take	damage	which	wouldreduce	you	to	0	hit	points,	you	can	choose	to	expend	anynumber	of	hit	dice.	Roll
those	dice	and	subtract	the	resultfrom	the	damage	taken.	If	this	reduces	the	damage	to	0,you	don’t	take	any	damage.	In	addition,	if	you	are	killed	your	corpse	violentlyexplodes	in	a	shower	of	pus	and	gore,	dealing	8d6necrotic	damage	to	creatures	within	20	feet	of	you	thatfail	a	Constitution	saving	throw.PlaguebringerAt	20th	level,	you	become	an
avatar	of	plague,	whichgives	you	the	following	benefits:•	Y	ou	have	resistance	to	necrotic	damage	and	are	immune	to	poison	damage	and	the	poisoned	condition.•	Your	hit	point	maximum	can’t	be	reduced.	Creatures	of	your	choice	who	start	their	turn	within5	feet	of	you,	or	who	move	within	5	feet	of	you	on	theirturn,	take	necrotic	damage	equal	to
your	Charismamodifier.	Once	a	creature	takes	damage	from	this	ability,it	can’t	take	damage	from	it	again	until	the	start	of	itsnext	turn.Oath	of	Zeal	Spells	Paladin	Level	Spells	3rd	5th	detect	evil	and	good,	hunter’s	mark	9th	detect	thoughts,	knock	13th	fear,	tongues	divination,	locate	creature	17th	insect	plague,	scrying	Paladin	Sacred	Oath	Channel
DivinityOath	of	Zeal	When	you	take	this	oath	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	the	following	two	Channel	Divinity	options:	The	Oath	of	Zeal	is	taken	by	paladins	consumed	by	hatred	for	a	specific	group	or	ideology.	Zealots,	Mark	of	the	Heretic.	You	can	use	your	Channel	as	these	paladins	are	sometimes	called,	pursue	an	Divinity	to	mark	a	creature	as	a	heretic.	As
a	bonus	inquisition	against	their	enemies	at	all	costs.	They	action,	choose	a	creature	you	can	see	within	30	feet	and	a	abandon	compassion	and	honor	as	impediments	to	the	weeping	symbol	appears	on	it.	For	the	next	minute,	your	more	important	work	of	ridding	the	world	of	those	they	weapon	attacks	against	the	chosen	creature	score	a	critical	deem
dangerous	or	heretical.	hit	on	a	roll	of	19	or	20,	and	each	time	the	creature’s	turn	starts	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	make	one	weapon	Tenets	of	Zeal	attack	against	it.	The	tenets	of	the	Oath	of	Zeal	are	serious	and	severe,	as	Inquisitor’s	Eye.	You	can	use	your	Channel	Di-	are	those	paladins	who	choose	to	take	them.	vinity	to	open	your	senses	to
hidden	signs	of	corruption	and	malfeasance.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	grant	yourself	Uncover	Corruption.	Darkness	cannot	abide	the	advantage	on	Intelligence	(Investigation),	Wisdom	light	of	day.	Wickedness	must	be	revealed	before	it	(Insight),	and	Wisdom	(Perception)	ability	checks	for	the	can	be	destroyed.	next	10	minutes.	During	this	time,	you
can’t	be	surprised.	Purge	the	Heretics.	Heresy	is	a	tumor	that	spread	.	through	the	hearts	of	the	innocent.	Cut	it	out	at	the	source.	Aura	of	Clarity	No	Mercy.	The	righteous	path	requires	unwavering	conviction	and	unflinching	resolve.	Beginning	at	7th	level,	you	and	friendly	creatures	within	10	feet	of	you	can’t	be	blinded	while	you	are	conscious.	By
Any	Means	Necessary.	There	is	no	sacrifice	too	Additionally,	creatures	and	objects	of	your	choice	within	great	when	it	comes	to	defeating	the	wicked.	this	range	can’t	benefit	from	being	invisible.	At	18th	level,	the	range	of	this	aura	increases	to	30	feet.	Compel	Confession	Starting	at	15th	level,	you	can	cast	the	zone	of	truth	spell	without	expending	a
spell	slot.	When	you	cast	the	spell	with	this	feature,	creatures	who	succeed	on	their	saving	throw	take	1d4	psychic	damage	at	the	start	of	each	of	their	turns	while	they	remain	within	the	affected	area.	Apocalyptic	Revelation	At	20th	level,	as	an	action	you	can	reveal	the	true	nature	of	your	enemies	to	all	for	1	minute.	During	this	time,	you	gain	the
following	benefits:	•	You	have	truesight	out	to	a	distance	of	120	feet.	•	C	reatures	who	start	their	turn,	or	move	within,	5	feet	of	you	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw	against	your	paladin	spell	save	DC.	On	a	failure,	the	creature	is	blinded	until	the	start	of	its	next	turn.	•	As	a	bonus	action	on	each	of	your	turns	you	can	choose	a	creature	within
60	feet	and	reveal	its	weaknesses	for	all	to	see.	Attacks	made	against	the	chosen	creature	have	advantage	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.58	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideChapter	5:	New	Subclasses	59Green	Reaper	Magic	Starting	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	an	additional	spell	when
you	reach	certain	levels	in	this	class,	as	shown	in	the	Green	Reaper	Spells	table.	The	spell	counts	as	a	ranger	spell	for	you,	but	it	doesn’t	count	against	the	number	of	ranger	spells	you	know.	Green	Reaper	SpellsGreen	ReaperRanger	Archetype:	Ranger	Level	Spell	Green	Reapers	specialize	in	a	school	of	assassination	3rd	that	specializes	in	harvesting
and	catalyzing	the	toxic	5th	detect	poison	and	disease	elements	of	flora	and	fauna.	These	rangers	often	work	9th	hold	person	as	killers	for	hire	utilizing	their	extensive	knowledge	of	13th	bestow	curse	toxins	to	end	their	marks’	lives	discreetly	or	with	gory	17th	greater	invisibility	panache,	depending	on	the	poison	used	and	the	client’s	cloudkill	wishes.
Green	Reapers	exhibit	a	morbid	curiosity	when	encountering	a	toxic	substance	they’re	unfamiliar	with,	Envenomed	Attack	typically	followed	by	an	enthusiastic	application	of	the	toxin	on	the	next	foe	they	encounter.	At	3rd	level,	you	can	use	your	poisoner’s	kit	as	a	bonus	action	to	coat	a	weapon	or	up	to	20	pieces	of	ammunition	with	a	dose	of	toxic
poison.	For	the	next	minute,	each	time	you	deal	damage	with	the	weapon	or	ammunition,	you	deal	an	additional	1d4	poison	damage.	You	can	do	this	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	proficiency	bonus,60	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guideand	expended	uses	of	this	feature	are	recovered	at	the	2nd-Level	Effectsend	of	a	long	rest.	When	you	expend	a	spell	slot
of	2nd	level	or	higher	to	At	11th	level,	this	additional	damage	increases	to	2d4.	create	a	toxin,	choose	one	of	the	following	effects	to	addAlso,	the	expended	uses	of	this	feature	are	recovered	at	to	the	toxin.the	end	of	a	short	or	long	rest.	Debilitate.	The	creature	can’t	regain	hit	points	forToxic	Tradecraft	the	next	minute.Also	at	3rd	level,	you	gain
proficiency	with	poisoner’s	Potent.	If	the	creature	has	resistance	to	poisonkits.	Your	proficiency	bonus	is	doubled	for	any	ability	damage,	it	loses	that	resistance	for	the	next	minute.check	that	uses	this	proficiency.	Additionally,	whenyou	gain	this	feature,	you	also	gain	a	poisoner’s	kit.	If	Suffer.	For	the	next	minute,	the	first	time	the	creatureyou	ever
lose	this	kit,	you	can	spend	8	hours	creating	takes	poison	damage	each	turn	it	takes	an	additional	1d6a	replacement	by	collecting	toxic	flora	and	harvesting	poison	damage.venomous	fauna.	3rd-Level	Effects	As	a	final	benefit	of	this	feature,	once	per	turn	whenyou	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	or	ammunition	en-	When	you	expend	a	spell	slot	of	3rd
level	or	higher	tohanced	by	your	Envenomed	Attack	feature,	you	can	create	a	toxin,	choose	one	of	the	following	effects	to	addspend	a	spell	slot	to	apply	a	magical	toxin	to	the	attack.	to	the	toxin.The	toxin	deals	an	additional	1d6	poison	damage	and	thecreature	is	poisoned	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	The	Lingering.	Instead	of	ending	at	the	end	of
yourtoxin	has	additional	effects	based	on	the	spell	slot	expend-	next	turn,	the	creature	continues	to	be	poisoned	fored	casting	the	spell.	These	additional	effects	are	detailed	at	10	minutes.	At	the	end	of	each	of	the	creature’s	turnsthe	end	of	this	subclass	description	under	Toxin	Effects.	it	can	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw	using	your	ranger	spell
save	DC.	If	the	creature	accumulates	threePoison	Control	successes,	which	do	not	have	to	be	consecutive,	the	poisoned	condition	ends	early.At	7th	level,	you	gain	resistance	to	poison	damage	andhave	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	being	poisoned.	Supernatural.	When	you	deal	damage	with	a	weapon	attack	that	has	been	dosed	with	this	toxin,
the	In	addition,	you	can	cast	the	protection	from	poison	spell	creature	loses	immunity	to	the	poisoned	condition	if	itwithout	expending	a	spell	slot.	You	can	do	so	a	number	has	such	an	immunity.	In	addition,	instead	of	endingof	times	up	to	your	Wisdom	modifier,	regaining	all	uses	at	the	end	of	your	next	turn,	the	creature	continueswhen	you	finish	a
long	rest.	to	be	poisoned	for	1	minute.	At	the	end	of	each	of	the	creature’s	turns	it	can	make	a	Constitution	savingVariegated	Vexations	throw	using	your	ranger	spell	save	DC,	ending	the	condition	on	a	success.At	11th	level,	when	you	apply	the	toxin	granted	by	yourEnvenomed	Attack	feature,	you	can	choose	to	change	the	4th-Level	Effectsadditional
damage	to	acid	or	necrotic	instead	of	poison.	When	you	expend	a	spell	slot	of	4th	level	or	higher	toPain	Tolerance	create	a	toxin,	choose	one	of	the	following	effects	to	add	to	the	toxin.At	15th	level,	you’ve	learned	to	quickly	inure	yourselfagainst	harm.	After	you	take	damage	from	an	attack,	you	Flesh	Eating.	While	a	creature	is	poisoned	by	thiscan	use
your	reaction	to	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	toxin,	it	takes	2d6	acid	damage	at	the	start	of	each	ofto	the	damage.	You	lose	all	temporary	hit	points	gained	its	turns.from	this	feature	at	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	Insensate.	While	a	creature	is	poisoned	by	this1st-Level	Effects	toxin,	it	is	also	blinded	and	deafened.When	you	expend	a	spell	slot	of	1st
level	or	higher	to	Paraplegia.	While	a	creature	is	poisoned	bycreate	a	toxin,	choose	one	of	the	following	effects	to	add	this	toxin,	its	movement	speeds	become	0	and	it	hasto	the	toxin.	disadvantage	on	Dexterity	saving	throws.	Attenuate.	While	a	creature	is	poisoned	by	this	toxin,	it	5th-Level	Effectshas	disadvantage	on	Strength	and	Dexterity	saving
throws.	When	you	expend	a	spell	slot	of	5th	level	or	higher	to	Befuddled.	While	a	creature	is	poisoned	by	this	create	a	toxin,	choose	one	of	the	following	effects	to	addtoxin,	it	cannot	speak,	read,	or	write	any	language	and	to	the	toxin.it	has	disadvantage	on	saving	throws	made	to	maintainconcentration	on	spells.	Enhanced.	Choose	an	additional	option
for	this	toxin	off	of	the	4th	level	effects	list	and	another	Uncoordinated.	While	a	creature	is	poisoned	by	additional	option	off	of	the	1st	or	2nd	level	effects	list.this	toxin,	it	cannot	take	reactions	or	the	Disengage	orDodge	action.	Stinging	Application.	When	you	hit	a	creature	with	a	weapon	attack	that	used	this	toxin,	the	attack	deals	an	additional	5d6
damage.	This	additional	damage’s	type	is	your	choice	of	acid,	necrotic,	or	poison.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	61VRearngmer	AinrcheLtypesord	Vermin	Lord	Magic	Vermin	Lords	cultivate	loyal	hordes	of	disease-bearing	Starting	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	an	additional	spell	when	rodents	to	help	them	in	their	efforts	to	stem	a	greater	you	reach	certain
levels	in	this	class,	as	shown	in	the	evil.	For	many	of	these	rangers,	that	greater	evil	is	Vermin	Lord	Spells	table.	The	spell	counts	as	a	ranger	some	kind	of	societal	ill,	but	a	rare	few	see	their	fellow	spell	for	you,	but	it	doesn’t	count	against	the	number	of	humanoids	as	an	infestation	that	threatens	the	natural	ranger	spells	you	know.	world.	Regardless
of	their	goal,	they	make	their	homes	in	sewers,	slums,	and	other	forgotten	places,	where	they	Vermin	Lord	Spells	are	free	to	plot	against	their	enemies	and	tend	to	their	vermin	kin.	Ranger	Level	Spell	consumption*	3rd	animal	messenger	5th	flash	fever*	9th	freedom	of	movement	13th	contagion	17th62	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideVerminkin	Swarm	of
VerminAt	3rd	level,	you	can	comprehend	and	verbally	com-	Medium	swarm	of	Tiny	beasts,	unalignedmunicate	with	vermin	(mice,	rats,	and	other	rodentsdetermined	by	your	DM).	Armor	Class	9	plus	PB	(natural	armor)	Hit	Points	9	+	5	x	your	ranger	level	Additionally,	you	can	use	an	action	and	expend	a	Speed	30	ft.,	climb	30	ft.spell	slot	to	summon
rodent	hordes.	When	you	do,	yousummon	a	number	of	swarms	of	vermin	equal	to	STR	DEX	CON	INT	WIS	CHAtwice	the	level	of	spell	slot	expended.	Each	swarm	is	9	(-1)	13	(+1)	12	(+1)	2	(-4)	10	(+0)	5	(-3)summoned	to	a	space	you	can	see	within	30	feet.	Saving	Throws	Dex	+1	plus	PB,	Con	+1	plus	PB	Swarms	summoned	in	this	way	go	on	your
initiative,	Skills	Acrobatics	+1	plus	PB,	Perception	+0	plus	PB,starting	on	your	next	turn.	These	swarms	obey	your	Stealth	+1	plus	PBverbal	commands	(no	action	required	by	you),	defending	Damage	Resistances	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	slashingthemselves	by	taking	the	Dodge	action	if	you	do	not	give	Condition	Immunities	charmed,	frightened,
grappled,them	a	command.	Your	vermin	swarms	flee	the	area	and	paralyzed,	petrified,	prone,	restrained,	stunneddisperse	after	10	minutes	or	when	you	use	this	feature	to	Senses	Darkvision	30	ft.,	passive	Perception	10	plus	PBsummon	other	swarms	of	vermin.	Languages	—Septic	Strikes	Keen	Smell.	The	swarm	has	advantage	on	Wisdom
(Perception)	checks	that	rely	on	smell.At	3rd	level,	you	leave	a	septic	filth	behind	to	fester	Swarm.	The	swarm	can	occupy	another	creature’s	spacein	the	wounds	caused	by	your	and	your	verminkin’s	and	vice	versa,	and	the	swarm	can	move	through	anyattacks.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	choose	any	number	opening	large	enough	for	a	Tiny	beast.of
creatures	within	60	feet	of	you	that	took	damage	froma	weapon	attack	made	by	you	or	your	swarm	of	vermin	Actionsthis	turn.	Chosen	creatures	take	1d4	necrotic	damage.	Bites.	Melee	Weapon	Attack:	your	spell	attack	modifier	toFilth	and	Fortitude	hit,	reach	0	ft.,	one	target	in	the	swarm’s	space.	Hit:	2d6	+	1	piercing	damage.By	7th	level,	the	time
you’ve	spent	with	plague-bearing	rodents	has	rendered	you	immune	to	disease.	*Proficiency	Bonus	(PB)Additionally,	you	gain	proficiency	with	Constitutionsaving	throws.	The	Brothers	Part	7Infectious	Spread	Laszlo	stared,	thunderstruck,	at	the	report	in	his	hands.	“This	must	be	a	mistake.	This	is	impossible.”At	11th	level,	when	you	use	your	bonus
action	to	dealthe	damage	granted	by	your	Septic	Strikes	feature,	each	“I’m	afraid	it’s	true,”	replied	Magroch.	The	Order’screature	that	takes	damage	must	make	a	Constitution	spymaster	rarely	had	to	defend	information	he’dsaving	throw	with	a	DC	equal	to	your	ranger	spell	save	already	verified;	if	he	said	something	was	true,	it	was.DC.	On	a	failure,
the	creature	becomes	poisoned	until	“The	necromancer	responsible	for	last	month’s	zombiethe	start	of	your	next	turn.	attack	is	your	brother,	Mischa.	Grash,	his	fellow	student	from	the	Ravencourt	Sanctuary,	identified	him.”	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	toyour	Wisdom	modifier	(minimum	once).	You	regain	all	Laszlo	looked	down
at	the	report	with	unbelievingexpended	uses	of	this	feature	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	eyes.	His	younger	brother,	whom	he	once	had	to	lift	up	in	order	to	pick	fruits	from	a	bough.	Dear,	sentimentalStrength	of	the	Swarm	Mischa,	who	had	sworn	an	oath	to	Solyma	herself.At	15th	level,	while	you	have	a	swarm	of	vermin	Laszlo	lifted	his	eyes	to	Major
Wingard.	The	womansummoned	with	your	Verminkin	feature,	you	can	call	on	gazed	back	from	her	place	by	the	window.	“I	know	it’syour	rodent	minions	for	defense.	When	you	take	damage	hard	for	you.	I’ll	send	Miriam	to	handle	the	matter.while	one	or	more	of	your	swarms	of	rats	are	within	5	She’ll	bear	Answerer—”feet,	you	can	use	your	reaction
and	choose	one	of	thoseswarms	to	take	the	damage	instead.	Laszlo’s	blood	ran	cold.	“No.	He	is	my	brother.	I	will	go.”	Magroch	and	Wingard	exchanged	a	look,	but	the	Major	nodded	and	opened	the	chest	next	to	her,	retrieving	their	holy	sword,	Answerer.	Accepting	the	artifact,	Laszlo	said,	“I	swear,	I	will	redeem	him,”	“Not	with	a	sword”	was
Wingard’s	reply.	To	be	Continued...	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	63HighwayRogue	ArchetypeRider	Trusty	Mount	Stalking	the	backroads,	the	Highway	Rider	strikes	fear	At	3rd	level,	you	can	cast	the	find	steed	spell.	When	you	into	the	heart	of	every	traveler	and	penny-pinching	do,	its	creature	type	remains	beast	rather	than	changing	merchant.	They
run	down	their	prize	astride	a	swift	to	your	choice	of	celestial,	fey,	or	fiend.	Once	you	cast	and	loyal	steed	–	and	then	make	a	quick	getaway.	this	spell	using	this	feature,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Hair	Trigger	Ride	Them	Down	Starting	at	3rd	level,	when	you	roll	for	initiative,	you	can	immediately	use	your	reaction	to	take	one	of
the	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	an	additional	way	to	use	your	following	actions:	Sneak	Attack:	you	don’t	need	advantage	on	the	attack	•	Make	one	weapon	attack	with	advantage	roll	to	use	your	Sneak	Attack	against	a	creature	if	you	•	M	ove	your	speed,	or	your	mount’s	speed,	without	or	your	mount	moved	at	least	20	feet	this	turn,	and	you	don’t	have
disadvantage	on	the	attack	roll.	All	the	other	provoking	opportunity	attacks	rules	for	Sneak	Attack	still	apply.	•	Take	the	Dodge	action	•	Interact	with	an	object	or	use	an	item	Horse	Lord	64	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guide	At	9th	level,	you	can	spend	a	minute	grooming	and	caring	for	your	mount,	at	the	end	of	which	time	it	gains	temporary	hit	points	equal
to	twice	your	level	in	this	class.	In	addition,	your	cunning	extends	to	your	steed.	While	you	are	controlling	a	mount,	it	can	spend	a	bonus	action	on	its	turn	to	take	the	Dash,	Disengage,	or	Dodge	action.	True	Grit	At	13th	level,	you	gain	proficiency	in	Constitution	saving	throws.	In	addition,	when	you	are	subjected	to	an	effect	that	allows	you	to	make	a
Constitution	saving	throw	to	take	only	half	damage,	you	instead	take	no	damage	if	you	succeed	on	the	saving	throw,	and	only	half	damage	if	you	fail.	Desperado	Starting	at	17th	level,	when	you	are	reduced	to	0	hit	points,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	take	one	of	the	actions	listed	in	your	Hair	Trigger	feature	immediately	before	you	fall
unconscious.MisfortuneRogue	Archetype	Bringer	Evil	Eye	You’ve	matched	your	penchant	for	illicit	activities	When	you	choose	this	archetype	at	3rd	level,	you	gain	with	the	ability	to	mark	your	enemies	for	mishaps	and	the	ability	to	place	a	minor	curse	on	others	with	a	glance.	misfortune.	Whether	your	mother	was	a	hag,	you	were	As	a	bonus	action	on
your	turn,	choose	a	creature	you	imbued	with	magical	powers	by	spending	time	among	can	see	within	60	feet.	The	chosen	creature	must	succeed	the	fey,	or	you	learned	the	art	of	cursing	from	a	long	on	a	Charisma	saving	throw	against	your	misfortune	line	of	hedge	wizards	before	you,	you	are	a	Misfortune	save	DC	or	be	marked	by	your	evil	eye.
While	a	Bringer.	Although	not	universal,	many	Misfortune	creature	is	marked	by	your	evil	eye,	you	can	use	your	Bringers	have	eyes	of	two	different	colors,	using	only	Sneak	Attack	against	the	creature	even	if	you	don’t	one	when	glaring	at	the	targets	they	intend	to	curse.	have	advantage	on	the	attack	roll,	but	not	if	you	have	disadvantage	on	it.	66
Grim	Hollow	Players	Guide	The	creature	remains	marked	by	your	evil	eye	for	1	minute	or	until	you	mark	a	different	creature	with	your	evil	eye,	whichever	comes	first.	Misfortunist	Also	at	3rd	level,	you	learn	misfortunes	that	you	can	inflict	on	those	marked	by	your	evil	eye.	Misfortunes.	You	learn	two	misfortunes	of	your	choice,	which	are	detailed
under	“Misfortunes”	below.	You	learn	an	additional	misfortune	of	your	choice	at	9th,	13th,	and	17th	level.	Each	time	you	finish	a	long	rest,	you	can	replace	one	misfortune	you	know	with	a	different	one.	Jinx	Points.	You	have	three	jinx	points.	When	you	spend	a	jinx	point,	it	is	no	longer	available	to	you	untilyou	regain	it.	You	regain	all	spent	jinx	points
when	you	Curse	of	the	Inept.	After	a	creature	marked	byfinish	a	short	or	long	rest.	your	evil	eye	makes	an	ability	check	or	attack	roll,	but	before	the	DM	declares	whether	or	not	it	is	successful,	You	gain	two	additional	jinx	points	at	13th	level.	you	can	use	your	reaction	and	spend	1	jinx	point	to	make	Saving	Throws.	Your	evil	eye,	and	some	of	your	the
creature	reroll	and	use	the	lower	result.misfortunes,	require	your	target	to	make	a	saving	throwto	resist	their	effects.	The	saving	throw	DC	is	calculated	Curse	of	the	Insensate.	As	an	action	you	canas	follows:	spend	3	jinx	points,	and	the	creature	marked	by	your	evil	eye	is	blinded	and	deafened	for	1	minute.	When	you	do,	Misfortune	save	DC	=	8	+
your	proficiency	bonus	+	the	creature	is	no	longer	marked	by	your	evil	eye,	and	it	your	Charisma	modifier	can	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	each	of	its	turns,	ending	this	misfortune	early	on	a	success.Steal	Luck	Curse	of	the	Maimed.	When	you	hit	a	creatureStarting	at	9th	level,	when	a	creature	you	can	see	within	marked	by	your	evil
eye	with	a	weapon	attack,	and	the30	feet	of	you	makes	an	ability	check,	attack	roll,	or	saving	die	result	was	18	or	19,	you	can	use	your	reaction	andthrow	with	advantage,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	spend	2	jinx	points	to	turn	the	hit	into	a	critical.remove	advantage	from	the	roll.	When	you	do,	you	regainan	expended	jinx	point.	Once	you	use	this
feature,	you	Curse	of	the	Marked.	As	a	bonus	action	on	yourmust	finish	a	short	or	long	rest	before	you	can	do	so	again.	turn,	you	can	spend	2	jinx	points	to	enhance	the	effects	of	your	evil	eye	on	a	creature	you	have	marked	by	it.	When	At	17th	level,	you	can	use	this	feature	three	times,	you	do,	the	duration	increases	to	24	hours	or	until	youregaining
all	uses	when	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	mark	a	different	creature	with	your	evil	eye,	whichever	comes	first.	Additionally,	while	the	creature	is	marked	byCurse	Caster	your	evil	eye,	you	always	know	the	direction	and	distance	to	the	creature,	provided	you	are	on	the	same	plane.At	13th	level,	you	can	use	an	action	and	spend	3	jinxpoints	to	cast	the
bestow	curse	spell.	Charisma	is	your	Curse	of	the	Plagued.	When	a	creature	markedspellcasting	ability	for	this	spell.	by	your	evil	eye	regains	hit	points,	you	can	use	your	reaction	and	spend	1	jinx	point	to	halve	the	amount	of	hitMisfortunes	points	regained.	When	you	do,	the	creature	can’t	regain	hit	points	until	the	start	of	your	next	turn.The
misfortunes	are	presented	in	alphabetical	order.	Curse	of	the	Befuddled.	As	an	action	you	can	Curse	of	the	Ruined.	After	a	creature	marked	by	your	evil	eye	makes	a	saving	throw,	but	before	the	DMspend	2	jinx	points,	and	the	creature	marked	by	your	declares	whether	or	not	it	is	successful,	you	can	use	yourevil	eye	is	charmed	for	10	minutes.	When
you	do,	the	reaction	and	spend	2	jinx	points	to	make	the	creaturecreature	is	no	longer	marked	by	your	evil	eye,	and	the	reroll	and	use	the	lower	result.charmed	condition	ends	early	if	you	or	your	allies	dealdamage	to	the	creature	or	cause	it	to	make	a	saving	Curse	of	the	Somnolent.	As	an	action,	you	canthrow.	After	the	10	minutes	have	elapsed,	the
creature	spend	3	jinx	points,	and	the	creature	marked	by	yourknows	you	used	magic	to	influence	its	mood	and	evil	eye	becomes	drowsy.	Roll	a	number	of	d10	equaldisposition	towards	you.	to	your	level	in	this	class	and	add	15	to	their	total.	If	the	creature’s	current	hit	points	are	equal	to	or	less	Curse	of	the	Clumsy.	When	a	creature	marked	by	than
the	total,	it	goes	unconscious.	The	target	regainsyour	evil	eye	moves	5	feet	or	more,	you	can	use	your	consciousness	after	10	minutes,	or	when	it	takes	damagereaction	and	spend	3	jinx	points	to	cause	the	creature	to	or	another	creature	uses	its	action	to	rouse	it.fall	prone	and	have	its	movement	speed	reduced	to	0until	the	end	of	the	turn.	When	you
do,	the	creature	is	no	Curse	of	the	Unlucky.	As	a	bonus	action	on	yourlonger	marked	by	your	evil	eye.	turn,	you	can	spend	2	jinx	points	to	put	a	pox	on	a	creature	marked	by	your	evil	eye.	Whenever	the	creature	Curse	of	the	Debilitated.	When	a	creature	marked	makes	an	attack	roll	or	saving	throw,	you	roll	1d4	andby	your	evil	eye	takes	damage,	you
can	use	your	reaction	subtract	the	result	from	their	total.	This	pox	ends	whenand	spend	1	jinx	point	to	roll	1d12.	The	creature	takes	the	creature	is	no	longer	marked	by	your	evil	eye.necrotic	damage	and	reduces	its	maximum	hit	pointsequal	to	the	result.	Curse	of	the	Doomed.	After	you	miss	with	aweapon	attack	against	a	creature	marked	by	your
evileye,	you	can	use	your	reaction	and	spend	1	jinx	point	tomake	an	additional	weapon	attack	against	the	creature	aspart	of	the	same	action.	Curse	of	the	Fearful.	As	an	action	you	can	spend2	jinx	points,	and	the	creature	marked	by	your	evil	eyeis	frightened	for	1	minute.	When	you	do,	the	creatureis	no	longer	marked	by	your	evil	eye,	and	it	can
makea	Wisdom	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	each	of	its	turns,ending	this	misfortune	early	on	a	success.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	67HauntedSorcerous	Origin	Haunted	Spells	Unlike	many	other	sorcerers,	the	circumstances	of	your	You	learn	additional	spells	when	you	reach	certain	birth	were	mundane	and	you	have	no	arcane	inheritance	levels	in	this
class,	as	shown	on	the	Haunted	Spells	passed	down	from	strange	ancestors.	Instead,	you	gained	table.	Each	of	these	spells	counts	as	a	sorcerer	spell	for	your	sorcerous	powers	after	you	managed	to	survive	an	you,	but	it	doesn’t	count	against	the	number	of	sorcerer	experience	that	left	you	on	the	brink	of	death.	Since	that	spells	you	know.	experience
you’ve	had	a	preternatural	sense	for	danger	and	a	ghostly	companion	that	either	can’t	or	won’t	leave	When	you	cast	a	spell	you	know	from	the	Haunted	you	alone.	Some	Haunted,	as	sorcerers	who	share	your	Spells	table,	you	can	cast	it	by	expending	a	spell	slot	as	origin	are	called,	develop	cordial	relationships	with	their	normal	or	by	spending	a
number	of	sorcery	points	equal	phantom,	while	others	find	their	spectral	companion	to	to	the	spell’s	level.	be	a	relentless	nuisance.	Sorcerer	Level	Spell	1st	3rd	unseen	servant	5th	see	invisibility	7th	speak	with	dead	9th	death	ward	little	death68	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuidePhantom	Companion	and	preserves	itself	to	the	best	of	its	ability,	taking	the
Dodge	action	if	it	has	not	used	its	action	already.At	1st	level,	you	learn	the	find	familiar	spell	and	cancast	it	as	a	ritual.	The	spell	doesn’t	count	against	your	Each	time	the	target	takes	damage,	it	makes	a	newnumber	of	spells	known.	Charisma	saving	throw	against	the	possession.	If	the	saving	throw	succeeds,	the	possession	ends	and	your	phantom
When	you	cast	the	spell,	you	can	only	choose	the	form	companion	reappears	in	the	closest	unoccupied	space.of	a	specter,	which	becomes	your	phantom	companion.Instead	of	a	celestial,	fey,	or	fiend	this	familiar’s	creature	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	do	so	again	untiltype	is	undead.	you	finish	a	short	rest.	As	an	action,	you	can	command	your
phantom	Become	Deathcompanion	to	turn	invisible	until	it	attacks	or	you	casta	spell	through	it.	While	invisible,	it	leaves	no	physical	At	18th	level,	you	can	transmute	your	physical	form	intoevidence	of	its	passage,	so	it	can	be	tracked	only	by	magic.	a	spectral	one	when	you	near	death.	When	you	take	dam-Any	equipment	or	objects	it	is	holding
remains	visible.	age	that	would	reduce	you	to	0	hit	points,	you	drop	to	1	hit	point	instead	and	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	Additionally,	at	3rd	level,	when	you	take	the	Attack	half	your	maximum	hit	points.	At	the	start	of	each	of	youraction,	you	can	forgo	one	of	your	own	attacks	to	allow	turns,	you	lose	5	temporary	hit	points	and	all	creatures
ofyour	familiar	to	make	its	Life	Drain	attack	with	its	reaction.	your	choice	within	30	feet	take	5	necrotic	damage.	While	you	have	any	temporary	hit	points	granted	from	this	fea-Sixth	Sense	ture,	you	have	resistance	to	all	damage,	a	fly	speed	of	30	feet,	and	can	move	through	creatures	and	objects	provid-Starting	at	1st	level,	when	you	make	a	Dexterity
ability	ed	you	end	your	movement	in	an	unoccupied	space.check	to	determine	initiative,	you	gain	a	bonus	to	the	rollequal	to	your	Charisma	modifier.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.Strength	of	Spirit	The	Brothers	Part	8At	6th	level,	your	bond	to	the	specter	summoned	byyour	Phantom	Companion	feature
empowers	it	further.	“Brother...”You	gain	the	following	benefits:	Seeing	Laszlo	remove	his	helm,	Mischa	marveled	at	how	little	he’d	changed.	Still	that	gentle	face	and	noble•	Your	specter’s	maximum	hit	points	increase	by	four	gaze.	For	a	moment,	Mischa	felt	his	resolve	waver.	Then	times	your	level	in	this	class.	he	recalled	the	flames	consuming	his
home,	and	his	hatred	roared	back	to	life.•	Your	specter	can	deliver	spells	of	any	range,	not	just	“I	didn’t	want	to	believe	it,”	Laszlo	said,	gazing	up	at	touch.	Apart	from	this	change,	it	follows	all	the	normal	the	zombie	soldiers	manning	the	fortress	walls.	rules	of	casting	a	spell	through	your	familiar.	“I	was	hoping	someone	else	would	come,”	Mischa
remarked,	“but	of	course	it	would	be	you.	How	the	fates•	When	you	use	your	action	to	cast	a	spell,	you	can	use	despise	us.”	a	bonus	action	on	the	same	turn	to	command	your	“Why,	brother?”	specter	to	use	its	Life	Drain	attack	against	a	creature	“I	made	a	vow.”	within	range	of	your	choice.	“Don’t	hide	behind	your	damn	vow!	None	of	this	was
necessary!	You	didn’t	have—”Deathly	Pallor	“Yes,	I	did.	That’s	the	difference	between	us,	Laszlo.	I	knew	that	to	achieve	anything,	one	needs	power.	WhichAlso	at	6th	level,	you	gain	resistance	to	necrotic	damage.	is	what	I	have.”In	addition,	when	you	cast	a	sorcerer	spell	that	deals	“This	is	not	you,	brother.”damage,	you	can	choose	to	change	the
damage	type	“Isn’t	it?”	Mischa’s	eyes	narrowed.	“What	of	you,dealt	to	necrotic.	Laszlo?	Have	you	forgotten	our	vow,	our	revenge?	Why	haven’t	you	faced	the	Count?	Why	fight	instead	forPhantom	Possession	peasants	and	townsfolk?”	“We	were	those	people	once,	Mischa!”At	14th	level,	as	an	action	you	can	direct	your	phantom	“But	no	more.”
Mischa’s	eyes	glowed	poisonous	green.companion	to	attempt	to	possess	and	enter	a	creature	of	“Will	you	aid	me	now,	brother?	Will	you	join	me	inyour	choice	within	5	feet	of	your	phantom.	When	you	fulfilling	our	vow?”do,	the	creature	must	succeed	on	a	Charisma	saving	“No.	I	swore	I’d	redeem	you.	And	I	will.”throw	against	your	spell	save	DC	or	be
possessed	by	“I	thought	not.”	Mischa	pointed	his	staff	at	a	nearbyyour	phantom	for	1	minute.	During	this	time	your	mountain.	“Meet	me	tomorrow	on	that	summit.	Let’sphantom	cannot	be	affected	by	spells	or	abilities,	take	settle	our	business	at	last.”actions,	or	interact	with	in	any	way.	To	be	Continued...	While	the	target	is	possessed,	you	have	a
telepathic	linkwith	it	as	long	as	the	two	of	you	are	within	100	feet.	Youcan	use	this	telepathic	link	to	issue	commands	to	the	crea-ture	while	you	are	conscious	(no	action	required),	whichit	does	its	best	to	obey.	If	the	creature	completes	the	orderand	doesn’t	receive	further	direction	from	you,	it	defends	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses
69WretchedSorcerous	Origin	Bloodline	Bad	Luck	Charm	With	every	promise	made	to	a	fairy,	contract	signed	with	Starting	at	1st	level,	you	have	mastered	the	ability	to	a	devil,	and	pact	with	the	unquiet	dead,	there’s	a	chance	temporarily	cast	a	small	fragment	of	your	curse	onto	someone	doesn’t	keep	their	end	of	the	bargain.	The	another.	You	can	use
a	bonus	action	to	choose	a	creature	vengeance	of	immortal	beings	lasts	much	longer	than	you	can	see	within	30	feet.	The	chosen	creature	has	one	lifetime,	and	the	lingering	magic	of	these	curses	can	disadvantage	on	the	next	ability	check,	attack	roll,	or	affect	the	mortal’s	descendants.	saving	throw	it	makes.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	do	so
again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest,	These	inherited	magical	afflictions	may	manifest	unless	you	spend	1	sorcery	point	to	use	it	again.	as	a	plague,	deformity,	or	aversion	to	the	sun.	In	such	families,	a	child	may	be	born	that	learns	to	master	the	Blood	Ties	latent	magic	within	their	inherited	curse,	turning	their	bloodline’s	bane	into	a	personal
boon—these	sorcerers	At	1st	level,	your	senses	easily	attune	to	the	supernatural	are	known	collectively	as	the	Wretched.	forces	that	caused	your	inherited	affliction.	You	know	the	detect	evil	and	good	spell	and	can	cast	it	without	expending	a	spell	slot.	This	spell	counts	as	a	sorcerer	spell	for	you	but	does	not	count	against	your	number	of	spells
known.	Once	you	cast	this	spell	without	expending	a	spell	slot,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	In	addition,	choose	one	of	the	following	creature	types	as	the	being	who	cursed	your	ancestor:	fey,	fiend,	or	undead.	While	you	are	concentrating	on	the	detect	evil	and	good	spell,	creatures	of	the	chosen	type	have	disadvantage	on
attack	rolls	against	you,	and	you	cannot	be	charmed,	frightened,	or	possessed	by	such	creatures.70	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideWretched	Curse	those	that	cursed	you.	Choose	one	of	the	following	creatures	as	a	representative	for	your	curse	based	on	theAlso	at	1st	level,	you	suffer	from	a	curse	inherited	choice	you	made	with	your	Blood	Ties	feature:
lamia	orfrom	an	ancestor	who	failed	to	uphold	their	end	of	a	troll	(fey	only),	barbed	devil	or	incubus/succubusbargain	with	an	otherworldly	power.	Choose	one	of	the	(fiend	only),	ghost	or	wraith	(undead	only).following	curses	that	was	passed	down	to	you.	You	can	use	an	action	and	spend	5	sorcery	points	to	Hulking.	Your	ancestor	was	cursed	with	a
hulking	summon	your	chosen	creature.	The	creature	appearsframe.	You	have	disadvantage	on	Dexterity	(Stealth)	in	an	unoccupied	space	you	can	see	within	60	feet,	andability	checks	made	to	move	quietly.	In	addition,	your	disappears	when	it	drops	to	0	hit	points,	you	use	thismaximum	hit	points	increase	by	1	and	increase	by	1	feature	to	summon
another	creature,	or	after	10	minutesagain	each	time	you	gain	a	level	in	this	class.	Finally,	you	have	passed.count	as	one	size	larger	when	determining	your	carryingcapacity	and	the	weight	you	can	push,	drag,	or	lift.	Roll	initiative	for	the	creature,	which	has	its	own	turns.	When	you	summon	it	and	on	each	of	your	turns	Nocturnal.	Your	ancestor	was
cursed	to	shun	thereafter,	you	can	issue	a	verbal	command	to	it	(requir-the	light	of	day.	You	have	disadvantage	on	Wisdom	ing	no	action	on	your	part),	telling	it	what	it	must	do	on(Perception)	ability	checks	made	to	see	while	you	are	its	next	turn.	If	you	issue	no	command,	it	spends	its	turnin	sunlight.	In	addition,	you	have	darkvision	out	to	attacking
any	creature	within	reach.a	distance	of	120	feet	and	can	see	through	magicaldarkness	within	that	range.	The	Brothers	Part	9	Plaguebearer.	Your	ancestor	was	cursed	with	The	mountain	air	burned	with	the	smell	of	ion	andphysical	symptoms	of	a	plague.	You	have	disadvantage	sulfur.	Scorch	marks	cut	through	the	grass	and	the	soil,on	Charisma
(Persuasion)	ability	checks	made	against	and	toppled	trees	lay	burning	near	the	cliff’s	edge.humanoid	creatures	who	are	not	blinded.	In	addition,you	are	immune	to	disease	and	have	resistance	to	Mischa	stared	down	at	Laszlo’s	body.	His	brother’snecrotic	damage.	armour	was	scorched	black	by	magic,	though	the	longsword	he	held	still	shone	in	the
morning	light.Share	the	Burden	Laszlo	had	fought	like	a	demon,	impervious	to	pain	and	seemingly	driven	by	will	alone.At	6th	level,	you	learn	the	bestow	curse	spell.	This	spellcounts	as	a	sorcerer	spell	for	you,	but	it	doesn’t	count	In	the	end,	Mischa	was	forced	to	use	his	strongestagainst	your	number	of	sorcerer	spells	known.	When	spell,	stopping
time	to	buy	him	a	moment	to	drive	ayou	cast	the	spell,	you	can	choose	to	cast	it	by	spending	poison	dagger	through	a	joint	in	Laszlo’s	armour.	Only3	sorcery	points	instead	of	a	spell	slot.	If	you	cast	the	then	did	the	warrior	fall.spell	using	sorcery	points,	its	range	changes	to	60	feet	forthat	casting	and	your	concentration	can’t	be	broken	as	a	Mischa
had	won—he	had	fulfilled	the	requirementresult	of	taking	damage.	of	lichdom.	But	he	felt	no	victory.	Only	an	unrelenting	sickness,	a	black	pit	opening	in	his	core.Terrifying	Visage	He	reached	for	brother’s	helm	to	take	one	last	look,Beginning	at	14th	level,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	but	the	longsword	sprang	from	Laszlo’s	hand.	Mischaadopt	the
terrifying	visage	of	the	being	who	cursed	your	shrieked	as	the	blade	sizzled	through	the	air,	cuttingancestor	for	10	minutes.	During	this	time,	you	can	use	an	through	the	phylactery	around	his	neck	and	plungingaction	on	each	of	your	turns	to	cause	each	creature	who	deep	into	his	chest.can	see	you	within	30	feet	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throwagainst
your	sorcerer	spell	save	DC.	On	a	failure,	a	crea-	He	collapsed	to	the	ground	next	to	Laszlo’s	body	form.ture	is	frightened	of	you	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	Gasping,	feeling	his	life	drain	away,	he	reached	out	for	his	brother’s	hand.	In	addition,	while	you	have	adopted	the	terrifyingvisage,	you	gain	an	additional	benefit	based	on	the	“Laszlo,”	he
whispered,	“you	kept	your	promise,	aftercreature	type	chosen	with	your	Blood	Ties	feature.	all.	Forgive	me...”	Fey.	You	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	teleport	up	to	30	Overhead,	the	sun	rose	in	the	sky,	and	a	hawk’s	cryfeet	in	any	direction.	echoed	throughout	the	mountain.	Fiend.	You	have	resistance	to	cold	and	fire	damage.	To	be	Continued...	Undead.
When	you	take	damage	that	isn’t	radiant,you	can	use	your	reaction	to	reduce	that	damage	by	anamount	equal	to	half	your	sorcerer	level.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	untilyou	finish	a	long	rest.Vengeful	SummonsBeginning	at	18th	level,	your	magic	has	become	powerfulenough	that	you	can	call	and	command	a	servant	of	Chapter	5:
New	Subclasses	71The	FirstWarlock	Patron	Vampire	Nocturnal	PredatorYou	have	made	a	pact	with	a	powerful	vampire	cursed	At	1st	level,	as	a	predator	of	the	night	you	have	beenby	the	gods	or	born	as	a	creature	of	the	night.	Hundreds	blessed	with	enhanced	vision	in	darkness.	You	haveof	haunted	beings	serve	this	vampire,	so	why	enter	a
darkvision	out	to	a	range	of	60	feet.	If	you	already	havepact	with	you?	Because	you	can	act	in	the	light	of	day	darkvision,	increase	the	range	by	60	feet.unhindered?	To	cull	weaker	vampires?	Drain	LifeExpanded	Spell	List	Starting	at	1st	level,	you	gain	an	innate	power	to	drainThe	First	Vampire	lets	you	choose	from	an	expanded	list	life	from	the	living.
When	you	use	the	Attack	action	orof	spells	when	you	learn	a	warlock	spell.	The	following	cast	a	spell,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	on	the	same	turnspells	are	added	to	the	warlock	spell	list	for	you.	to	make	a	melee	spell	attack	against	a	creature	within	5	feet	of	you.	Your	attack	deals	necrotic	damage	equal	toSpell	Level	Spells	1d6	+	your	Charisma
ability	modifier	on	a	hit.	1st	2nd	false	life,	bane	When	you	hit	a	creature	with	this	feature,	you	can	3rd	alter	self,	levitate	expend	a	warlock	spell	slot	to	deal	an	extra	1d8	necrotic	conjure	animals	(bats,	rats,	or	wolves	only),	damage	to	the	target,	plus	another	1d8	per	level	of	the	4th	gaseous	form	spell	slot.	When	you	expend	a	spell	slot	to	enhance	the
5th	dominate	beast,	greater	invisibility	attack	in	this	way,	you	regain	hit	points	equal	to	the	total	dominate	person,	seeming	damage	dealt.	Creature	of	the	Night	At	6th	level,	you	can	use	your	action	to	cast	polymorph	on	yourself,	transforming	into	a	bat	or	wolf.	While	you	are	in	either	of	these	forms,	you	retain	your	Intelligence,	Wisdom,	and	Charisma
scores.	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Charisma	modifier,	regaining	all	spent	uses	upon	completion	of	a	long	rest.	Eldritch	Appetite	Starting	at	10th	level,	when	you	reduce	a	creature	to	0	hit	points	with	your	Life	Drain	feature,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	consume	the	last	of	their	fleeting	mortality.	When	you	do,	you	regain
one	of	your	expended	pact	spell	slots.	Once	you	use	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Eternal	Night	At	14th	level,	your	vampire	patron	grants	you	a	taste	of	true	immortality.	You	no	longer	age,	and	you	gain	resistance	to	necrotic	damage.	Additionally,	once	per	long	rest,	you	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	gain	the	following
effects	for	one	minute:	You	regain	1d6	hit	points	at	the	start	of	your	turn	if	you	have	at	least	1	hit	point	and	aren’t	in	direct	sunlight	or	running	water.	If	you	take	radiant	damage	or	damage	from	holy	water,	this	trait	doesn’t	function	at	the	start	of	your	next	turn.	When	using	your	Drain	Life	feature,	you	can	use	it	as	if	you	were	expending	a	1st-level
spell	slot.72	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideOtherworldly	Patrons	Physical	SpecimenThe	Parasite	Starting	at	1st	level,	your	patron	has	enhanced	your	physical	form	to	improve	your	utility	as	a	host	and	pawn.	Your	patron	is	a	cosmic	parasite,	draining	When	you	finish	a	long	rest,	choose	a	number	of	the	fol-	the	vitality	out	of	whole	peoples	and	worlds.
lowing	benefits	up	to	your	Charisma	modifier	(minimum	Upon	forging	a	pact	with	such	a	patron,	you	1).	You	gain	these	benefits	until	your	next	long	rest.	become	host	to	one	of	its	nascent	offspring.	As	you	grow	in	power,	the	boundary	between	your	identity	•	Your	maximum	hit	points	increase	by	1	for	each	level	and	the	parasitic	larva	within	you
blurs.	you	have	in	this	class.	Spell	Siphon	•	You	gain	darkvision	out	to	a	distance	of	60	feet.	If	you	already	have	darkvision,	its	range	increases	by	30	feet.	Your	patron	has	taught	you	to	siphon	magic	from	your	enemies	and	make	it	your	own.	When	a	creature	you	•	Each	of	your	movement	speeds	increase	by	5.	can	see	within	60	feet	casts	a	spell	of	a
level	you	can	•	Y	ou	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	disease	cast	with	your	pact	magic	spell	slots,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	force	them	to	make	a	Charisma	saving	throw	and	poison.	using	your	warlock	spell	save	DC.	On	a	failure,	the	spell	•	Your	jump	distances	are	tripled	and	you	gain	a	climb	is	cast	as	normal	and	you	siphon	the
knowledge	of	the	spell.	While	the	spell	is	siphoned,	the	creature	cannot	speed	equal	to	your	walking	speed.	cast	the	spell	again	and	you	can	cast	it	as	if	it	was	a	•	When	you	make	a	Strength	(Athletics)	or	Dexterity	warlock	spell	you	know	by	spending	a	pact	spell	slot	as	normal.	Once	you	cast	it,	the	spell	is	no	longer	siphoned	(Acrobatics)	ability	check
you	can	use	your	reaction	and	you	no	longer	know	the	spell.	to	add	a	bonus	to	the	roll.	This	bonus	is	equal	to	your	Charisma	modifier.	You	can	siphon	a	number	of	spells	up	to	1	+	your	Charisma	modifier	(minimum	1).	If	you	exceed	this	maximum,	a	spell	of	your	choice	that	you	have	previously	siphoned	is	no	longer	siphoned.	A	spell	is	no	longer
siphoned	if	you	go	unconscious	or	die.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	73Symbiotic	Sentinel	The	Brothers	Part	10Starting	at	6th	level,	your	patron	remains	alert	to	all	“What	do	you	want	to	do	when	we	get	tothreats	to	its	host	at	all	times.	You	cannot	be	surprised	Castalore,	Laszlo?”and	you	have	advantage	on	Dexterity	ability	checksmade	to	determine
initiative.	You	also	gain	advantage	The	two	teenagers	kept	pace	with	each	other	as	theyon	saving	throws	against	being	charmed	and	frightened.	followed	the	dirt	road	through	Raevo.	Laszlo	grinned	at	his	brother.	“I’ll	join	the	Order	of	Dawn	and	be	a	greatSpawn	Pawn	knight.	I’ll	wear	armour	and	learn	how	to	use	a	sword.	Then	I’ll	head	south	and	kill
all	the	vampires!”At	10th	level,	you	learn	the	dominate	person	spell.	It	countsas	a	warlock	spell	for	you,	but	it	doesn’t	count	against	Mischa	nodded.	“I’m	sure	the	Order	will	take	you.the	number	of	spells	you	know.	You	can	also	cast	it	once	You’re	much	stronger	than	me.”without	a	spell	slot,	and	you	regain	the	ability	to	do	sowhen	you	finish	a	long
rest.	“They’ll	take	you	too	if	you	ask!”	“No.”	Mischa	gazed	ahead.	Beyond	the	trees,	the	When	you	cast	this	spell,	your	patron	enhances	the	seashore	beckoned.	“I	want	to	study	magic.	There’s	amagic,	dealing	psychic	damage	equal	to	your	warlock	mage	college	in	Castalore,	I	think.”level	if	the	creature	succeeds	on	a	saving	throw	to	“Magic?”	Laszlo
looked	at	him	quizzically.	“Why	magic?”end	the	spell.	In	addition,	damage	can’t	break	your	“Because	vampires	fear	it	more	than	swords.	Oneconcentration	on	this	spell.	day,	I’ll	be	so	powerful	they’ll	fear	me	too.”	His	eyes	darkened.	“Then	they’ll	pay.”Larval	Regeneration	Laszlo	was	quiet	for	a	moment,	then	said,	“Mischa,	does	this	mean	we’ll	get
separated?”Starting	when	you	reach	14th	level,	when	you	die,	a	“I-I	don’t	think	so.	At	least	I	don’t	want	us	to.”larval	parasite	bursts	from	your	corpse	the	next	turn	“Me	neither,”	Laszlo	replied.	“But...if	that	does	happen...”on	your	initiative.	You	control	the	parasite,	which	“Yeah?”disappears	after	24	hours.	The	parasite	is	a	Tiny	“I’ll	come	find	you.	I’m
your	brother,	Mischa.	Icreature,	has	an	AC	of	14,	maximum	hit	points	equal	promise,	I’ll	always	look	out	for	you.”to	half	your	maximum	hit	points,	and	a	walking	speed	“I	believe	you,	Laszlo.”of	30	feet.	It	otherwise	uses	your	statistics	but	cannot	The	two	brothers	hurried	on,	racing	to	reach	towncast	spells.	before	nightfall.	As	an	action,	the	parasite
can	cause	a	creature	within	The	End5	feet	of	it	to	make	a	Strength	or	Dexterity	saving	throw(your	choice)	against	your	warlock	spell	save	DC.	On	afailure,	the	parasite	burrows	into	the	creature	dealingpiercing	damage	equal	to	your	warlock	level.	Whileburrowed	inside	a	creature,	the	parasite	cannot	take	anyactions,	cannot	be	targeted	by	attacks,
and	is	immune	toall	damage	except	psychic	damage.	On	each	of	the	creature’s	subsequent	turns	it	canuse	its	action	to	make	a	Constitution	saving	throwagainst	your	warlock	spell	save	DC.	If	the	creaturesucceeds,	the	parasite	is	ejected	from	its	body	and	intoan	unoccupied	space	of	the	creature’s	choice	within5	feet	of	it.	If	the	parasite	is	still
burrowed	insidethe	creature	when	its	turn	ends,	the	creature	takesnecrotic	damage	equal	to	twice	your	warlock	level.If	this	damage	reduces	the	creature	to	0	hit	points,	itimmediately	dies,	the	parasite	disappears,	and	youtake	over	the	body	of	the	humanoid	as	if	you	had	beentargeted	by	the	reincarnate	spell	and	rolled	the	race	thehumanoid	had
been.	If	you	are	returned	to	life,	such	as	by	the	revivifyspell,	your	parasite	immediately	disappears.	Once	youuse	this	feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	you	finish	along	rest.74	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuidePlague	DoctorWizard	Arcane	Tradition	Good	Medicine	Blending	spellcasting	with	science,	you	distill	your	Also	at	2nd	level,	when	you	craft	a
concoction,	you	magic	into	concoctions	that	harm	or	heal.	Plague	Doctors	can	choose	to	expend	a	spell	slot	without	choosing	a	often	wear	grotesque	masks	protecting	them	from	toxic	spell,	instead	creating	good	medicine.	When	a	creature	ingredients.	Many	regard	the	mask	with	fear	as	a	sign	of	consumes	your	good	medicine,	you	roll	1d8	per	level	of
pestilence,	making	Plague	Doctors	a	source	of	both	hope	the	spell	slot	expended	casting	the	spell,	and	the	creature	and	trepidation.	regains	an	equal	number	of	hit	points.	If	you	expended	a	spell	slot	of	3rd	level	or	higher,	you	also	end	all	diseases	Potion	Craft	afflicting	the	creature.	Beginning	when	you	select	this	arcane	tradition	at	Bad	Medicine	2nd
level,	you	gain	proficiency	in	Medicine	and	with	alchemist’s	supplies	and	herbalism	kits.	Starting	at	6th	level,	when	you	craft	a	concoction	you	can	choose	to	expend	a	spell	slot	without	choosing	a	Additionally,	you	have	learned	to	create	magical	spell,	instead	crafting	bad	medicine.	When	you	create	concoctions.	You	can	create	any	number	of
concoctions	a	dose	of	bad	medicine,	choose	one	effect	per	level	of	using	your	alchemist	supplies	or	herbalism	kit	for	10	spell	slot	expended.	minutes,	expending	a	spell	slot	for	each	concoction	cre-	ated.	When	you	do,	for	each	concoction	created,	choose	a	•	The	creature	is	poisoned.	spell	from	your	wizard’s	spell	book	that	targets	only	one	•	The
creature’s	movement	speeds	are	halved.	creature.	The	chosen	spell	must	be	of	an	equal	or	lower	•	T	he	creature	takes	an	additional	1d4	necrotic	damage	level	than	the	expended	spell	slot.	the	first	time	it	takes	damage	each	turn.	When	a	creature	consumes	the	concoction,	it	becomes	•	T	he	creature	takes	1d6	poison	damage	each	time	it	the	target	of
the	spell	as	if	you	had	just	cast	it.	If	the	spell	requires	concentration,	the	creature	that	consumes	the	takes	an	action,	bonus	action,	or	reaction	on	a	turn.	potion	needs	to	concentrate	on	it.	Concoctions	created	•	The	creature	takes	acid	damage	equal	to	the	level	of	this	way	lose	their	magical	effect	at	the	end	of	your	next	long	rest.	the	spell	slot
expended	at	the	start	of	each	of	its	turns.	As	an	action,	you	can	hurl	a	dose	of	bad	medicine	at	a	point	you	can	see	within	30	feet.	Creatures	within	10	feet	of	that	point	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw	against	your	wizard	spell	save	DC.	On	a	failure,	the	creature	suffers	all	of	the	chosen	effects	for	the	next	minute.	As	an	action,	the	affected
creature	can	attempt	another	Constitution	saving	throw	to	end	any	effects	early.	Breathe	It	In	Beginning	at	10th	level,	being	persistently	exposed	to	the	most	deadly	ailments	known	has	given	you	some	small	measure	of	resistance	to	them.	After	you	take	necrotic	or	poison	damage,	you	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	the	damage.	In	addition,	you
are	immune	to	disease	and	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	being	poisoned.	Medicinal	Master	Starting	at	14th	level,	when	you	heal	with	your	Good	Medicine	or	deal	damage	with	your	Bad	Medicine,	roll	an	additional	2d8	to	determine	the	amount	of	hit	points	regained	or	necrotic	damage	dealt.76	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideSchoolWizard



Arcane	TorfaditSion	angromancyYou	study	an	uncommon	subschool	of	magic	known	Sanguine	Vigoras	sangromancy	or	blood	magic.	Despite	its	darkreputation,	there’s	nothing	inherently	evil	about	the	Starting	at	6th	level,	your	hit	point	maximum	increasespractice	of	sangromancy,	though	its	demands	on	its	by	6	and	increases	by	1	again	whenever
you	gain	a	levelpractitioners	are	gruesome.	As	a	sangromancer,	your	in	this	class.chosen	magic	demands	more	than	knowledge—itdemands	sacrifice	as	well.	Other	wizards	may	view	you	In	addition,	when	you	cast	a	sangromancy	spell,with	skepticism	or	even	outright	hostility,	but	none	can	you	regain	a	number	of	hit	points	equal	to	the	level	ofdeny
the	potency	of	your	art.	the	spell.Sangromancy	Savant	Blood	for	BloodBeginning	when	you	select	this	arcane	tradition	at	2nd	At	10th	level,	when	you	deal	damage	to	a	creature	with	alevel,	all	sangromancy	spells	are	added	to	the	wizard	spell	spell	you	cast,	you	can	expend	and	roll	a	hit	die,	or	a	d12list	for	you.	In	addition,	the	gold	and	time	you	must
spend	from	your	Full-Blooded	feature,	to	add	its	result	to	theto	copy	a	sangromancy	spell	into	your	spellbook	is	halved.	damage	dealt	to	that	creature.Full-Blooded	Red	RenewalStarting	at	2nd	level,	you	gain	a	pool	of	d12s	that	you	can	Starting	at	14th	level,	when	you	finish	a	short	rest,	youexpend	instead	of	a	hit	die	when	you	cast	sangromancy	can
choose	expended	hit	dice	to	recover.	When	you	do,spells.	The	number	of	dice	in	the	pool	equals	1	+	your	choose	a	number	of	expended	hit	dice	equal	to	half	yourwizard	level.	wizard	level	and	regain	them.	You	regain	an	equivalent	number	of	dice	from	your	Full	Blooded	feature.	Once	Your	pool	regains	all	expended	dice	when	you	finish	you	use	this
feature,	you	can’t	use	it	again	until	youa	long	rest.	finish	a	long	rest.	Chapter	5:	New	Subclasses	77Chapter	6:TransformationsMany	creatures	hunt	the	nights	of	Etharis.	Boons	and	Flaws	While	many	are	twisted	beasts	of	hatred	born	from	darkness,	some	were	not	always	When	you	have	achieved	all	the	required	prerequisites	of	so.	The	following
ruleset	provides	a	transformation	and	reached	your	first	transformation	characters	the	means	to	become	grim	monsters	of	the	level,	you	gain	all	the	boons	and	the	flaw	of	the	first	level.dark	themselves.	From	dread-inducing	werewolves	to	These	constitute	the	beginning	of	the	changes	from	theall-powerful	liches,	the	following	transformations	are
transformation.	The	boons	and	flaws	of	these	iconic	mon-available	to	characters	who	meet	the	prerequisites.	sters	come	from	folklore,	pop	culture,	and	our	own	imagi-	nation.	If	they	differ	from	an	existing	trope	or	stat	block,	it	While	transformations	make	for	great	roleplay	is	because	they	represent	a	variation	unique	to	Etharis.opportunities,	at	no
point	do	they	provide	an	acceptableexcuse	to	hurt	the	enjoyment	of	other	players	at	the	Leveling	Uptable.	If	you	want	to	create	a	conflict	between	two	playercharacters,	it’s	imperative	that	you	discuss	this	with	the	Characters	that	have	successfully	completed	atable	(and	particularly	your	GM)	first.	transformation	can	continue	the	process	by
increasing	their	transformation	level.	The	character	must	achieveBeginning	a	a	milestone	before	gaining	a	transformation	level.	EachTransformation	type	of	transformation	has	an	example	list	of	possible	milestones	that	are	thematically	unique.	Talk	with	yourIndividuals	rarely	choose	to	transform	into	beings	of	the	GM	to	come	up	with	applicable
milestones	for	yournight.	Instead,	they	have	it	forced	upon	them.	Foul	curses,	campaign	and	how	you	can	achieve	them.horrific	experiments,	and	the	diabolical	machinations	offiends,	vampires,	and	other	dark	agents	are	all	examples	When	you	increase	your	transformation	level,	youof	how	a	character	might	start	a	transformation.	However,	choose
one	boon	from	that	level,	or	a	lower	level,there	are	times	when	a	character	may	wish	to	begin	a	provided	you	meet	that	boon’s	prerequisites.	You	gaintransformation	of	their	own	volition.	Perhaps	they	have	the	new	level’s	flaw	as	well.succumbed	to	the	lure	of	power,	or	they	see	it	as	the	onlyway	to	achieve	a	greater	goal.	Universal	Milestones
Regardless,	the	first	step	in	any	transformation	should	The	following	milestones	are	examples	that	can	apply	tobe	a	discussion	with	your	GM.	Make	your	intentions	all	(or	most)	transformations:clear,	as	the	transformation	may	not	be	suitable	for	thesetting	or	story	your	GM	is	running.	•	Undertaking	an	exceptionally	evil	(or	good)	act	•	Completing	an
ancient	ritual	The	next	step	in	a	transformation	is	to	ensure	you	meet	•	Obtaining	a	powerful	artifactall	the	prerequisites	of	the	transformation.	There	are	2	•	Being	cursed	by	a	dark	agenttypes	of	prerequisites:	mechanical	and	roleplay	prereq-	•	Being	exalted	by	a	patron	or	goduisites.	Mechanical	prerequisites	can	be	ability	score,spellcasting,	and
other	feature	requirements.	Roleplay	Suggested	Class	Levelprerequisites	are	the	in-game	actions	required	by	a	char-	to	Transformation	Levelacter	to	start	a	transformation.	It	is	recommended	that	thismilestone	be	reached	within	the	game	rather	than	through	While	transformations	are	milestone	achievementsa	backstory.	However,	you	may	wish	to
discuss	alterna-	and	each	level	comes	with	a	flaw,	transformations	stilltive	avenues	to	pursue	a	prerequisite	with	your	GM.	represent	a	significant	increase	in	power.	For	this	reason,	it’s	recommended	that	players	and	GMs	use	the	following	A	Blessing	or	a	Curse?	level	table	as	a	guide	for	when	players	should	be	able	to	level	up	a	transformation.	After
all,	only	the	strongestWithin	the	dark	fantasy	world	of	Etharis,	Transformations	survive	such	an	ordeal.	This	table	is	a	guide	however,are	representative	of	the	gothic	and	body	horror	elements	and	cannot	be	applied	to	all	Transformations	equally.of	the	world.	As	a	result,	they	should	increase	a	character	Transformations	such	as	the	Lich	are	much
more	powerfulin	power	but	ultimately	be	rooted	in	tragedy,	as	the	setting	and	should	only	be	available	at	higher	levels	of	play.demands.	However,	if	you	are	not	playing	in	a	dark	fantasysetting	or	you	want	your	Transformation	to	feel	more	like	a	Transformation	Recommendedblessing	than	a	curse,	discuss	with	your	GM	the	possibility	Level	Class
Level	Rangeof	removing	some	or	all	the	flaws	associated	with	your	1Transformation.	Alternatively,	feel	free	to	tinker	with	the	2	1-4boons	and	flaws	with	your	GM.	Transformations	should	3	5-10suit	the	needs	of	your	campaign,	not	the	other	way	around.	4	11-16	17-20	Chapter	6:	Transformations	79Aberrant	HorrorNot	all	transformations	can	follow
these	recommenda-	Transformation	Level	2tions	due	to	prerequisites.	In	this	case,	characters	canreach	higher	transformation	levels	at	higher	class	levels.	Transformation	BoonRemoving	a	Transformation	Unearthly	SensesReversing	a	transformation	is	an	incredibly	difficult	Starting	at	2nd	level,	you	may	use	a	bonus	action	toprocess.	The	changes	that
have	occurred	in	a	character	enhance	your	body’s	sensory	organs,	or	grow	entirelyhave	fundamentally	altered	their	biology,	and	perhaps	new	ones.	While	this	effect	is	active,	you	may	choose	onetheir	mind.	However,	anything	is	possible	in	a	magical	of	the	following	Adaptations:world.	To	cure	a	transformation,	treat	it	as	a	curse	fromthe	curses
section.	The	curse	level	of	a	transformation	is	Keen	Senses.	Your	eyes	bulge,	your	skin	tingles,equal	to	the	character’s	transformation	level.	and	your	nostrils	flare.	You	gain	advantage	on	Wisdom	(Perception)	checks	that	rely	on	sight,	hearing,	or	smell.	Rather	than	casting	remove	curse	with	the	curecomponents,	the	regenerate	spell	must	be	cast	with
the	cure	Darkvision.	Your	eyes	take	on	the	appearance	ofcomponents	instead.	A	character	that	has	reached	the	4th	a	cat’s,	growing	to	fill	the	upper	half	of	your	face.	Youlevel	of	a	transformation,	or	that	has	been	transformed	for	can	see	in	dim	light	within	60	feet	of	you	as	if	it	werelonger	than	one	year,	can	only	be	cured	by	a	wish	spell.	If	a	bright
light,	and	in	darkness	as	if	it	were	dim	light.	Youcharacter	is	killed	and	resurrected,	the	GM	decides	if	they	can’t	discern	color	in	darkness,	only	shades	of	gray.	Ifare	resurrected	with	transformation	levels.	you	already	possess	darkvision	from	another	source,	the	distance	extends	to	120	feet	instead.Additional	Boons	and	Flaws	Third	Eye.	Another	eye
emerges	from	your	forehead,The	following	Boons	are	new	options	for	existing	granting	you	the	ability	to	see	invisible	creatures	andTransformations	found	in	Grim	Hollow:	The	Campaign	Guide.	objects	as	if	they	were	visible.	These	Adaptations	last	until	you	become	unconscious,	use	a	different	one	of	these	Adaptations,	or	use	a	bonus	action	on	your
turn	to	end	the	Adaptation.	Once	you	reach	Transformation	Level	4,	you	may	choose	two	of	the	listed	Adaptations	instead	of	one.	Transformation	Level	3	Transformation	Boon	Shifting	Form	Your	body	has	begun	to	lose	its	cohesion,	softening	and	shifting	like	thick	jelly.	You	take	no	extra	damage	from	critical	hits	due	to	the	shuffling	of	your	internal
organs.	Whenever	you	make	a	melee	or	ranged	attack	using	your	Eldritch	Limbs,	you	deal	an	additional	1d6	acid	damage.	You	gain	resistance	to	acid	damage.	Transformation	Level	4	Transformation	Boon	Amorphous	Flesh	Prerequisite:	Shifting	Form	Your	body	has	continued	to	dissolve	into	a	corrosive	slur-	ry	of	flesh	and	bone	similar	to	an	ooze.	You
are	able	to	move	through	gaps	as	narrow	as	1	inch	wide,	and	you	are	immune	to	the	grappled,	prone,	and	restrained	conditions.	In	addition,	whenever	you	take	10	or	more	points	of	bludgeoning,	piercing,	or	slashing	damage,	you	may	choose	to	continue	splitting	along	the	wound,	separating	into	two	distinct	parts	that	reform	into	versions	of	yourself80
Grim	Hollow	Players	Guidethat	are	one	size	smaller	than	the	original,	each	withone	half	of	your	current	hit	points.	If	you	have	an	oddnumber	of	hit	points,	you	choose	which	segment	gets	theadditional	1	hp.	As	you	split	you	may	choose	how	yourarmor	and	other	equipment	is	split	between	the	two.	On	your	turn	you	may	move	with	each	form	andyou
may	also	take	one	action	with	each	form.	You	mayonly	take	one	bonus	action	and	one	reaction	per	turn,although	you	may	choose	which	segment	you	want	toact	when	you	do	so.	You	may	reform	into	a	single	body	as	an	action,which	may	be	taken	by	either	segment	when	they	areboth	within	5	feet	of	one	another.	If	you	do	so,	you	regainhit	points	equal
to	the	number	of	hit	points	your	other	formhas,	and	you	become	your	normal	size.	Your	second	bodylasts	for	one	hour	before	dissolving	into	nothingness.	FiendTransformation	Level	2	Transformation	Level	4Transformation	Boon:	Transformation	BoonBrand	of	the	Slaver’s	Leash	LoopholeAs	an	action,	a	flaming	whip	appears	in	your	hand	and	As	an
expert	in	the	magic	of	binding	and	the	formationlashes	out	at	a	creature	you	can	see	within	10	feet	of	you.	of	magical	contracts,	you	gain	insight	into	the	workingsThat	creature	must	make	a	Dexterity	saving	throw	against	of	summoning	spells	and	how	to	interfere	with	them.your	Transformation	Save	DC.	On	a	failed	save,	the	creature	Whenever	you
encounter	a	summoned	creature,	youtakes	2d4	fire	damage	and	is	inflicted	with	a	searing	brand.	are	immediately	aware	it	was	summoned.	As	an	action,	you	may	wrest	control	of	a	summoning	spell	away	from	While	branded	in	this	way,	the	creature	is	tied	to	the	caster.	The	spellcaster	must	make	a	Wisdom	savingyou	with	a	wreathing	leash	of	flame
and	cannot	use	its	throw	against	your	Transformation	Save	DC.	On	amovement	to	move	more	than	10	feet	away	from	you.	On	failure,	you	gain	control	over	the	spell	and	any	remain-your	turn,	you	may	use	a	bonus	action	to	drag	the	creature	ing	creatures	as	if	you	had	cast	the	spell,	includingup	to	10	feet	in	any	direction.	You	may	also	use	your
concentration	for	any	remaining	duration.	You	may	usereaction	to	prevent	any	event	that	would	take	the	creature	this	ability	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Charismaout	of	range.	For	example,	if	the	branded	creature	uses	the	modifier	(minimum	1),	and	you	regain	all	uses	of	thismisty	step	spell	to	move	out	of	the	10	feet	radius,	or	an	ally	ability
when	you	finish	a	long	rest.of	the	target	attempting	to	physically	drag	their	ally	out	ofthe	leash’s	range,	the	attempt	fails.	Spells	that	have	the	ability	to	teleport	multiple	people,like	dimension	door,	work	as	intended	for	all	involvedexcept	for	the	branded	creature.	A	creature	remains	branded	this	way	for	1	minute.The	brand	disappears	if	the	creature
is	knockedunconscious,	enters	hallowed	ground,	is	targeted	by	theremove	curse	spell,	or	if	the	creature	is	more	than	10	feetaway	from	you	at	the	end	of	any	turn.Transformation	Level	3Transformation	BoonInfernal	Sub-ContractorYour	mastery	of	the	infernal	laws	allows	you	to	utilizethe	benefits	of	two	Gifts	of	Damnation	simultaneously.In	addition,
you	may	change	gifts	on	a	short	rest	insteadof	a	long	rest.	Chapter	6:	Transformations	81phylactery,	you	have	immunity	to	that	damage	type.	In	addition,	your	phylactery	is	more	resilient	than	normal.	Your	phylactery’s	AC	becomes	20	and	its	hit	points	increase	to	120.	Your	phylactery’s	nature	is	hidden	from	casual	observation,	and	an	observer	must
make	an	Intelligence	(Arcana)	check	against	your	Transformation	Save	DC	in	order	to	identify	your	phylactery.	Transformation	Level	3	Transformation	Boon	Enhanced	Phylactery	Prerequisite:	Phylactery	Bond	Your	bond	with	your	phylactery	strengthens,	granting	additional	benefits:	•	If	you	aren’t	wearing	armor,	your	base	Armor	Class	is	15	+	your
Dexterity	modifier.	Your	phylactery’s	AC	is	increased	by	2.	•	Y	our	spell	save	DC	and	spell	attack	bonus	each	increase	by	2.	•	Y	ou	and	your	phylactery	have	advantage	on	saving	throws	against	spells	and	other	magical	effects.	Transformation	Level	4	Transformation	Boon	Soul	Reflection	Prerequisite:	Enhanced	Phylactery	You	have	learned	to	utilize
your	bond	with	your	phylactery	to	its	greatest	effect.	While	wearing	your	phylactery,	whenever	you	are	targeted	by	a	spell,	if	you	are	the	only	target,	you	can	use	your	reaction	and	spend	charges	from	your	phylactery	equal	to	the	spell’s	level.	If	you	do	so,	the	spell	reflects	and	instead	targets	an	appropriate	target	of	your	choice	within	range	of	the
spell	as	if	you	cast	it.	For	the	purpose	of	using	this	feature,	cantrips	are	considered	1st-level	spells.	Lich	LycanthropeTransformation	Level	2	Transformation	Level	2Transformation	Boon	Transformation	BoonPhylactery	Bond	Heart	of	the	WildYou	share	an	especially	strong	bond	with	your	phylac-	The	spirits	of	nature	speak	to	you	through	your
bestialtery	and	gain	benefits	from	keeping	it	on	your	per-	side,	offering	you	guidance	and	knowledge.	You	mayson.	You	may	choose	to	craft	your	phylactery	into	an	now	cast	and	concentrate	on	spells	in	hybrid	form.amulet,	a	ring,	a	brooch,	or	some	other	form	of	jewelry.	Additionally,	you	can	speak,	read,	and	write	Sylvan,	andWhen	you	finish	a	short
or	long	rest	and	you	are	wear-	you	have	advantage	on	Wisdom	and	Charisma	checks	toing	your	phylactery,	you	may	choose	a	damage	type	interact	with	fey	and	beasts.other	than	radiant	damage.	As	long	as	you	wear	your82	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideTransformation	Level	3Transformation	BoonCall	the	PackPrerequisite:	Hunter’s	HowlWhen	you	use
your	Hunter’s	Howl	ability,	up	to	threeallies	you	designate	within	60	feet	of	the	target	alsogain	the	benefits.	Your	Hunter’s	Howl	also	grants	thoseallies	advantage	on	attack	rolls	against	the	target	ifanother	affected	ally	is	within	5	feet	of	the	creature	andnot	incapacitated.	Additionally,	when	a	hostile	creature	afflicted	by	yourHunters,	Howl	dies,	you
regain	hit	points	equal	to	twiceyour	Strength	modifier.Transformation	Level	4Transformation	BoonBlood	FrenzyPrerequisite:	Bestial	SavageryYour	bite	attack	damage	increases	to	2d8.	If	youhit	a	creature	with	a	bite	attack,	you	can	force	thecreature	to	make	a	Strength	saving	throw	against	yourTransformation	Save	DC	or	be	grappled.	While	the
targetis	grappled	in	this	way,	you	have	advantage	on	attackrolls	against	them	and	deal	additional	damage	with	yournatural	weapons	equal	to	your	Strength	modifierSeraphTransformation	Level	2	Additionally,	you	can	attempt	to	hide	even	when	you	are	only	lightly	obscured,	including	dim	light.Transformation	Boon	You	also	gain	a	climb	speed	equal	to
your	walkingDivine	Protection	speed.	You	can	climb	difficult	surfaces,	including	upside	down	on	ceilings,	without	needing	to	make	anWhen	you	or	an	allied	creature	you	can	see	within	30	feet	ability	check.is	targeted	by	an	attack,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	shieldthem	with	holy	light.	The	target	gains	a	+4	bonus	to	AC	Transformation	Level	3against
the	attack.	You	may	use	this	feature	a	number	oftimes	equal	to	your	Wisdom	modifier	(minimum	of	1).	You	Transformation	Boonregain	all	uses	of	this	feature	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Improved	ShapechangerTransformation	Level	3	Prerequisite:	ShapechangerTransformation	Boon	When	you	use	your	Shapechanger	ability,	you	may	alsoHoly
Bulwark	take	on	the	form	of	a	dire	wolf.	While	in	dire	wolf	form	you	gain	the	following	features:You	may	use	your	action	to	steel	yourself	against	thetactics	of	your	most	hated	adversaries,	gaining	one	of	the	Your	movement	speed	changes	to	50	feet.	If	youfollowing	benefits:	have	sunlight	hypersensitivity,	it	is	reduced	to	sunlight	sensitivity:	while	in
sunlight,	you	have	disadvantage	on	Stand	Against	the	Infernal.	You	gain	resistance	attack	rolls	and	ability	checks,	but	take	no	damage	fromto	fire	damage.	direct	contact	with	sunlight.	Cleanse	the	Undead.	You	gain	resistance	to	While	in	dire	wolf	form,	you	can’t	speak.	Any	objectnecrotic	damage.	you	are	holding	or	armor	you	are	wearing	merges	into
your	wolf	form	or	immediately	drops	to	the	ground.	The	Ignore	Fey	Trickery.	You	are	immune	to	the	GM	may	decide	if	they	feel	the	object	cannot	merge.charmed	and	frightened	conditions.	If	you	become	unconscious	in	dire	wolf	form,	you	This	effect	lasts	until	you	use	this	feature	again.	revert	back	to	your	vampiric	form.Transformation	Level	4
Additionally,	you	gain	the	ability	to	use	Fanged	Bite	while	in	animal	form.	The	piercing	damage	for	yourTransformation	Boon	Fanged	Bite	changes	based	on	your	form.	While	in	bat	form	you	deal	1	piercing	damage,	and	while	in	dire	wolfAura	of	Celestial	Resilience	form	you	deal	2d6	piercing	damage.You	emit	an	aura	of	stalwart	conviction.	This	aura
radiatesup	to	20	feet	from	you	while	you	are	conscious.	When	youor	an	ally	within	range	of	your	aura	fails	a	saving	throw,they	can	choose	to	succeed	it	instead.	Once	a	creature	hasbenefited	from	this	feature,	they	cannot	benefit	from	itagain	until	they	have	completed	a	long	rest.	VampireTransformation	Level	2Transformation	BoonNight	StalkerYou
gain	proficiency	in	Stealth.	If	you	already	haveproficiency	in	Stealth,	then	your	proficiency	bonusis	doubled	when	making	Stealth	ability	checks.84	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideWhile	in	mist	form	you	may	cast	the	spell	fog	cloud	New	Transformationsonce	without	expending	a	spell	slot	and	without	using	The	following	are	new	transformations,
functioningverbal,	somatic,	or	material	components.	You	regain	the	in	the	same	way	as	described	previously	in	theability	to	cast	this	spell	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Grim	Hollow:	The	Campaign	Guide.Transformation	Level	4Transformation	BoonInnate	SangromancyPrerequisite:	Sanguine	MagicYou	know	all	Sangromancy	Spells.	When	casting	a
spellusing	Sangromancy,	you	may	use	FP	instead	of	spendinghit	dice.	Treat	these	FP	as	1d12	hit	dice.	When	you	cast	aspell	in	this	way	you	do	not	generate	FP	from	SanguineMagic	and	you	may	choose	a	single	effect	to	apply	to	thespell	by	spending	additional	FP:	Beguiling	Spell	(2	FP).	When	a	creature	fails	theirsaving	throw	against	this	spell,	they
are	also	charmed	byyou	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	Shadow	Spell	(2	FP).	When	a	creature	fails	theirsaving	throw	against	this	spell,	they	are	unable	toperceive	you	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn,	except	bymagical	means.	Withering	Spell	(3	FP).	When	you	cast	a	spellthat	deals	necrotic	damage,	it	deals	an	additional	1d8necrotic	damage	per	spell
level.	A	creature	damagedby	this	spell	cannot	take	reactions	until	the	end	of	yournext	turn.	Vampiric	Spell	(3	FP).	When	you	cast	a	spell	thatdeals	necrotic	damage,	you	heal	for	up	to	halfthe	amount	ofdamage	dealt.	Fey	The	soft	strumming	of	a	harp	draws	the	children	ever	deeper	into	the	dark	wood.	As	they	reach	a	moonlit	clearing,	they	see	a
beautiful	maid	dressed	in	a	gown	of	starlight.	She	turns	her	soft	gaze	upon	them	at	the	sounds	of	their	gasps	and	calls	to	them,	“Welcome,	little	ones,	be	not	afraid.	Step	into	the	ring	so	we	may	dance	and	play.”	An	elfin	man	with	pale	blue	skin	leans	his	forehead	against	the	dying	tree.	As	he	softly	hums,	the	shriveled	leaves	turn	green	once	again,	and
the	ancient	bow	begins	to	straighten.	The	man	lets	out	a	sigh	of	relief,	which	momentarily	chills	the	air.	The	fey	are	changeable	beings	of	great	power	and	even	greater	danger.	No	two	fey	are	quite	alike,	but	their	tie	to	the	natural	world	is	universal.	Mortals	cannot	comprehend	the	level	of	true	freedom	the	faerie	people	feel.	To	know	such	freedom	is
to	change	entirely.	Chapter	6:	Transformations	85Becoming	a	Fey	The	Summer	Court.	The	summer	court	embodies	the	bounty	and	warmth	of	the	growing	season.	The	feyBecoming	a	fey	requires	a	direct	connection	to	the	faerie	of	summer	tend	towards	joviality,	fickleness,	and	vanity.realms.	Most	creatures	who	become	fey	are	forced	to	Creatures	of
summer	often	hide	their	cruel	intentionsdo	so	when	they	are	stolen	from	the	material	realm	as	behind	beautiful	facades.a	child.	These	children,	known	as	changelings,	rapidlytransform	after	only	a	few	days	trapped	in	the	realm	The	Winter	Court.	The	winter	court	embodies	theof	faerie.	A	changeling’s	transition	is	often	painful	or	stillness	and	darkness
of	the	coldest	season.	The	fey	ofstrange,	for	a	child	altered	in	this	way	does	not	have	a	winter	tend	to	be	serious,	cruel,	and	reflective.	Creaturessay	in	what	type	of	fey	they	ultimately	become.	of	winter	are	often	terrifying	to	behold	but	very	direct	about	their	intentions.	A	creature	who	voluntarily	seeks	to	become	a	fey	canstrike	a	deal	with	an	arch	fey
or	beseech	the	court	of	one	Transformation	Boonof	the	faerie	queens.	These	pathways	to	transformationare	as	dangerous	as	the	realms	of	faeries	themselves,	and	Twilight	Stepit	requires	a	quick	wit	and	sharp	awareness	to	get	thebest	of	the	fey	kind.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	magically	teleport	up	to	30	feet	to	an	unoccupied	space	you	can	see.	Your
twilightTransformation	Features	step	also	gains	an	additional	feature	depending	on	which	court	you	chose	for	your	Fey	Form	ability.A	fey	has	the	following	transformation	features:	Summer.	Immediately	after	using	your	TwilightPrerequisites	Step,	one	creature	of	your	choice	that	you	can	see	within	5	feet	of	you	takes	fire	damage	equal	to	your
CharismaAbility	Scores:	Charisma	13	modifier	(minimum	of	1	damage).Roleplay:	You	must	have	sworn	fealty	to	one	of	the	feycourts,	been	raised	in	the	realms	as	a	changeling,	or	have	Winter.	Immediately	after	using	your	Twilight	Step,some	other	plausible	reason	to	have	become	a	fey.	Discuss	one	creature	of	your	choice	that	you	can	see	within	5with
your	GM	how	you	can	achieve	this	in	the	game.	feet	of	you	takes	cold	damage	equal	to	your	Charisma	modifier	(minimum	of	1	damage).	Some	of	your	abilities	require	your	target	to	make	asaving	throw	to	resist	their	effects.	The	saving	throw	DC	You	can	use	the	Twilight	Step	feature	a	number	of	timesis	calculated	as	follows:	equal	to	your	Charisma
modifier	(minimum	of	once).	YouTransformation	Save	DC	=	8	+	your	proficiency	regain	all	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.bonus	+	your	Charisma	modifier	Transformation	FlawLevel	Milestones	Planar	BindingThe	following	are	examples	of	possible	level	milestonesfor	the	Fey:	Your	body	and	soul	are	bound	to	one	of	the	faerie	realms.	You
have	disadvantage	on	death	saving	throws•	Striking	a	bargain	with	a	greater	fey	as	the	realm	attempts	to	pull	you	back	to	it.	If	you	would•	P	erforming	a	great	deed	in	the	name	of	one	of	the	be	killed,	your	soul	is	taken	back	to	a	plane	of	existence	of	the	GM’s	choice.	This	plane	is	your	new	home,	and	faerie	queens	you	become	an	NPC	under	the	GM’s
control.•	E	stablishing	a	new	faerie	ring	or	bridge	to	the	If	you	are	in	the	faerie	realm	responsible	for	your	fey	realms	transformation,	this	flaw	has	no	effect.•	Defeating	a	powerful	agent	from	your	rival	court•	Earning	a	domain	or	title	in	the	realm	of	faerie	Transformation	Level	2Transformation	Level	1	At	2nd	level,	you	can	pick	one	of	the	following
Transformation	Boons.	In	addition,	you	also	gain	thisStarting	at	1st	level,	you	gain	the	following	Transforma-	level’s	Transformation	Flaw.tion	Boons	and	this	level’s	Transformation	Flaw.	Transformation	BoonTransformation	Boon	Two-FacedFey	Form	You	can	choose	to	transform	your	face	into	a	vision	ofYour	Charisma	score	increases	by	2	and	your
Dexterity	enchanting	loveliness	or	horrifying	ugliness.	Any	non-score	increases	by	1.	An	ability	score	cannot	be	increased	fey	creature	within	30	feet	of	you	when	you	transformbeyond	16	this	way.	You	also	become	a	fey	in	addition	to	your	face	must	make	a	Wisdom	saving	throw	or	beany	other	creature	types	you	are.	Spells	that	affect	human-	affected
for	1	minute.oids	still	affect	you.	However,	you’re	immune	to	effects	thatonly	affect	a	creature	of	your	new	type	of	a	specific	CR.	Summer.	Any	creature	that	fails	the	saving	throw	becomes	charmed.	This	effect	ends	early	on	a	When	you	gain	this	ability,	you	must	also	choose	creature	if	you	or	an	ally	deal	damage	to	it	or	takewhich	Fey	court	fuels	your
transformation.	Choose	one	other	harmful	actions.of	the	following:86	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideWinter.	Any	creature	that	fails	the	saving	throwbecomes	frightened	of	you.	This	effect	ends	early	if	acreature	affected	by	this	ability	ends	its	turn	out	of	yourline	of	sight.	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	toyour	Charisma	modifier
(minimum	of	once).	you	regainall	expended	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.Transformation	BoonSprite	ServantA	fey	sprite	binds	itself	to	your	service.	The	sprite	is	afloating	ball	of	light,	considered	to	be	a	Tiny	creaturewhich	cannot	be	harmed	or	affected	in	any	way.	Thesprite	has	the	following	characteristics:•	The	sprite	has	a	fly	speed	of	40	feet.•
The	sprite	cannot	speak	verbally,	but	it	can	telepathically	communicate	with	you	as	long	as	it	is	within	a	mile	of	you.	The	sprite	understands	all	languages	you	do.•	T	he	sprite	can	become	invisible	at	will.	Otherwise,	it	sheds	dim	light	in	a	10-foot	radius.	As	a	bonus	action,	you	can	command	the	sprite	to	shine	more	brightly.	When	following	this
command,	the	sprite	can	shed	bright	light	in	a	20-foot	radius	and	dim	light	for	an	additional	20	feet.Transformation	BoonMagic	TricksYour	transformation	grants	you	innate	power,	whichmanifests	as	the	ability	to	cast	a	small	number	of	spells.You	learn	one	illusion	or	enchantment	cantrip.	In	addition,	choose	one	1st-level	and	one	2nd-levelillusion	or
enchantment	spell.	You	can	cast	each	of	thesespells	once	without	expending	a	spell	slot.	You	regain	theability	to	cast	them	in	this	way	when	you	finish	a	short	orlong	rest.	Charisma	is	your	spellcasting	ability	for	thesespells.	When	you	finish	a	long	rest	you	can	replace	your1st	or	2nd	level	spell	with	a	spell	of	the	same	level	whichmust	also	be	an
enchantment	or	illusion	spell.Transformation	FlawQueen’s	CommandThe	fey	court	lends	you	its	power,	and	in	exchange	youmust	pay	regular	tribute	to	maintain	your	freedom.Twice	a	year,	at	the	winter	and	summer	solstice,	youmust	deliver	a	treasure	or	other	significant	tribute	to	thewinter	or	summer	queen	(whichever	you	pay	allegianceto).	If	you
do	not	provide	a	tribute	by	the	appointed	day,your	queen	pulls	you	immediately	to	her	faerie	realm.	Once	pulled	in	this	way,	you	must	remain	in	the	faerierealm	for	100	years,	or	until	you	strike	a	bargain	with	thequeen	to	let	you	return	to	the	mortal	plane.	Your	GM	willtell	you	what	constitutes	an	appropriate	tribute	to	thecourt.	Some	fey	queens
prefer	magic	items	while	otherswish	for	long	kept	secrets,	the	capture	of	fey	criminals,	orhumanoid	servants.Transformation	Level	3	Importantly,	you	are	bound	by	the	letter	of	any	agreement	you	make,	not	by	the	spirit.	If	you	promiseAt	3rd	level,	you	can	pick	one	of	the	following	Transfor-	you	will	not	lay	a	hand	on	the	prince,	for	example,
theremation	Boons	or	pick	a	boon	from	a	lower	level	that	you	would	be	no	consequences	if	you	kicked	him	(providedmeet	the	prerequisites	for.	In	addition,	you	also	gain	this	your	hand	didn’t	touch	him	in	the	process).level’s	Transformation	Flaw.	Transformation	Level	4Transformation	Boon	You	can	pick	one	of	the	following	Transformation
BoonsFaerie	Mantle	or	pick	a	boon	from	a	lower	level	that	you	meet	the	prerequisites	for.	In	addition,	you	also	gain	this	level’sYou	can	use	an	action	to	wrap	yourself	in	the	majesty	of	Transformation	Flaw.the	faerie	for	1	minute.	During	this	time,	you	project	anaura	of	blinding	beauty	out	to	a	distance	of	30	feet.	When	Transformation	Booncreatures	of
your	choice	start	their	turn	or	move	into	thisaura,	they	must	succeed	on	a	Charisma	saving	throw	or	be	Greater	Magic	Tricksblinded	for	1	minute.	A	creature	blinded	in	this	way	canrepeat	the	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	each	of	its	turns,	end-	Prerequisite:	Magic	Tricksing	the	blinded	condition	on	a	success.	Once	you	use	thisaction	you	cannot	do	so
again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Choose	an	enchantment	or	illusion	spell	of	3rd,	4th,	and	5th	level.	You	can	cast	each	of	these	spells	once	withoutTransformation	Boon	expending	a	spell	slot	and	regain	the	ability	to	cast	them	in	this	way	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Charisma	is	yourMade	of	Magic	spellcasting	ability	for	these	spells.	When	you	finish	a
long	rest	you	can	replace	your	3rd-,	4th-,	or	5th-levelYour	transformation	into	a	fey	has	changed	the	fun-	spell	with	a	spell	of	the	same	level,	which	must	also	bedamental	nature	of	your	body.	You	gain	resistance	to	an	enchantment	or	illusion	spell.damage	from	Spells.	Additionally,	you	and	cast	the	1st	and	2nd	level	spells	In	addition,	when	you	make	a
saving	throw	against	a	form	the	Magic	Tricks	Boon	twice	per	short	or	long	rest.spell	you	can	use	a	reaction	to	gain	advantage	on	the	roll.Once	you	use	this	reaction,	you	can’t	do	so	again	until	Transformation	Boonyou	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.	MisdirectionTransformation	Boon	Light	and	magic	bend	strangely	around	you,	makingCourtly	Graces	you
difficult	to	hit.	All	attack	rolls	against	you	have	disadvantage.	If	you	are	hit	by	an	attack,	this	trait	isYou	gain	proficiency	in	two	skills	determined	by	your	disrupted	until	the	end	of	your	next	turn.	This	trait	onlycourt.	If	you	are	already	proficient	in	one	or	both	of	these	works	while	you	are	conscious.skills,	then	your	proficiency	bonus	is	doubled	for
abilitychecks	using	that	skill.	If	you	have	or	ever	gain	double	Transformation	Boonyour	proficiency	bonus	in	one	or	both	of	these	skills,	yougain	an	additional	+2	for	that	skill.	Twilight	Glamour	Additionally,	your	fealty	to	a	fey	court	offers	you	As	an	action,	you	can	become	invisible.	Anything	youprotection	from	certain	emotions	associated	with	the	are
wearing	or	carrying	on	your	person	is	invisible	ascourt.	You	gain	a	benefit	based	on	your	court.	well.	The	invisibility	ends	if	you	choose	to	end	it,	if	you	attack,	or	if	you	cast	a	spell.	Once	your	invisibility	Summer.	You	gain	proficiency	in	Performance	and	ends	in	this	way,	you	cannot	use	this	feature	again	for	1Persuasion,	and	you	are	immune	to	being
charmed.	minute.	This	trait	only	works	while	you	are	conscious.	Winter.	You	gain	proficiency	in	Deception	and	Transformation	FlawIntimidation,	and	you	are	immune	to	being	frightened.	Seasonally	AffectedTransformation	Flaw	Your	connection	to	the	fey	courts	has	granted	you	tre-Bound	by	Words	mendous	power	but	also	an	esoteric	fragility:	you
gain	a	weakness	towards	cold	damage	if	you	are	in	the	summerThe	fey	choose	their	words	carefully	for	they	are	bound	court,	or	fire	damage	if	you	are	in	the	winter	court.by	them,	and	so	too	are	you.	When	you	give	your	wordto	a	humanoid	creature	(such	as	by	making	a	promise	If	you	were	normally	resistant	to	this	damage	type,	itor	pledge,	entering
into	a	contract,	or	coming	to	a	verbal	instead	affects	you	normally.	If	you	are	normally	immuneagreement)	the	commitment	becomes	magically	enforced.	to	damage	of	that	type,	you	are	resistant	instead.	InIf	you	fail	to	fulfill	your	part	of	the	agreement,	you	lose	addition,	whenever	you	take	damage	of	that	type,	yourthe	benefit	of	all	of	your	fey
transformation	boons	until	maximum	hit	points	are	reduced	by	an	equal	amount.you	surrender	an	additional	tithe	to	the	summer	or	winter	When	your	maximum	hit	points	are	reduced	by	this	effect,queen,	as	described	in	your	Queen’s	Command	flaw.	This	they	return	to	normal	after	you	finish	a	long	rest.tithe	is	in	addition	to	those	required	by	that
flaw.88	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuidePrimordialThe	city	dwellers	raise	their	eyes	to	a	floating	figure	barely	Transformation	Level	1glimpsed	through	the	smog-filled	sky.	Their	cries	ring	outas	the	figure,	wreathed	in	flame,	clenches	a	fist,	causing	Starting	at	1st	level,	you	gain	the	following	Transforma-the	earth	to	tremble	violently.	The	crushing	weight
of	tion	Boons	and	this	level’s	Transformation	Flaw.water	is	the	last	sensation	the	people	know,	as	their	filthystreets	are	washed	clean.	Transformation	Boon	The	primordial	throws	her	head	back	as	she	exhales	Elemental	Forma	gout	of	flame.	Her	charred	skin	rapidly	heals	as	shewades	free	of	the	molten	lava,	laughing	all	the	way.	Her	Your
Constitution	increases	by	2	and	your	Wisdomcompanions	look	on	in	horror	as	she	calls	to	them,	“I	score	increases	by	1.	An	ability	score	cannot	be	increasedhave	heard	it.	I	heard	the	song	of	creation!”	beyond	16	this	way.	Primordials	are	born	when	a	humanoid	absorbs	a	You	become	an	Elemental	in	addition	to	any	otherspark	of	primordial	chaos.	The
primordial	forces	are	the	creature	types	you	are.	Spells	and	abilities	that	affectpurest	building	blocks	of	creation,	and	a	fostered	spark	Elementals	of	a	specific	CR	do	not	affect	you.quickly	grows	to	an	all-consuming	flame.	Mastering	theelements	requires	unlearning	the	limitations	of	mortality,	Transformation	Boona	process	that	spurs	rapid
transformation.	Primordial	AffinityBecoming	a	Primordial	While	able	to	control	all	elements,	your	Primordial	birthThere	are	several	ways	for	a	mortal	to	consume	a	was	sparked	by	one	particular	element:	your	Primordialprimordial	spark,	but	continuing	to	become	an	elemental	Affinity.	Your	body	is	infused	with	malleable	elementaltakes	concentrated
effort.	A	mortal	might	be	born	withan	elemental	spark,	gifted	one,	or	they	could	gain	one	byconsuming	the	power	of	an	elemental.	Once	acquired,one	must	spend	a	great	deal	of	time	contemplating	andunderstanding	the	spark	to	unlock	its	full	potential.	The	process	of	attaining	elemental	mastery	is	danger-ous.	The	slightest	slip	in	control	can	cause
devastation	ona	massive	scale.	Such	facts	are	why	isolated	individualslike	druids,	monks,	or	rangers	are	most	likely	to	see	thetransformation	through	to	its	end.Transformation	FeaturesA	Primordial	has	the	following	transformation	features:PrerequisitesAbility	Scores:	Constitution	13Roleplay:	Either	through	ritual,	defeating	a	greaterElemental	being,
or	some	other	means,	you	mustconsume	a	Primordial	Spark.	Some	of	your	abilities	require	your	target	to	make	asaving	throw	to	resist	their	effects.	The	saving	throw	DCis	calculated	as	follows:	Transformation	Save	DC	=	8	+	your	proficiency	bonus	+	your	Constitution	modifier.Level	MilestonesT	he	following	are	examples	of	possible	level
milestonesfor	the	Primordial:•	Defeat	and	absorb	the	power	of	a	greater	elemental•	Claim	an	elemental	node•	Make	an	alliance	with	a	being	from	one	of	the	elemental	planes•	Use	your	powers	to	defeat	an	encroaching	civilization•	Free	an	imprisoned	or	indentured	elemental	creature	Chapter	6:	Transformations	89energy.	You	must	choose	an
element	below	and	gain	allthe	benefits	of	that	element:	Air.	You	have	resistance	to	lightning	damage.	Inaddition,	you	can	channel	the	air	currents	around	youto	guide	a	ranged	attack.	Once	on	each	of	your	turns,when	you	make	a	ranged	weapon	or	ranged	spell	attack,you	can	make	that	attack	with	advanage.	If	you	are	ina	location	without	an	air
current	-	such	as	underwater	-this	feature	has	no	effect.	Earth.	You	have	resistance	to	poison	damage.	Inaddition,	whenever	you	gain	temporary	hit	points,	yougain	that	many	plus	your	proficiency	bonus	instead.	Fire.	You	have	resistance	to	fire	damage.	In	addition,whenever	you	deal	fire	damage,	you	can	add	yourConstitution	modifier	to	the	damage
dealt.	Water.	You	have	resistance	to	cold	damage.	Inaddition,	whenever	a	creature	regains	hit	points	due	toa	spell	or	feature	you	control,	you	can	imbue	them	withhealing	elemental	energy.	The	creature	regains	additionalhit	points	equal	to	1d6	+	your	Constitution	modifier.Transformation	FlawPlanar	BindingYour	body	and	soul	are	bound	to	a
primordial	planeof	existence.	You	have	disadvantage	on	death	savingthrows	as	the	plane	attempts	to	pull	you	back	to	it.	Ifyou	would	be	killed,	your	soul	is	taken	back	to	a	planeof	existence	of	the	GM’s	choice.	This	plane	is	your	newhome,	and	you	become	an	NPC	under	the	GM’s	control.	If	you	are	on	the	primordial	plane	responsible	foryour
transformation,	this	flaw	has	no	effect.Transformation	Level	2At	2nd	level,	you	can	pick	one	of	the	followingTransformation	Boons.	In	addition,	you	also	gain	thislevel’s	Transformation	Flaw.Transformation	BoonDual	NatureYou	can	choose	to	add	a	second	elemental	source	from	thePrimordial	Affinity	Boon	to	add	to	your	form.	When	youdo	so,	you	gain
the	associated	benefits	of	your	new	element.Transformation	BoonElemental	SurgeYou	can	channel	pure	elemental	energy	into	a	concentrat-ed	bolt	of	an	element	of	your	choice.	On	your	turn,	as	anaction	you	can	choose	one	of	the	below	choices:	Lightning	Strike.	You	can	make	a	special	rangedattack	targeting	a	creature	within	60	feet.	You
areproficient	with	this	attack,	which	uses	your	Constitutionmodifier.	On	a	hit,	this	attack	deals	3d8	+	yourConstitution	modifier	lightning	damage.	You	can	thenuse	a	bonus	action	to	target	another	creature	with	30feet	of	the	first	target	with	the	same	attack.	Increase	thedamage	by	1d8	for	each	transformation	level	about	2.Earth	Shard.	You	can	force
a	creature	within	30	are	horrific	to	behold.	You	can	suspend	this	form	andfeet	to	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	failed	manifest	the	appearance	of	the	humanoid	you	once	were,save,	the	creature	takes	bludgeoning	damage	equal	to	but	this	is	taxing	and	requires	concentration.3d6	+	your	Constitution	modifier,	or	half	as	much	ona	successful
save.	Increase	the	damage	by	1d6	for	each	This	form	is	not	permanent,	and	moments	of	stresstransformation	level	about	2.	are	likely	to	reveal	your	true	nature.	Your	true	form	is	revealed	in	the	following	situations:	You	also	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	halfthis	amount.	•	Concentrating	on	a	spell.	•	Gaining	the	unconscious	condition.	Flame
Wave.	Each	creature	in	a	15-foot	cone	•	Choosing	to	reveal	yourself.originating	in	your	square	must	make	a	Dexterity	•	In	events	of	extreme	emotional	or	physical	stress,	asaving	throw.	On	a	failed	save,	creatures	in	the	areatake	fire	damage	equal	to	2d8	+	your	Constitution	GM	may	call	for	a	Constitution	saving	throw	withmodifier.	Increase	the
damage	by	1d8	for	each	a	DC	of	their	choosing	to	see	if	you	maintain	yourtransformation	level	about	2.	humanoid	form.	Aquatic	Rejuvenation.	Choose	a	creature	you	can	Non-chaotic	creatures	that	witness	your	true	formsee	within	60	feet	of	you.	The	creature	regains	a	number	become	hostile	to	you,	unless	the	GM	decides	otherwise.of	hit	points	equal
to	2d8	+	your	Constitution	modifier.Increase	the	amount	of	hit	points	regained	by	1d8	for	Transformation	Level	3each	transformation	level	about	2.	At	3rd	level,	you	can	pick	one	of	the	following	Transfor-	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	to	mation	Boons	or	pick	a	boon	from	a	lower	level	that	youyour	Constitution	modifier,	regaining
all	expended	uses	meet	the	prerequisites	for.	In	addition,	you	also	gain	thisupon	completing	a	long	rest.	level’s	Transformation	Flaw.Transformation	Boon	Transformation	BoonCall	the	Four	Primeval	BodyYou	can	use	your	action	to	summon	or	repel	elemental	Your	transformation	to	an	elemental	form	has	changedforces	around	you,	causing	one	of	the
following	effects	your	body	entirely.	You	no	longer	need	to	sleep,	breathe,of	your	choice:	or	eat.	You	also	gain	resistance	to	bludgeoning,	piercing,	and	slashing	damage	from	nonmagical	attacks.	You	create	a	15-foot	radius	globe	of	breathable	airaround	you.	Creatures	can	pass	freely	in	or	out	of	the	Transformation	Boonglobe,	but	other	elemental
forces	like	water	or	firecannot.	Alternatively,	you	can	choose	to	banish	all	air	Aura	of	Awakeningfrom	inside	the	globe.	This	globe	lasts	for	10	minutes,and	you	must	concentrate	on	it	(as	per	concentrating	to	You	emit	an	aura	of	power	that	awakens	the	elementalmaintain	a	spell).	forces	in	your	companions.	When	you	first	gain	this	feature,	choose	one
of	the	options	below.	You	may	You	can	conjure	up	to	50	pounds	of	loose	earth	at	a	change	the	aura	you	emit	upon	completing	a	long	rest.point	within	30	feet	of	you.	Alternatively,	you	can	shapethe	earth	and	stone	within	15	feet	of	you.	If	affecting	Light	as	Air.	Whenever	you	or	a	friendly	creaturedirt	or	stone	on	the	ground,	you	can	cause	it	to	become
within	10	feet	of	you	makes	a	Dexterity	saving	throw,difficult	terrain.	the	creature	gains	a	bonus	equal	to	your	Constitution	modifier.	You	must	be	conscious	to	grant	this	bonus.	All	flammable	objects	not	worn	or	wielded	within30	feet	of	you	to	burst	into	flame.	Alternatively,	Forged	in	Fire.	While	you	are	conscious,all	nonmagical	flames	within	30	feet
of	you	are	whenever	you	or	a	friendly	creature	within	10	feet	ofimmediately	extinguished.	you	deals	damage	with	a	melee	weapon	attack,	they	deal	additional	fire	damage	equal	to	your	Constitution	You	can	conjure	up	to	10	gallons	of	water	at	a	point	modifier.	You	must	be	conscious	to	grant	this	bonus.within	30	feet	of	you	or	cause	the	water	to	fall
like	rainin	a	30-foot	area.	Alternatively,	you	can	choose	to	repel	Heart	of	Stone.	At	the	beginning	of	your	turn,	youwater	within	15	feet	of	you.	This	ability	has	no	effect	on	and	each	creature	of	your	choice	within	10	feet	of	youliving	creatures	but	repels	mist,	rain	and	creates	pockets	gain	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	Constitutionof	air	if
submerged	in	water.	modifier.	While	a	creature	has	temporary	hit	points	gained	in	this	manner	and	are	not	incapacitated,	theyTransformation	Flaw	cannot	be	moved	or	knocked	prone,	unless	they	choose	to	be.	You	must	be	conscious	to	grant	this	bonus.Hideous	Appearance	Spring	of	Life.	Each	unconscious	creature	of	yourYour	appearance	has
grotesquely	transformed.	Your	eyes	choice	within	10	feet	of	you	regains	1	hit	point	at	themight	be	smoldering	embers,	water	could	continuously	beginning	of	their	turn.	You	must	be	conscious	to	grantpour	from	your	mouth	or	nose,	your	extremities	may	this	bonus.crumble	like	sand,	or	patches	of	your	skin	might	fadeto	transparency.	Regardless	of
your	true	form,	you	Chapter	6:	Transformations	91Transformation	Boon	tethered	creature	can	choose	to	take	that	damage	instead.	This	damage	cannot	be	reduced	or	prevented	in	any	way.Master	of	Many	You	can	use	this	ability	a	number	of	times	equal	toPrerequisite:	Dual	Nature	your	Constitution	modifier.	You	regain	all	expended	uses	at	the	end	of
a	long	rest.You	can	choose	to	add	a	third	elemental	source	toyour	form.	When	you	do	so,	you	gain	the	associated	Transformation	Boonbenefits	of	your	new	element	from	Primordial	Affinity	inaddition	to	your	current	source	benefits.	Elemental	MasteryTransformation	Flaw	Prerequisite:	Master	of	ManyForce	of	Nature	You	gain	the	fourth	elemental
source	to	your	form.	When	you	do	so,	you	gain	the	associated	benefits	of	yourYou	are	losing	your	connection	to	societal	norms.	The	new	element	from	Primordial	Affinity.needs	of	civilization,	community,	and	morals	pale	incomparison	to	the	elemental	chaos	roiling	within	you.	Additionally,	you	can	summon	the	four	elementsWhenever	you	complete	a
long	rest,	if	you	are	within	to	wreath	you	in	power.	Whenever	a	creature	hits	youcivilization,	you	do	not	regain	any	hit	dice	or	lose	any	with	a	melee	attack,	you	can	use	your	reaction	to	forcelevels	of	exhaustion.	In	these	circumstances,	the	GM	it	to	make	a	Dexterity	saving	throw,	taking	8d6	damagedecides	if	a	location	is	considered	civilized	or	not.	of
a	type	of	your	choice	from	cold,	fire,	lightning	orAlternatively,	the	GM	can	decide	that	a	park	or	grove	bludgeoning,	or	half	as	much	on	a	successful	save.	Untilwithin	a	city	is	sufficient.	the	end	of	your	following	turn,	your	Primal	Affinity	feature	has	the	following	additions:Transformation	Level	4	Air.	You	have	advantage	on	all	ranged	weapon	andYou
can	pick	one	of	the	following	Transformation	ranged	spell	attacks	instead	of	only	one.Boons	or	pick	a	boon	from	a	lower	level	that	you	meetthe	prerequisites	for.	In	addition,	you	also	gain	this	Earth.	At	the	beginning	of	your	turn	you	gain	a	num-level’s	Transformation	Flaw.	ber	of	temporary	hit	points	equal	to	your	character	level.Transformation	Boon
Fire.	At	the	beginning	of	your	turn,	each	creature	of	your	choice	within	5	feet	of	you	takes	2d6	fire	damage.Potent	Aura	Water.	Whenever	a	creature	regains	hit	points	due	to	aPrerequisite:	Aura	of	Awakening	spell	or	feature	you	control	that	creature	regains	an	addi-	tional	number	of	hit	points	equal	to	your	character	level.Creatures	of	your	choice
within	10	feet	of	you	gainresistance	to	lightning,	fire,	poison,	and	cold	damage.	You	can	use	this	feature	a	number	of	times	equal	to	your	Constitution	modifier,	regaining	all	uses	uponTransformation	Boon	completing	a	long	rest.Energy	Flow	Transformation	FlawAs	a	bonus	action,	you	can	burst	into	a	shower	of	Pull	of	Chaoselemental	material	then
materialize	somewhere	else.	Youmagically	teleport	up	to	30	feet	to	an	unoccupied	space	Your	new	native	plane	attempts	to	pull	you	to	it,	layingyou	can	see,	along	with	any	equipment	you	are	wearing	claim	to	your	form.	Whenever	you	roll	a	natural	1	on	aor	carrying.	Moving	in	this	way	does	not	provoke	saving	throw	against	a	magical	spell	or	ability,
you	takeopportunity	attacks.	After	teleporting,	you	can	choose	1d6	force	damage	per	two	character	levels	in	additionone	of	the	following:	to	any	other	damage	or	effects	you	would	suffer,	as	your	native	plane	attempts	to	unbind	you	from	the	Swift	Assault.	You	can	immediately	make	a	Material	Plane.	For	example,	a	6th-level	characterweapon	attack.	If
you	make	a	ranged	attack,	you	do	not	would	take	3d6	force	damage.	This	damage	ignoreshave	disadvantage	if	a	hostile	creature	is	within	5	feet.	resistances	and	immunities.	Spark	Storm.	Each	creature	within	10	feet	of	you	must	succeed	on	a	Dexterity	saving	throw.	On	a	failed	save	creatures	take	2d6	fire	damage.	Boulderous	Hide.	Choose	a	damage
type.	Untilthe	start	of	your	next	turn,	you	have	resistance	to	thatdamage	type.	Sea	Mother’s	Tether.	A	thin	tether	of	water	links	youto	a	creature	within	30	feet.	While	tethered,	if	the	creaturewould	take	damage,	you	can	choose	to	take	that	damageinstead.	Additionally,	if	you	would	be	damaged,	the92	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideSpecterA	lithe	figure
dashes	between	buildings,	their	body	which	your	hit	point	maximum	is	reduced,	such	as	by	abecomes	luminous	and	ghastly,	held	together	in	tatters	wraith’s	life	drain,	or	in	which	you	drop	to	0	hit	points.as	the	being	disappears	into	a	wall.	The	ghostly	shape	•	K	ill	a	significant	foe	with	necrotic	or	psychic	damage,reappears	on	the	rooftops,	emerging
from	the	solid	slate.	or	by	using	necromancy	magic.They	turn,	eyes	luminous	and	haunted,	and	unleash	a	•	I	nfuse	other	willing	people	with	the	power	thatcry	of	the	dead,	beckoning	all	who	hear	to	the	afterlife.	corrupts	you.	•	Deal	with	ghosts	and	similar	spirits,	or	beings	of	A	living	person	becomes	a	specter	either	by	touching	other	realities,
perhaps	as	a	conduit	between	themthe	realm	of	the	dead	or	by	means	of	magic	that	breaks	and	other	mortals.the	body’s	ties	to	material	reality	and	time.	The	trans-	•	Open	a	gate	or	path	to	places	of	the	dead	or	the	dreamsformation	tears	at	the	substance	of	body	and	mind,	until	of	the	Aether	Kindred.what	is	left	is	a	spiritual	shadow.	Specters	have	a
tenuousgrasp	on	reality,	and	some	fade	into	oblivion	while	others	Transformation	Level	1become	monsters	that	sow	the	same.	Few	cursed	with	thistransformation	have	the	fortitude	to	remain	whole.	Starting	at	transformation	level	1,	you	gain	the	following	Transformation	Boons	and	the	level’sBecoming	a	Specter	Transformation	Flaw.Methods	of
becoming	a	specter	vary,	and	few	find	theirway	willingly.	Contact	with	the	forces	of	death	is	the	mostcommon—a	would-be	hero	is	corrupted	by	the	force	theywanted	to	fight.	Sinister	rituals	can	also	infuse	a	body	withthe	powers	of	unmaking.	Alongside	beings	and	magic	ofdeath	stand	entities	that	exist	in	a	reality	untethered	fromthe	material	world	as
mortals	understand	it.	These	othersand	their	minions,	manifestations	of	otherworldly	chaos,can	infuse	a	person	with	that	chaos,	making	the	victim’sultimate	home	a	dream	of	cosmic	horror.Specter	FeaturesA	specter,	no	matter	their	origin,	has	the	following	features.PrerequisitesAbility	Scores:	Dexterity	13	or	higherRoleplay:	You	must	have	contact
with	the	world	of	thedead,	either	through	an	encounter	with	a	monstrous	andincorporeal	undead	creature	or	through	contact	with	theafterlife.	Some	magical	rituals	can	infuse	mortals	withthis	energy.	Alternatively,	you	have	had	contact	with	anentity	or	force	that	has	caused	your	material	form	to	startto	slip	out	of	existence.	Transformation	Save	DC:
Some	of	your	transforma-tion	abilities	require	a	target	to	attempt	a	saving	throw.For	those	abilities,	the	saving	throw	DC	is	8	+	your	pro-ficiency	bonus	+	your	Dexterity	modifier.Level	MilestonesThe	following	are	possible	level	milestones	for	becominga	specter.•	D	efeat	a	powerful,	ghostly	undead	and	absorb	its	power.	Or	defeat	an	aberration	of
similar	might	that	has	powers	over	space,	time,	or	death.•	U	se	a	ritual	that	infuses	your	body	with	the	forces	of	death	or	primordial	chaos.•	S	urvive	a	near-death	experience	caused	by	a	ghostly	undead	creature	or	an	aberration,	especially	one	in	Chapter	6:	Transformations	93Transformation	Boon	Transformation	BoonSpectral	Presence	Horrifying
VisageYour	Dexterity	increases	by	2	and	your	Charisma	increases	As	an	action,	you	can	force	each	creature	of	your	choiceby	1.	No	ability	score	can	increase	above	16	in	this	way.	If	within	30	feet	of	and	able	to	see	you	to	make	a	Wisdomyour	transformation	is	due	to	contact	with	the	afterlife,	you	saving	throw.	Targets	that	fail	the	saving	throw
arebecome	Undead	in	addition	to	any	other	creature	types	you	frightened	for	1	minute.	A	frightened	target	can	repeatare.	If	your	transformation	is	due	to	an	abnormality	with	the	saving	throw	at	the	end	of	each	of	its	turns,	withreality,	you	become	an	Aberration	in	addition	to	any	other	disadvantage	if	you	are	within	line	of	sight,	ending	thecreature
types	you	are.	Spells	that	affect	humanoids	still	effect	on	itself	on	a	success.	You	can	use	this	boon	aaffect	you.	However,	you’re	immune	to	effects	that	only	number	of	times	equal	to	your	transformation	level.	Youaffect	a	creature	of	your	new	type	of	a	specific	CR.	regain	all	uses	when	you	finish	a	long	rest.	Also,	you	cease	aging	and	cannot	be	aged
magically.	Transformation	FlawTransformation	Boon	Hideous	AppearanceSpectral	Movement	Your	true	form	is	ghostly	and	haunting,	whether	due	to	your	connection	to	death	or	your	tenuous	ties	to	materialYour	walking	speed	increases	by	10	feet.	In	addition,	you	reality.	Although	your	appearance	isn’t	necessarilycan	move	through	other	creatures
and	solid	objects	as	scary,	your	spectral	form	seems	unnatural	to	normalif	they	were	difficult	terrain	and	you	can	move	through	creatures	who	might	believe	you	to	be	a	ghost	or	otherdifficult	terrain	as	if	it	were	normal.	If	you	end	your	sort	of	spirit.	You	can	manifest	as	the	humanoid	youturn	inside	a	creature	or	object,	you’re	shunted	back	to	once
were,	but	doing	so	requires	concentration	on	yourwhere	you	entered	and	take	1d6	force	damage	per	10	feet	part.	Moments	of	stress,	such	as	the	following,	reveal(rounded	up)	you	travel	in	this	way.	Objects	that	have	your	hideous	appearance.been	in	your	possession	less	than	1	minute	cannot	movethrough	creatures	and	objects	with	you.	•	Using
concentration,	as	if	on	or	on	a	spell	•	Becoming	unconscious	As	a	final	benefit	of	this	boon,	due	to	your	incorporeal	•	Entering	hallowed	groundnature,	during	your	turn	you	have	resistance	to	all	•	Choosing	to	reveal	your	hideous	appearancenonmagical	bludgeoning,	slashing,	and	piercing	damage	•	I	n	events	of	extreme	emotional	or	physical
stress,from	sources	you	can	see.	the	GM	can	call	for	a	Constitution	saving	throwTransformation	Flaw	with	a	DC	of	their	choosing	to	see	if	you	reveal	your	hideous	appearance.Close	to	Death	When	you	reveal	your	hideous	appearance,	how	viewersYour	body	and	soul	have	a	tenuous	grasp	on	existence.	react	is	up	to	the	GM.	They	might	treat	you	as	a
ghost	orYou	have	disadvantage	on	death	saving	throws	as	the	another	monster	in	disguise.	Hostility	and	fear	are	likelypull	of	a	peaceful	death	calls	out	to	you.	If	you	would	reactions	in	these	cases.be	killed,	the	GM	chooses	whether	you	die	permanently(unable	to	be	restored	by	magic)	or	you	transform	into	an	Transformation	Level	3incorporeal
undead	or	aberration	under	the	GM’s	control.If	you	are	on	the	Ethereal	Plane,	this	flaw	has	no	effect.	When	your	transformation	reaches	this	level,	you	can	choose	one	of	the	following	transformation	boons.	If	youTransformation	Level	2	wish,	you	can	select	a	boon	from	level	2	instead.	You	also	gain	this	level’s	transformation	flaw.When	your
transformation	reaches	this	level,	you	canchoose	one	of	the	following	transformation	boons.	You	Transformation	Boonalso	gain	this	level’s	transformation	flaw.	Spectral	BodyTransformation	Boon	Your	body	fades	further	into	the	immaterial,	giving	youEthereal	Phasing	certain	benefits	and	abilities:You	can	cast	the	blink	spell	without	expending	a	spell
•	You	are	immune	to	disease,	exhaustion,	and	poison.slot.	Once	you	cast	the	spell	using	this	boon	a	number	of	•	W	hen	you	take	damage	other	than	force,	you	can	usetimes	equal	to	your	Transformation	level,	you	can’t	do	soagain	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.	a	reaction	to	gain	resistance	to	the	triggering	damage	and	reveal	your	Hideous
Appearance.Transformation	Boon	•	You	no	longer	require	air,	food,	water,	or	sleep.Spectral	FlightYou	gain	a	fly	speed	equal	to	your	walking	speed.94	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideTransformation	Boon	Transformation	BoonLife	Drain	Call	of	UnmakingYour	touch	disrupts	the	life	force	of	other	beings.	As	an	As	a	bonus	action,	you	reveal	your
Hideousaction,	you	can	choose	a	creature	within	5	feet	to	make	Appearance	and	give	a	mournful	wail	or	otherwise	seta	Constitution	saving	throw.	On	a	failure,	the	creature	up	a	wracking	vibration.	This	sound	has	no	effect	ontakes	8d8	necrotic	damage,	and	you	gain	half	as	many	constructs	and	undead.temporary	hit	points.	If	this	damage	causes	the
creatureto	drop	to	0	hit	points,	the	creature	automatically	dies	All	other	creatures	of	your	choice	within	30	feet	of	youand	you	regain	an	expended	use	of	this	boon.	must	make	a	Constitution	saving	throw.	Creatures	that	can’t	hear	you	have	advantage	on	the	saving	throw.	On	You	can	use	this	boon	a	number	of	times	equal	to	a	failed	save,	the	creature
bears	the	mark	of	unmakingyour	Transformation	level.	You	regain	all	expended	uses	for	the	next	minute.	While	bearing	this	mark,	a	creaturewhen	you	finish	a	long	rest.	takes	an	additional	1d6	necrotic	damage	each	time	it	takes	damage.	Once	you	use	this	boon,	you	can’t	use	itTransformation	Boon	again	until	you	finish	a	long	rest.Haunting	Jaunt
Transformation	BoonPrerequisite:	Spectral	Flight	PossessionYou	can	use	a	bonus	action	to	choose	an	unoccupied	As	an	action,	you	reveal	your	Hideous	Appearance	andspace	within	120	feet	then	you	fly	in	a	direct	line	from	enter	the	space	of	a	humanoid	or	beast	and	force	thatyour	current	space	to	that	chosen	space.	This	movement	creature	to	make
a	Charisma	saving	throw.	If	the	targetdoes	not	provoke	opportunity	attacks.	Each	creature	you	fails,	you	disappear,	and	the	target	is	incapacitated	andpass	through	as	part	of	this	movement	must	succeed	on	loses	control	of	its	body.	You	control	the	body	withouta	Constitution	saving	throw	or	take	3d6	+	your	Dexterity	depriving	the	target	of
awareness.modifier	psychic	damage	and	be	frightened	of	you	untilthe	end	of	your	next	turn.	While	possessing	a	target,	you	can’t	be	targeted	by	any	attack,	spell,	or	other	effect.	You	retain	your	alignment,	Once	you	use	this	boon,	you	must	finish	a	short	or	Intelligence,	Wisdom,	Charisma,	and	any	immunity	tolong	rest	before	you	can	use	it	again.	being
charmed	and	frightened.	Otherwise,	you	use	the	possessed	target’s	statistics	but	don’t	gain	access	to	theTransformation	Flaw	target’s	knowledge,	class	features,	and	proficiencies.Untethered	Mind	The	possession	lasts	until	the	possessed	target	drops	to	0	hit	points,	you	end	it	as	a	bonus	action,	or	until	youYour	mind	starts	to	follow	your	body	in	its
dissolution.	are	forced	out	by	an	effect	that	ends	possession.	WhenLess	significant	memories	of	your	existence	before	the	possession	ends,	you	reappear	in	an	unoccupiedyour	specter	transformation	start	to	fade	like	they’re	space	within	5	feet	of	the	body.	You	can	use	this	boondreams	you’ve	awakened	from.	The	GM	can	claim	you	again	only	after	you
finish	a	short	or	long	rest.can’t	recall	something	from	your	living	past	when	it’sdramatic	or	might	disadvantage	you.	Also,	you	have	Transformation	Boondisadvantage	whenever	you	attempt	an	Intelligencecheck	to	recall	information.	Ethereal	Denizen	This	lack	of	connection	to	your	previous	self	can	You	can	sense	invisible	creatures	and	objects,	and
thosecause	personality	changes.	You	might	forget	old	in	the	nearby	Ethereal	Plane,	as	if	you	are	always	undergrudges	or	traumas,	which	can	change	your	personality	the	effect	of	the	see	invisibility	spell.traits	or	alignment	for	the	better.	It’s	more	likely	thatyou	cling	to	any	vestige	of	your	old	self,	amplifying	Additionally,	you	can	use	an	action	to	cast
thetheir	importance,	nursing	resentments	and	gloomy	etherealness	spell	without	expending	a	spell	slot.	Oncethoughts.	You	might	come	to	hate	those	who	have	a	you	cast	the	spell	using	this	boon,	you	can’t	do	so	againnormal	existence,	taking	a	turn	toward	evil.	until	you	finish	a	short	or	long	rest.Transformation	Level	4	Transformation	FlawWhen
your	transformation	reaches	level	4,	you	can	Pull	of	Oblivionchoose	one	of	the	following	Transformation	Boons	or	aboon	from	levels	2	or	3	instead.	You	also	gain	this	level’s	Dissolution	pulls	on	your	body	and	soul.	Whenever	youTransformation	Flaw.	roll	a	natural	1	on	a	saving	throw	against	an	effect	that	deals	you	damage,	you	lose	1d6	hit	points	per
two	levels	you	have	as	the	afterlife	or	your	lack	of	reality	pulls	you	toward	nothingness.	If	you	die,	your	body	disappears,	and	you	can	be	raised	from	the	dead	only	with	a	wish	spell	or	true	resurrection	spell.	If	you	and	the	GM	agree,	you	might	instead	become	an	NPC	monster	under	the	GM’s	control,	such	as	a	wraith	or	a	bizarre	space-time
aberration.	Chapter	6:	Transformations	95Chapter	7:BackgroundsBackgrounds	are	a	great	tool	for	making	characters	You	failed	to	heed	your	parents’	warnings,	and	you	that	feel	like	an	organic	part	of	a	campaign	set-	were	taken.	In	fact,	those	who	know	of	your	experi-	ting	and	world.	A	normal	background	provides	ence	use	that	word	to	describe
you:	Taken.	You	do	not	the	information	about	what	the	character	was	remember	what	happened	to	you	while	you	were	away,	before	they	became	an	adventurer,	setting	up	a	founda-	but	through	some	mysterious	and	possibly	fortunate	cir-	tion	on	which	the	character	is	built.	cumstances,	you	wandered	back	into	town	after	months	or	years	of	going
missing.	Maybe	the	fairies	whisked	you	Grim	Hollow:	The	Campaign	Guide	provided	a	new	off	to	some	magical	realm.	Maybe	evil	cultists	of	an	Arch	and	different	concept	for	backgrounds:	advanced	Daemon	held	you	prisoner,	planning	to	sacrifice	you	backgrounds.	These	types	of	backgrounds	not	only	to	their	dark	leader	when	the	time	was	right,	and
you	fulfilled	the	role	of	backgrounds	in	providing	that	found	a	way	to	escape.	Maybe	one	of	the	Beast’s	warped	foundation,	it	also	allowed	characters	to	grow	within	and	feral	minions	took	a	liking	to	you	and	kept	you	as	a	those	backgrounds	even	as	they	evolved	as	adventurers.	pet.	Whatever	your	story,	you	can’t	remember	your	time	away.	But	that
doesn’t	mean	you	weren’t	changed	by	it.	Advanced	backgrounds	are	a	great	tool	for	a	cam-	paign;	however,	some	GMs	and	players	may	want	to	Skill	Proficiency:	Nature,	Survival	consider	using	normal	backgrounds.	Most	backgrounds	Tool	Proficiencies:	Tinker’s	tools	or	woodcarver’s	tools	that	apply	to	typical	fantasy	campaigns	also	fit	nicely
Languages:	Any	one	common	language	into	a	Grim	Hollow	campaign.	With	that	in	mind,	we	Equipment:	One	set	of	artisan’s	tools,	20	gp	provide	some	new	normal	and	advanced	backgrounds	here	to	fit	your	preferences.	Feature:	Insightful	FlashbacksNormal	Backgrounds	While	you	don’t	remember	your	time	away	from	the	civilized	world,	you
occasionally	have	glimpses	of	whatOne	of	the	Taken	happened.	When	you	are	making	an	ability	check	to	know	or	remember	something	about	a	monster	or	some	On	the	fringes	of	the	civilized	world,	parents	warn	their	other	piece	of	lore,	you	can	reroll	a	check	that	gave	you	children	not	to	wander	away	from	their	homes,	especially	no	information.	If
the	new	check	provides	information,	at	night.	The	many	creatures	that	haunt	the	forests,	from	you	cannot	use	this	ability	again	until	you	gain	a	level.	the	faerie-folk	to	the	minions	of	the	Great	Beast,	spell	This	represents	your	subconscious	mind	reminding	you	doom	for	the	innocent	who	stray	too	far	into	the	darkness.	of	details	you	witnessed	while
you	were	lost.96	Grim	Hollow	Players	GuideSuggested	Characteristics	Pox-TouchedAs	one	of	the	Taken,	your	experiences	changed	and	When	you	fell	ill	with	the	Weeping	Pox,	you	assumedshaped	you	even	if	you	cannot	remember	the	exact	you	would	die	from	it,	as	had	so	many	before	you.	Yourdetails.	Even	more	dramatically,	how	you	were	treated
neighbors	shunned	you,	fearing	that	you	would	spreadupon	your	return	by	those	around	you	the	disease	to	them	and	their	families.	d6	Personality	Trait	Then	a	miracle	happened.	A	stranger	came	to	you	1	I	am	easily	startled,	jumping	at	the	slightest	sound.	and	offered	to	help.	The	stranger	brought	forth	strange	2	Other	people	irritate	me,	but	I	love
the	company	of	animals.	medicines,	providing	you	with	curative	draughts	and	3	I	cannot	abide	silence,	so	I	surround	myself	with	noise	elixirs.	And	just	as	the	disease	reached	its	worst	stages,	the	symptoms	began	to	vanish.	Before	long,	you	were	whenever	possible.	cured	of	the	disease.	The	sores	and	scars	of	the	disease,	4	I	often	forget	what	day	or
month	or	year	it	is.	however,	still	play	across	your	body—an	unsubtle	5	I	use	the	attention	of	my	time	missing	to	make	myself	reminder	of	the	terrible	scourge	you	faced.	important	and	noticed.	The	stranger	left	you	after	the	treatments	concluded,	6	I	am	restless,	never	satisfied	with	what	I	have	or	what	I	am,	but	you	retained	some	of	the	knowledge
that	the	healer	used	while	caring	for	you.	Those	who	marvel	at	your	re-	always	seeking	more.	covery	also	fear	you:	they	harbor	some	suspicion	that	you	made	deals	with	dark	powers	to	drive	away	the	disease.	d6	Ideal	1	Innocents	need	protection.	I	won’t	let	what	happened	to	me	Skill	Proficiency:	Intimidation,	Medicine	Tool	Proficiencies:	Herbalism
kit	happen	to	others.	Languages:	Any	one	common	language	2	That	which	does	not	kill	you	makes	you	stronger.	Conflict	Equipment:	Herbalism	kit,	10	gp	begets	strength.	Feature:	Medical	Marvel	3	The	world	is	a	cruel	place.	In	the	end	we	are	all	ground	down	Your	dramatic	and	sudden	recovery	from	the	Weeping	to	dust.	Pox—as	well	as	the	physical
changes	to	your	appearance	4	Mysteries	abound,	and	the	point	of	life	is	to	solve	as	many	of	because	of	the	disease—has	made	you	a	marvel	to	the	people	around	you.	Though	you	may	be	treated	them	as	possible.	differently	as	a	strange	oddity,	your	new	status	does	5	The	only	way	to	avoid	being	a	victim	is	to	be	the	aggressor.	have	potential	perks.	You
can	ask	for	small	favors,	6	Passing	on	your	knowledge	and	wisdom	to	others	ensures	you	from	meals	to	places	to	rest,	and	find	the	common	folks	willing	to	oblige,	even	if	they	are	slightly	afraid	of	you.	will	live	forever.	Suggested	Characteristics	d6	Bond	1	You	were	taken	with	another,	and	that	person	was	returned	as	As	one	of	the	Pox-Touched,	you
faced	down	a	terrible	fate	and	lived	to	recount	the	experience.	Such	a	terrible	well.	You	are	bound	to	them	forever.	experience,	and	the	joyful	escape	from	that	fate,	leaves	a	2	You	were	found	with	a	strange	object	in	the	woods.	That	object	lingering	effect	on	those	who	go	through	it.	never	leaves	your	possession.	d6	Personality	Trait	3	While	others
shunned	you	on	your	return,	your	pet	never	left	1	I’m	overly	conscious	of	what	the	Weeping	Pox	did	to	my	your	side.	This	unusually	long-lived	pet	means	the	world	to	you.	countenance.	4	When	you	returned,	the	community	rallied	around	you	to	care	2	I	hear	the	voices	of	all	those	who	died	from	the	disease,	and	I	for	you.	You	guard	that	community
fiercely.	speak	on	their	behalf.	5	An	elder	who	was	also	taken	as	a	child	listens	to	you	and	helps	3	I	have	come	to	deeply	respect	the	work	of	the	alchemists	and	guide	you	on	your	path	forward.	potion-makers	of	the	world.	6	A	faerie	grove	in	the	forest	near	you	is	the	only	place	where	you	4	I	fear	disease	after	having	almost	succumbed	to	one.	are	truly
at	peace.	5	I	process	everything	I	see	and	experience	verbally.	d6	Flaw	1	I	suffer	nightmares	that	I	cannot	recall	when	I	wake,	and	the	6	I	prefer	darkness	and	solitude	to	light	and	company	lack	of	sleep	makes	me	prone	to	fits	of	anger.	2	I	seek	money	and	power	regardless	of	the	cost	to	my	soul.	3	I	am	rude	to	others	as	I	tend	to	speak	what’s	on	my
mind	rather	than	filtering	myself.	4	My	quest	for	justice	sometimes	interferes	with	my	common	sense.	5	I	am	indifferent	to	the	suffering	of	others.	6	I	believe	lies,	which	makes	me	easily	duped	by	those	with	ill	intent.	Chapter	7:	Backgrounds	97d6	Ideal	Skill	Proficiency:	Arcana,	Religion	1	Death	is	powerful	and	wonderful,	a	transformation	rather	than
Tool	Proficiencies:	Land-based	vehicles	Languages:	One	of	the	following:	Abyssal,	an	ending.	Celestial,	Infernal	2	We	should	be	judged	for	how	we	treat	the	powerless,	not	Equipment:	A	holy	symbol,	diplomat’s	pack,	10	gp	the	powerful.	Feature:	The	Inquisitor’s	Stare	3	Knowledge	is	the	key	to	defeating	any	problem.	4	Discipline	and	rigor	are	the	best
tools	against	the	chaos	of	You’ve	seen	more	fear	and	pain	each	day	that	most	people	see	in	a	lifetime.	With	a	mere	glance,	you	can	tell	the	world.	if	someone	is	hiding	something,	if	they	are	in	pain,	and	5	Self-reliance	is	the	key	to	survival.	Others	may	let	you	down.	if	they	are	about	to	succumb	to	injuries.	Once	per	day,	6	One	person’s	ideal	is	another’s
flaw.	Ideals	should	be	malleable.	you	can	automatically	succeed	on	a	Wisdom	(Insight)	check	or	know	if	a	living	creature	is	at	less	than	10%	of	d6	Bond	its	maximum	hit	points.	1	I	do	what	I	do	for	all	those	suffering	from	horrible	maladies.	Suggested	Characteristics	They	deserve	respect,	empathy,	and	assistance.	2	The	book	of	cures	that	my	doctor
left	me	is	incomprehensible	You	find	yourself	in	constant	conflict	between	your	old	mind	set	and	your	new	life.	The	motivations	and	beliefs	to	me,	but	I	carry	it	with	me	everywhere.	that	led	to	your	inquisitional	pursuits	were	strong,	and	3	My	pet	was	with	me	during	my	recovery,	and	it	reminds	me	of	the	feelings	and	experiences	that	turned	you	from
that	path	were	equally	strong.	all	that	I	have.	4	My	parents	never	gave	up	on	me,	and	I	visit	them	whenever	d6	Personality	Trait	1	Whatever	I	believe	is	true	at	the	moment	is	the	only	truth.	I	can.	2	The	various	realities	you	have	seen	make	it	hard	for	you	to	know	5	I	have	a	twin	who	I	cannot	stand	but	would	do	anything	for.	6	I	owe	my	life	to	the
itinerant	healer	who	healed	me.	what	is	true	and	what	is	not.	3	I	feel	great	shame	over	my	actions	as	an	inquisitor.	d6	Flaw	4	I	believe	that	my	enemies	are	waiting	around	every	corner.	1	Cleanliness	is	the	most	important	virtue,	and	no	one	around	me	5	When	I	get	tense,	I	like	to	dance	and	pray	to	relieve	is	ever	clean	enough.	the	tension.	2	One	of	the
herbs	that	helped	heal	me	is	something	I	must	take	6	No	matter	what	you’ve	seen	or	done,	I	can	top	that.	every	day	or	I	feel	terrible.	d6	Ideal	3	I’m	easily	distracted.	4	When	innocent	people	are	being	hurt,	I	fly	into	a	blind	rage	1	The	arcane	is	dangerous	and	evil,	but	it	must	be	conquered	that’s	hard	to	control.	with	compassion	rather	than	violence.	5
Since	the	Weeping	Pox	could	not	kill	me,	I’m	obviously	2	The	unexamined	life	is	a	blessing	that	should	not	be	indestructible.	overlooked…	or	overanalyzed	6	My	appearance	means	more	to	me	than	I	should.	3	Life	is	too	short	to	not	live	it	to	its	fullest.	4	Progress	is	an	arch	daemon’s	playground.Lapsed	Inquisitor	5	Nothing	means	anything.	Life	is	futile
and	uncaring.	6	Children	are	the	only	ones	who	can	make	the	world	right.You	spent	years	traveling	the	countryside	as	a	memberof	the	Arcanist	Inquisition,	seeking	out	heretics	and	d6	Bondblasphemers,	daemon	and	arcanist.	Your	work	1	The	person	who	made	me	see	the	error	in	my	inquisitioninguncovered	hidden	evil	that	likely	saved	the	livesof
countless	innocents.	However,	on	more	than	one	ways	keeps	me	grounded.occasion	the	zeal	of	yourself	or	others	brought	low	2	My	old	amulet	of	office	never	leaves	my	neck,	a	reminder	ofindividuals	who	were	themselves	innocent.	what	I	was	and	what	I	can	never	become	again.	After	a	crisis	of	conscience,	you	left	the	ranks	of	the	3	I	adopted	the	pet
of	one	of	my	former	victims.	I	care	for	it	asinquisitors.	Leaving	those	ranks	is	itself	a	dangerousprospect,	but	you	could	no	longer	abide.	Maybe	someone	penance	for	all	the	lives	I	destroyed.you	love	and	care	for	starting	showing	arcane	affinities	4	My	former	assistant	left	the	Inquisition	with	me,	and	I	feelthat	would	have	led	to	their	destruction.
Maybe	you	did.Maybe	the	last	investigation	you	performed	opened	your	beholden	to	lead	them	on	a	better	path.eyes	to	new	realities.	5	The	spirit	of	someone	who	died	at	my	hands	has	become	my	Now	you	are	living	with	a	target	on	your	back.	friend	and	confessor.Your	former	peers	don’t	take	kindly	to	people	leaving	6	Although	I	have	left	the
Inquisition,	my	former	mentor	stilltheir	ranks.	Those	whom	you	persecuted	have	notforgotten	your	deeds.	But	life	must	still	be	lived,	and	holds	an	important	place	in	my	heart.there’s	more	than	one	way	to	find	and	destroy	the	evilin	the	world.98	Grim	Hollow	Players	Guide
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